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OVERVIEW

This thesis presents a comprehensive analysis of dumping and the rationalìty of

anti-dumping .laws. Since national anti-dumping laws differ fiom country to country, the

scope ofthis thesis is limited to fhe general discussion about fhe rationality of

anti-dumping laws. As the WTO has encompassed more and mo¡e trading nations, this

fhesis examines core articles ofthe WTOlnf i-Dumping Agreemen!.l¡the end, I propose

the feasible reform of anti-dumping laws.

In order to comprehend the conception ofdumping, CFIAPTER ONE explores economic

definitions of dumping, classifications of dumping and forms of dumping. There are two

definitions ofdumping prevailing in legal and administrative discussions. One is the

classic theory of dumping as "international price díscrimination", in which a firm sells

the identical product at a lower price in the foreign market than in the home market. It is

also called'þrice dumping". The other contemporary theory defines dumping as sales of

the exported goods at prices below their costs ofproduction. It is also termed "cost

dumping". Both dumping practices are regulated domestically, by national antidumping

laws and intemationally, by Article VI of GATT 1994 and the WTO lzri-Dump@

,Agreernent.

To further analyze dumping both theoretically and empirically, I review different

classifications of dumping, including: (1) traditional categories ofdumping; (2) anti- and

pro-competitive based categorization; (3) dumping as a market strategy; and (4)

monopolizing and non-monopolizing dumping. This examination is beneficial to



comprehend the nature of dumping and the positive effects of dumping which will be

discussed in the later chapter.

The traditional categories of dumping can be drawn from a framework provided by Viner

(1923). Two classifications of dumping provided by his analysis have been widely

accepted in economic and legal literature, although Dale (1980) has consisæntly critþed

such categorizations. These two essential categorizations are motive-based and

time-based classifications. His conclusion shows that predatory dumping is most

objectionable from the perspective of the dumped country and that only short-run or

intermittent dumping ís potentially harmful to the economic rvelfare of the importing

country.

Dale (1980) suggests that dumping should be distinguished on anti-competitive and

pro-competitive bases. For distinguishing between anti-competitive and pro-competitive

dumping, the comp€titive test, similar to the one applied by domestic antitrust laws,

should be applied. He concludes that price discrimination is not unlawfrrl per se on both

national and intemational levels, and that it is unlawful only when it has the "specified

anti-competitive effect". To some degree, the thought of anti-competitive dumping is

broader than th¿t of predatory dumping. However, such a test is more than an injury test,

focusing on the determination of dumping effects. It would be arguable that what

significance makes his categoriz¿tion more workable than Viner's classifications because

the effects, motive and duration of time are all identifiable posr åoc. In addition, this

categorization creates the appearance of expanding the competitive test applied by the

IT



domestíc antitrust law to the dumping regime and such expansion appears to indicate the

possible interlink between antitrust and anti-dumping laws. The validity of the possible

interlink is, however, questionable.

Kostecki (1991) provides the classification ofdumping, focusing on the strategic

marketing dimension Even though firms'dumping practicæs are motivated by various

objectives and a firm's dumping behavior may be motivated by more than one exporting

objective, he considers these practices to be marketing strategies. Hís classification

illustrates the close linkage between dumping practices and market strategies.

\Villig (1998) classifies different types of dumping according to monopolization or the

creation of market power. He concludes that non-monopolizing dumping including

market-expansion dumping, cyclical dumping and state-trading dumping, is not

considered deleterious to world welfare with the exception ofwhen dumping transfers

some profits or rents to exporters. Monopolizing durnping, including strategic and

predatory dumping, is clearly harmful to both the importing nation and the global

economy. He clarifies the possibility of monopolization outcome of different types of

dumping practices, which is not explicitly addressed by the classic dumping theory. As a

result, his classification has prevailed in the modem literature of ôrmping regime.

In the end of this chapter, I further obsewe different types of dumping and illustrate

notions ofthem. Such an extensive examination facilitates comprehension ofthe n¿ture

of different types of dumping practices bæed on different classifications and the welfare

IV



effects of them. It will provide the foundation for the foflowing díscussion about the

rationality of anti-dumping laws.

..IAPTER Two flrrther analyzes dumping prices and the cost of prod'ction The

definitions of dumping in contemporary legal and administrative literature encompass the

traditional "intemationar price discrimination" and .bxport 
sares at prices below cost of

production". The former means that a firm sells the identical product at a lower price in

the foreign market than in the home market; the latter is usua y refened to as predatory

dumping which is most condemned in the rational justification for anti-dumping laws.

since viner's (1923) treatise on the dumping problem, many scholars have introduced

different modem models to explain dumping in the form of intematíonal price

discrimination. Dumping as intemational price discrimination can lead to conclusions

dissimilar to conventional interpretations when different approaches are adopted- This

chapter briefly examines these models.

The analysis ofcost in berow-cost-of-production durnping is usuafly divided into two

categories: below average cost and below m¿rginar cost. Dumping below average cost

may occur: "in periods of slack demand", "the different structure ofcosts for domestic

firms and exporters", and "differences in labor market instifutions". It is irration¿l under

these conditions to laber exporters pricing below average cost as dumpers and to offset

their sales with anti-dumping duties while domestic firms behaving in the same way are

not condemned. On the other hand, there a¡e four scenarios where dumping below



margin¿l cost may occur: (1) short-run rigidities and uncertainties; (2) sales maximisation;

(3) predatior4 and (4) competition for market share. Except for (1), the other scenarios all

include short-run losses of prolits in exchange for other purposes, allowing foreign

exporters to price below short-run marginal cost. I also íntroduce different models of

demonstrating prices below cost of production and prices below marginal costs of

production

Tfuough the analysis of cost of production, few comments can be made. First, neither

below-cost-of-production nor below-marginal-cost dumping denotes predation. Second,

dumping is seldom practiced with predatory intentions because a worldwide monopolistic

position is diffrcult to be achieved and the gains from predatory pricing are even more

uncertain in the international context.

CTIAPTER THREE examines the effects of dumping, rationales for anti-dumping laws

and core articles of the WTO Anti-Dumping Agreement. Many scholars have commented

on the w€lfare ef[ects ofcost and price dumping on the ímporting country, the exporting

country and the global economy. While dumping is short-rur! it is acknowledged that

consumer gains in the importing country outweigh the losses of domestic producers of

importing-competing goods, and dumping may encourage domestic production.

Analyses of the welfare impact of dumping on the exporting country usually focus on the

dumper's monopoly power in the home market and on the domestic c¡rnsumers'

well-being. The dumper's monopoly power brings disadvantages to domestic competition.



When dumped goods are raw materials or intermediate goods, buyers ofthese goods in

the home country also sustain the cost disadvantage. Similarly, domestic consumers are

charged monopolistic prices in comparison with foreign buyers.

However, most cases of dumping neither result in ir{urious impacts on distribution and

competition r¡/ithin the importing country nor decrease global welfare. Predatory

dumping is one exceptional case but most empirical studies show that predatory dumping

is rare in the real world. Some argue that strategic dumping may have âdverse impacts on

the importing country ¿nd the global economy; however, it would be diffrcult to confìrm

the actual occurrence of strategic dumping because some requirements for strategic

dumping to occur must be met and the readiness of these requirements being met is

uncertain. It is generally considered that predatory and strategic dumping largely belong

in the theoretical realm.

Most literature has proposed economic and non-economic justifications for anti-dumping

laws. Economic rationales include prohibiting ir{urious intemational price discrímination,

predatory and intermittent dumping. However, the validity of these rationales is

questionable. lnternational price discrimination is not per se objectionable because it is

the common commercial practice and acceptable business strategy, which can bejustified

based on different market conditions. Since market condítions vary considerably from

country to country pricing policies differ accordingly.

Predatory pricing in an international context is inconceivable and it provides a tenuous



link with anti-dumping laws. Empirical studies show that instances of predatory dumping

are rare or extremely limited. Additionally, a worldwide monopolistic position is diffrcult

to achieve and gains from predatory dumping are uncertain. Even if this rationale is valid

it is questionable why neither current anti-dumping laws nor the WTO Anti-Dumping

Agreement contains any mechanism to identiôr and p€nalise true predatory dumping.

Preventing intermittent (or short-run) dumping as the rationale for anti-dumping laws is

also questionable because the occurrence of intermittent dumping depends on the

presence ofcertain structural conditions and these necessary conditions are unlikely to

arise. In addition, the overall effects of intermittent dumping on consumer welfare are

ambiguous. Empirical studies further indicate that the main concem in the few actual

cases of agricultural products does not center on intermittent dumping but on the

agricultural price instability and income stabilisation programs.

Some supporters of anti-dumping laws assert that anti-dumping laws can be justified on

the ground of notíons offairness. These non-economic rationales include: distributive

justice and communitarian values, and faimess and level playing field. However, these

rationales are questionably valid.

Distributive justice and communitarian values as faimess rationales for anti-dumping

laws are indeed implausible. From a theoretical perspective, supporters ofthese rationales

provide no rational principle for distinguishing between the harm caused by

non-predatory dumping and the harm caused by non-dumped low-príced imports,



although low-priced imports may inflict losses on the domestic industry. From an

empirical perspective, studies show that most Canadian antidumping cases in which

anti-dumping duties have been imposed were not to enhance the welfare of the

least-advantaged members ofsociety but to benefit those workers and communities who

were already better off than most in Canada.

Some maintain that anti-dumping la\.vs are to deal with the conflict between a level

playing field on the one hand and unfair traders on the other. Faimess means a level

playing field, meaning that similarly situated producers are being treated with similarity.

Anti-dumping laws are needed to maintain a level playing field among producers in

different countries. However, this assertion is invalid. First, this assertion provides neither

clear definitions of "faimess" and "level playing field", nor explanations for how current

anti-dumping rules advance those goals. Second analyses have suggested that dumping

can also be the result of purely private conduct, having nothing to do with unfairly

trade-distorting govemment policies. Third, some wro members have argued that the

association between dumping and this faimess assertion has no significance in Article vl

of GATT 1994 or inthe Anti-Dumping Agreement.

As a consequence, neither economic nor non-economic rationales canjustifu

anti-dumping laws. Anti-dumping laws offer only punitive responses to common

importer activities and business tactics and such measures merely act as another form of

import protection.



In the end of this chapter, I briefly intodtce Article VI ofGATT 1994 andthe

An.ti-Dunping Agreement, and examine core articles of the l¿ ti-Dumping Agreemenf.

principles, determínation of dumping, and determination of injury. Tfuough examining

the WTO Panel and Appellate Body Reports on actual cæes, I make some reform

suggestions about these core articles.

As anti-dumping laws cannot be justiflred on either economic or non-economic rationales.

many reformers have submitted different proposals. clIAprER FouR e><amines three

main proposals on which reformers generally focus: (t) replacement of anti-dumping

laws by competition or antitrust laws; (2) replacement of anti-dumping laws by

safeguards; and (3) reform for clauses of the I ntiDumping Agreerzeat. ln the end I draw

few conclusions from the overall examinatioq and suggest that anti-dumping laws should

be abolished and be replaced by revised safeguard measures.

Many reformers have proposed that anti-dumping laws shoutd be replaced by either

supra-national or harmonised domestic antitrust regimes. Because current anti-dumping

laws are unable to identifu and penalise true intemational predatory pricing, and

anti-dumping duties are imposed on goods priced at non-predatory levels, they should be

replaced by supra-national or harmonised antitrust laws. Several studies have also

suggested that competition laws can be seen as a more economically rational substitute

for anti-dumping laws in a free trade agreement. ln practice, the EU competition laws and

the Australia-New Zealand closer Economic Relations Trade Agreemenf exempliry this

proposal.



However, this proposal is not feasíble. First, defense against intemational predation is

never more than the rhetoric of anti-dumping and it has never been anti-dumping law's

function; the function ofanti-dumping is ordinary protection. second, transferring

antí-dumping responses to the competition law arena is difücurt because ofthe lack of
harmonised competition policies in different countries. Third, the replacement proposar is

not eæily achieved with the creation ofa free trade agreement because anti-dumping

measures still exist in some free trade agreements. Four q anti-dumping laws and

antitrust laws have different purposes, functions and outcomes. Antitrust laws are

consumer protection statutes and aimed at countering predatory pricing practices;

anti-dumping laws are protectionist instruments and focus on de¿ring with the so-called

"unfair business practices".

other reformers have proposed replacing anti-dumping laws with revised safeguard

measures because anti-dumping laws and safeguard measures are similar in providing

import protection and act as contingent protectionist measures. Moreover, anti-dumping

laws function like quasi-safeguard laws, or as safeguard-like measures. wh e there is no

economic or non-economic rationale for anti-dunping raw and there is another import

protection tool availabre (ifthe import protection is in fact needed), anti-dumping raws

should be abolished and replaced by safeguard measures.

opponents of this proposal have argued that anti-dumping raws deal with.tnfairly',

traded imports and that safeguard measures deal with ..fairry" 
traded imports. However,



such an assertion is invalid because dumping practices are notper,re unfair.

Anti'dumping laws, in fact, arm protection-seeking interests with the emotionally

compelling argument that foreigners are behaving unfairly.

Some may argue that existing safeguard procedures based on the wro Agreement on

safeguards make it relatively diffrcult for industries to obtain special protection and that

this proposal thus implies the decline in legal opportunities for special protection.

Nonetheless, flexibility in the use of the revised safeguard system may provide the

possibility for easier recourse to respite in case ofa sudden surge of imports. As a result,

the need for another "escape route" or protectionist meæure such as the anti-dumping

mechanism can be diminished. Although dismantling the anti-dumping system and

replacing it with a revised safeguard system is a matter of political will, the proliferation

of anti-dumping actions and their negative effects on the multilateral trading system

deserve to be considered seriously. The revised safeguard measures can well satisry the

political need for a proper and well-adminístered protectionist tool, and provide a rational

and systemic mechanism.

some commentators on anti-dumping have provided clause-by-clause suggestions for

reform. Each suggestion deals with the specifïc technical trick or arguably redresses some

elements ofcurrent anti-dumping practices that conflict with the so-called basic concepts,

principles, and objectives of the WTO lzû -Dumping Agreemezr. Although these

clause-by-clause suggestions may serve to identis technical shortcomings in the

Anti'Dumping Agreement andprovtde solutions to thenl these reforms overlook the



fundamental fact that there is no rationale for anti-dumping laws and that anti-dumping is

the compromised protectionist mechanism under political pressure. Thus, this proposal

may not be the best approach to dealing with anti-dumping laws.

In the end, I draw conclusions from the overall ex¿mination and suggest that

anti-dumping laws should be abolished and be replaced by revised safeguard measures.

These include: (1) dumping is practiced for achieving certain commercial objectives; (2)

international price discrirnination and prices below cost ofproduction are common

business activities; (3) the welfare effects of dumping on the importing country is not pe,¡,

,re injurious; (4) anti-dumping laws cannot be justified on economic or non-economic

rationales; (5) anti-dumping measures are politically-oriented and legalized proæctionist

tools; and (6) anti-dumping laws should be abolished and replaced by revised safeguard

measufes.



Chanter One

Economic Definitions, Classifìcations and Forms

Section One: Economic Delinitions

The common phenomenon in competitive marketing is that firms charge diffe¡ent

customers different prices for the same product in different national rnarkets. This

practíce is generally termed'þrice discri¡¡ination". The practice of price discrùnination

in international trade is usually named "dumping"-selling the identical product at a

lower price in the foreign rnarket thar in the home rnarket. Most scholars assert that there

are two conditions, which must be met, for the occurrence ofdurnping. Firs! "the

industry must be imperfectly competitive, so that firms set prices rather than taking

rnarket prices as g¡ven". I Second, the "ma¡ket rnust be segmerìted, so that dornestic

residents carurot easily purchase goods intended for export".2 In other words, the firm

must have greater monopoly power in its domestic lnarket tlan abroad a¡d domestic

buyers cannot purchase the product as a cheaper import.3

The¡e are two definitions of drunping prevailing in legal and adminisfiative discr¡ssions.a

One is the classic theory of dumping as "iltemational price discrüninatiot", in which a

foreþ producer charges lower prices in the export market than in its home market. It is

also called "price dumping". The price discrirnination in the traditional model of

dumping is, most often, explained by tlre differences in demand elasticity between

markets. The other contemporary theory defines dumping as sales of the exported goods

I Paul R Krugman and l\4au¡ic¿ Obstfeld, I temational fuononics: Theoty and Polfcy, 2d ed (New York:
ÉIarp erCollins, l99l) 142.

" Ibid.
3 Peter fL Lindert, /n temational Econontrbs, 8ú ed (Homewood: Richa¡d D. Irwin, 1986) I E4.
a 

John H. Jackson &Edwin.A.. Vermulsl eds.,Antídunpìng L.ûe and Prqcfice: A Contparatíve Sndy
(Michiean: The Univeßity of Michigan Press, 1989) 24-



at prices below their costs of production.5 It is termed "cost dumping". To define

dumping, there are controversies ove¡ the appropriate defüútion ofcosts to be applied.

The ¡ecent disct¡ssions focus on "dunping below average cost" and "dumping below

marginal cost". Some even insist that pricing below average cost is betieved to be the

normal business practice, as a short-run response to a depressed market, and pricing

below marginal cost as a means of investment in the firms'future;6 therefore, such

practices should not be labeled dumping. This chapter will focus on the conventional

tïeory of dumping and the contemporâry model will be discussed in the next chapter.

Use ofthe term "dumping" can be haced back to the nineteenth century. In the early

nùreteenth century, the tariff issue was the rnajor concem in G¡eat Britair arrd, since then,

the word, "dumping", came into the economic terminology in Europe. However, it had

no precise and cefain meaningT until Jacob Viner in his work in 1923 exclusivety

aualyzed it and established an accurate definition of this tenn: 'þrice-discrimination

between national ¡¡arkets" or "selling at a lower pr.ice in one natjonal lnarket than in

another". 8 His definition symbolised the focus on dumping in the traditional meaning

of price discrimination. The taditional dumping theory defines dumping as

"international price discrimination"e and "consists of an analysis of monopolistic price

5 
John H. Jackson, ?/¡ e World Trading Systenr: Lav and Policy oflntemaÍional Econontic Relaîíons,Z,Á
ed (Cambridge:MIT Press, 1997) 261.

6 Jackon and Verm\lst $em note 4 at2g-39.
' JaØbune\ D ntping: A P¡oblen in Intenational Trude (Chìcago: University of Chicago press, 1923)

l. The¡e were variors meanings, such as "divene price-pmctices as severe competition,', .,customs

undervaluation", "bargain", "sacrifice', "slaughter sales', "local price-cutting', and ..selling in one
national ma¡ket at a lower price than in anothei'.

" Í¡id at3.
e Michael tlart, ¡'¡z ding Middle Grcund: Reþning rhe Anti4unping lavs in North Anerim (Ottawa:

CPTL, 1997) 33. 
z



discrjmination between national markets".ro To determine the existence of dumping ancl

dumping margins, the rule of the "price-discrimination test", a comparison of selling

prices between home and foreign markets, was followed by traditional scholars. When

drere was no domestic price available, or other reasons circumvented the establishment

of this comparisoq the traditional approach shifted to "comparisorx with sales to third

markets, or to a 'constructed-cost' method of arrivíng at a 'fair' home price',.rr

P¡io¡ to Jacob Viner, Theodore Emanuel Gugenheim Gregory in l92I attempted to solve

the controversy over the term dumping and considered that dumping encompassed the

four following types:

1. Sale at prices below foreign rnarket prices.

2. Sale at prices with which competitots canllot cope.

3. Sale at prices abroad which are lower than current home prices.

4- Sale at prices unremunerative to the sellers.l2

Nevertheless, he failed to define explicitly the term dumping. Jacob Viner claimed that

type three was olosest to the definition of drunping and that 'þrice-discrimination

between purchasers itr different ûational markets" cha¡acûerized the essence of

durnping. 13 
Some scholars have contended that drunping is charging different prices to

different buyers in different nations.la

to Wilfied J. Ethier, "Dumping" (t 9E2) 9O:3 J. Potirical Econ. 482.
" lackson, supra note 5 at 26l .

" Theodo¡e E. Gregory, Tarifs: ASady in Method (London: C. Grifrn & Company,lgàl) 177-rr Viner, sr¿pr¿r note ? at 4.
ta Frank Willianr Ta ussig, Principles ofÛconomics, vol.l, 3d ed. (NewYork: Maomillan, lgll-34) 207

"The possibility ofcharging di$erent prices to different purchasers explains the phenomenon of
'dumping'--{hat is, the disposal of commodities in a foreþn country at one price, and to domestic
purchasers at âno$el and higher price." 
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Viner's definition disregarded the relations between specific dumping prices and the cost

ofproduction, the dumper's profits or the prices ofrival sellers. His defìnition was

unable to deal with these complicated problems and, in many cases, was unclear as to

whether dumping had to be profitable to the dumper and wlrether drunping prices had to

be lower than the competitors' prices. These phenomena witl be discussed subsequantly.

His definition embraced the following common form and rarer forms of intemational

price-discrimination:

1. The conventional form--sales are made at lower prices for export than ùr the

domestic market; or,

2. The rarer forms-(l) the significant price-discrimination is between purchasers in

different export rnarkets when there is no, or only a srnall, domestic rnarket for a

particular commodity. For example, in the nineteenth centurf cotton

manufacturers in England might sell low-grade and heavily sized cottons, which

had no domestic rnarket, at lower prices in China than in India in order to enter

into the Chinese markeq (2) the sellers charge higher prices to purchasers in

foreign markets than to those in the home market.r5

The above "conventional form" can be conside¡ed to be the general nrle of dtunping but

there a¡e some exceptional circumstances. Different forms of dumping can be termed

differently under diffe¡ent conditions. These different forms of dumping will be further

explored in the latte¡ section.

hr short, the wídely-accepted definitions ofdumping nowadays include two aspects:

15 Viner, sxpru note7 al5.



'þrice dumping" and "cost dumping". The former means intemational price

discrimination. The latter denotes sales abroad at prices below the cost ofproduction.

Both dumping practices are regulated, domestícally, by national antidumping laws and,

internationally, by Ihe Anicle W of GATT 1994 and the Anti-Dumping Agneernent.t6

Section Tlvo: Classifications of Dumping

In order to analyze dumping both theoretically and empirically, it is nec€ssary to

categorise and classify different types of dumping. Different types of durnpilg cau be

categorised according to various bases and from dive¡se perspectives. tn this sectioq I

examine the traditional and modern classifications of drunping and assess the

contemporary notions of multifarious appearances of dumping.

(1) Traditional Categories of dumping

The taditional categories of dumpilg can be drawn frorn a frarnework provided by Viler

(l923).t7 He opined that different fo¡ms of durnping could be made distinctions from

varied points of view I summa¡ize these different forms of dumping and different

classifications proposed by Viler as the following chart.

16 Agteenent on [nple Entation oÍArticle VI of the Geneml Agentml on Tarif and Trade 1994
r? Vner, slpra note 7 al13-32.
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l. Conventional v
Unconventional

Distinction

2. Open v Hidden

3. Direct v. Reverse

4. Strength v Weakness

(a) Conventional form

(b) Unconventional form

(a) Opø dumping

(b) Concealed dumpins

TVoes

Motive-based

Classification

(a) Direct or export dumping

(b) Reverse dumoinc

(a) Dumping with strength

(b) Dumping with \^,eakness

Sales made at lower prices for export than in the home market.

lncluding reverse, spurious, exchanse. freiaht and conceâled dumnins

(a) For the disposal of over-stocking.

(b) Unintentionat.

(c) For mainøining connections with the foreign market.

(d) For developing trade connections ìn a new market.

(e) For eliminating competition in the dumped markø.

(f) For forestalling the deveþment of competition in the dumped market.

(g) For retaliation against dumping.

(h) For maintaining full production from existing plant facilities without cutting home prices

(i) For obtaining the economies oflarger-scale production without cutting home prices.

O On purely mercantilistic prounds ("mercantilistic dumDine").

lncluding conventional, reverse, spurioug exchange and freight dumping.

By means ofmaintaining secrecy about export Drioes.

6. Time-based Classification

Sales ofcheaper identical commodities directing at "foreigrf' buyers.

Sales ofcheaper identical commodities pointing at "homd' buyers.

With predatory intention to capture foreign market power, or the domestic

monopoly position sustaining dumping abroad.

For liquidating an overstock, or reducing losses from a shutdown, partially or

completely, ofthe plant under the stress ofbusiness conditions.

Descrintion

(a) Sporadic dumping

(b) Short-run or intermittent dumping

(c) Long-run or cominuous dumping

Including type (a) and (b) ofmotive-based classific¿tion.

Including type (c), (d), (e), (f) and (g) ofmotive-based classification.

Includine type (h), (i) and (i) ofmotive-based classification.



Arnong the above categorizationsls, the motive-based and time-based classifications are

essential. These classifications were followed by his contemporary, Haberler (1936).re

However, Richard Dale (1980), in his survey of anti-dumping, has criticised the practícal

vahre ofand the economic rationales behind Viner's classifications, and the correlation

between these two classifications.20

The conventional economic notion ofdumpíng is that continuor¡s dumping belefits the

importing country because of the welfare effects ofthe persistent cheaper supply of

commodities on the importing country. Discontinuous o¡ short-run dumping, on the other

hand, has a disruptive effect on the dumped country since it induces a misallocation of

domestic resources. Viner adopted this assessment of welfa¡e effects on the importing

country and classified dumping, according to its duration, as sporadic, short-run (or

intermittent) or long-run (or continuous) dumping. He further attributed motives to these

categories. 21

There are some key points which can be drawn from his analysis ofthe above

categorizåtions. First, durnping aiming to eliminate cornpetition in the dumped market is

tenned 'þredatory or malignant" dumping. It is the most objectìonable frorn the

perspective ofthe dumped country. Second, dumping, for the purpose of maintaining full

production from existing plant facilities without cutting home prices, is the most

18 Dumping with strength indicates that the monopoiist can reduce prices abroad and still gain a
substa¡tial margin ofprofit from dumped products becnuse ofthe domestic monopoly position resulting
in higher domestic market pric€s.

re Gotúied von Haberler,Tlrc Theory oJlntemational Trade: túth íts applications to conherciql poliq!,
trâns. Alfred Stonier and Frederic Benham (London: Mlliam Hodge, 1936) 300-301.t Richard Dale,lr ti4uuping lanv in a Liberal Trade Onler (London: Maomitlan, 1980)8-11.

" Dumping served as a measure ofretaliation against dumping in the reve¡se direction is t€rmed
"defensive dumping". See [laberler, srpra note 19 at 300.



prevalent type of dumping. Third, in most instances of dumping no single motive is

dominant and there are usually sorne combinations of the above motives. Fourth,

dumping continuing steadily and systematically for a period of time duration constitutes

sho¡t-run or intermittent dumping. On the other hand, dumping without continuing

steadily and systematically throughout "an fudefinitely long period" is termed sporadic

dumping. Long-run, permanent or continuous dumping is carried on continuously over a

permanent period and usually considered the most advantageous. Fifth, his conclusion

shows that only short-¡un or intermittent dumping is potentially hãmful to the economic

welfare of the importing country. Haberler affirmed such a conclusion.22 However,

Amold Plant (1931) argued the regularity element ofinten¡ittent dumping and stated the

recunence of intermittent dumping on an irregular basis.23

Although Viner's categorizations have been widely accepted in econornic and legal

líterature, Dale has oitiqued this two-fold classiñcation of dumping. First, he questions

the possibility of misallocation ofresoruces ¡esr¡lting from short-run dumpilg in a short

period of time and the consideration for the true cost ofresource misallocation in the

irnporting country. He states that "displacement of domestic produotion for aty duration

may result in under-employment of labour and capital in the importing country, whereas

productive resources will only be shifted into altemative uses afrer some considerable

2 Habe er, supra note l9 at 314, ' Dumping is harmful only when it occun in spasms and each spasm
lasts long enough to bring about a shifting ofproduotion in the importing countsy whioh must be
reve¡sed when the ch€p imports c€ase. Such intemittent dumping may be harmful even u'hen the¡e is
no competirg home industry".B Amold Plant, "lihe Anú-dumping Regulations of the South AFican Taritr' (1931) 3l Economicå 88, as
aited inDale, supm note 20 at 18. "The¡e remains the class of intermitte¡ìt dumping which does flot
recur with sufficient regularity to enable the community to reanange its pmduction on the basis of
allowing for it, and which consequently causes temponry dislocatíon to local producfíon".



lapse oftime".2a He also considers that short-run or intermittent dumping may "overlap

with sporadic durnping in terms of duration"2s since Vine¡ didn't precisely differentiate

the periods of time between intermittent and spo¡adic dumping. Additionally, there is no

definite time distinction between short-run and long-run dumping under Mner's

definitions, with the result that the cost of domestic industry exit and re-entry under

long-run dumping cannot be determined and then be equalüed with consumer benefits.

The uncertainty ofaccumulative welfare benefits to the consumer of oheap dumped

imports, therefore, fails to justify Vner's theoretical basis for permanent dumping.

Although Article I I (II) (b) of,4zl idumping Code 197f6 deñ\eÅ"sporadic dumping" as

'lnassive dumped imports ofa product in a relatively short period", this provision on

massive imports are not necessarily about sporadic dumping in the sense discussed here

and they are also directed at importeß trying to get products into the country ahead of

the start ofan investigation. It is clea¡ that Viner's view on harmlessness of sporadic

dumping is rejected.

Second, Dale sriticizes Viner's motive-based classification of dumping for the

insufficiency of the utilitarian merit. Although dumping with predatory intentions has

been condemned for arorsing economic misallocation of productive resouces in the

importittg country, such motives and others are only identifiable post hoc. There is no

documented iûstance ofpredatory price-cutting in the post-Second \ orld War period.2?

As a result, the televance ofmotive-based classification to the contemporary

Dale, flpm \ote20 st L
Ibid.
Ageenenf on Inplenentation oÍArticle W of the Geneml,Agreenßnt on T¿tritit and nsde (1979),
online: LE)OS (BßD $ 265117l-188).
Dale, srpftr note 20 at I 0.
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international trade problems is arguable.

Although Dale's criticísm is obviously rational and empirical, Viner's categorizations

provide frarneworks oftheoretical analyses in the dumping regilne. Such classifications

have been further adjusted according to the empirical problern-solvitg uecessity ard to

different concerns. FurtherÍìore, his frameworks have continued being the fundamentals

of expeftise in the economis and legal fields of dumping.

(2) Anti- and Pro-Competitive Based Categorization

Dale (1980) suggests that dumping should be distinguished on anti-competitive and

pro-competitive bases.28 For distinguishing between atti-cornpetitive durnpiug and

pro-competitive dumping, the competitíve test should be applied to this distinction. This

test is similar to the one applied by domestic anti-price discrimination laws (or anti-trust

laws), such as the United States Robinson-Patman Act. This competítive test can also be

viewed as the injury test, determining whether dumping causes the anti-competitive

injury to or pro-cornpetitive effect on competition.

Based on this test, price discrimination is not unlawfrd per se on both national and

international levels. It is unlawful only when it has the "specified anti-competitive

effect". As a result, anti-cornpetitive dutnping is defined as durnping "undennining a

domestic indushy to the point ofendangering the competitive process". It may cover

"cut thnoat pricing" or "any other form of aggressive competitìon" even though there is

no predatory intention involved. To some degree, the thought ofanti-competitive

æ lbid. at ll afld 45-66.



dumping is broader than that ofpredatory dumping.

Dale also mentions that some the United States commentators have urged that this test

should be applied to determine the injury of dumping under the U.S. anti-dumping

legislation. Some proposals of the U.S. enforcement agelcies, such as the United States

Federal Trade Commission, have also commented on the importance of application of

this test in practices ofinternatíonal price discrimination and predatory behavior.

However, the application of this anti-trust injury test in international hade has been

challenged by Professor Edward2e because of two reasons. First, the focus of the

domestic anti-price discrimination !aws, such as the United Stâtes Ro hinton-Pøtmøn,{ct,

is on secondary line or buyerJevel injury. That is irrelevant to durnping because

durnping at buyer level only benefits the importing counfy's buyers, who purchase

dumped produots at Iower prioes. Second, the essentìal purpose of tlis Act is to cu¡b

competition rather tlìan protect it. Affi-dumping regulations, olì the coùftary, are

commonly viewed as the protection instrument even though tùere is much controversy

over "protecting whom": dornestic competitors or competition.

Indeed, such a test has never come into the tenitory of the U.S. antidumping law even

though proposals for legislative reform of adopting this test in anti-dumping regime have

often been addressed and the U.S. agencies in enforcing the Act have commented that the

competitive test should be given consideration in both domestic and international fields.

The distinction betweetr anti-competitive and pro-competitive dumping has never been

explicitly drawn in any anti-dumping law although paragraph four ofarticle tlree of

t Cor*in D. Ed*u rd, The Price Discritùination tnv (Washinglon: Brookings hstitutior! 1959) 12-13, as
aíted in Dale, supm notez} at 46.
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GATT Anti-dumping Code 1979 states that restrictive hade practices it the irnporting

country should be taken into consideration in anti-dumping proceedings.

I¡ short, Dale's categorization provides an interesting distinction between dumping

behavior: anti-competitive and pro-competitive effect on competition. ln fact, such a

competitive test applied by this categorization is more like an injury test, focusing on the

determination of dumping effects. It would be dor¡btful whether this categorization,

based on competitive effect, is more workable than Vine¡'s time- and motive-based

classiflrcation since the effects, motive and duration of time a¡e all identrfiable post hoc

and these classifications simply analyze dumping behavior with focus on certain

djmensions of it. Dale also questions the operational value ofany classification.30

Seco¡ld, this categorization creates the appearance of expanding the competitìve test

applied by the domestic antitrust law to the dumping regime. Such exparuion fudicates,

to some degree, the possible interlink between anti-fust and anti-dunping laws. This

interlink has loag been discussed, as well as the issue of replacing anti-dumping law with

antitrust law The discussion about this subject will be provided in the later chapter.

(3) Dumping as a Marketing Stratery

Kostecki3r(1991)providestheclassificationofdumping,focusingonthestrategic

marketing dimension. His perception of occurrence of dumping still follows the

haditional theory There are three prerequisites: (1) an exporter possessing the market

s Dale, Jrrpl¿ note 20 at 1 1.
3r Miohel l\4 Kostecki, "M¿rketing St¡¿tegies between Dumping and Anti-dumping Aotion" (1991) 25 Eur

J. Marketíng 7. 
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power over prices in at least one ofthe markets; (2) the existence of segmented markets;

and (3) the higher elasticity of demand in the export market than in home market. When

these three prerequisites are me! ân exporter may engage in dumping practices with

diffe¡ent ma¡keting objectives, suoh as the purpose of maintaining export sales during

periods of slack demand.

Basically, Kostecki's classification is not significantly different from Vine¡'s

categories.32 He conforms to the above classic theory and observes durnping fiom the

motive-based perspective. Even though firms' dumping practices are motivated by

various objectives, Kostecki considers these practices to be marketjng sfiategies. His

illustration of dumping at sfrategic level has added a new dimension to traditional

classifications ofdumping in modern international bade. It is author's opinion that such

a classification showing a new look of Viner's categories is significant in the modern

dumping regime. As a result, it is worth the following dernonstration.

Kostecki categorizes different types of dumping according to different export marketing

objectives. This categorization is re-presented in the following table.

32 Gunnar Niels, "\[,lrat is Antidumping Policy Realþ about?" (2000) l4 J. Econ. S urvs. 467 ît 472.



Type¡ Export Marketing Objectives

l. Cyclical Dumping
to stabitize production over the business cycle, even during periods ofslack

dema¡d, i.e. practice.d by EuroDeân ste€l oomDanies in the midl980s-

2. Penetmtion Dumping

to rapidly gain market share wiû the aim ofreaching economy ofscale in

production and export dìshibution, i.e. practic€d by lapan€se electrónics in U.S.

i¡ 1986 3

3. Defensive Dumping

to deter entry by potential competitors irìto the target market, i.e. usually

praotic€d by state tmding organization exporting minerals3a and agricultuml

oroducts.35

4. Early Arrival Dumping

to acquire markel Ieådership in a newly-invenæd high te,ohnolos¿ produds, i.e.

practiced by Japanese exporters ofvideo-c¿ssette recorders to Franc¿ in the

mid-1980s.

5. Head-on Dumping

to a$aok the pric€ leader in dre export markel i.e- practice.d by Japanese

exporters ofconsumer ele$ronic products in the U.S. and the EU mârkets in the

1980s.

6. Predato¡v Durnoins to eliminate rivsls in the export market and thereafter cain monoDolv DricÊs-õ

7. Accidental Dumping3T
without delibe¡ate inÞntion to engâge iì dumping praotices, i.e. "new product

dumoinq".3E

Kostecki concludes that a firm's dumping behavior mây b€ motivated by more than one

33 Michel M KmÞcki, "Eleotronic Trade Polioies in the 1980s" (1989) 23 J. World T. lZ.
3{ W Labys, "The Role of State Trading in Mineral Commodity tr,ta*éts ', in tvt. V. Kostecki, ed., ,Sa¿e

Tiading in Intemsrionøl Mørkets (-nnð,or': M¿cmillan Press, 19821 as cited in M M Kostecki, sr/pro
note 3l at l9-

3t A. Irdccalla & A SchmiÞ, "Slate Trading in Grain", in M M Kostæki, d, Slate Tmditg in

-, h emarioìal Markels (London: Nfacmillan Press, l9E2), ås citeiJínlbkl.* Kostecki considers that the occurence of predatory dumping in c¡ntemporary intemational t¡ade is

-_ relalively rare. Se.e Kostecki, sflpra note 3l at 9.

" Kostecki opines that acÆidental dumping may arise ftom the change ofdemand conditions and exchange
mte fluofuations. In this regard, accidental dumping is in some v?âys simila¡to "incidental dumping",
as opposed to "systematio dumping", proposed by Edwin Vermulst. This similarity will be discnssed in
dre next section.

3E 'New product durnping" arises Êom the experinent of "leaming by doing" firms on various pricing
policies for gatheríng valuable information on howto colduct produotion. ftis case usually happørs in
high technology indust¡ies. Becauso ofthe laok of experience in pricing of new products, firms may
asçidentally engage ín prioíng below marginal cost See Jaohon & Vermulst, s.rrlm note 4 at 38.



export marketing objective, and different dumping pattems are not necessarily mutually

exclusive.3e His analysis re-presents and re-illustrates the traditional dumpilg theory

closely connected with modern bading behavior. The ernpirical examination of dumping

motives also provides policy-makers and regulators with a new dimension to

re-valuation on anti-drunping policies or laws ifthese policies or laws are need.

(4) Monopolizing and Non-monopolizing Dumping

Willig4o (1998) classifies the type ofdumpiug according to ûtonopolization or the

creation of market power. There are five types of dumping behavior. The monopolizing

dumping aims at oreafing monopoly power. On the other hand, .hon-monopolizing

dumping" is not motivated by the creation of monopoly power.

Some have argued that Willig's classification does not distinctly diffe¡ frorn Viner's

motive-based categorization.al However, lús approach to anaþing dumpi[g at ma¡ket

power lwel explains the complexity of combinations of different motivations involved in

dumping behavior. Dumping with certain motives may accompany acquisìtion of

monopoly power. This analysis may also conÍibute to policy consideration with respect

to the correlation between dumping behavior and the possible creation of market power.

This categorízatìon is re-presented in the followin g tableJ2

Kostecki, .n?rd note 3 I at 9-
Robert D. Willig, "Ec¿nomio Efferts ofAìtidurnping Policy'' in Robert Z. I¿w¡en ce, ed., B rcokings
Tiade Forunt 1998 (Wasbington, D.C.: Brookings Institution press, 1998) 57 at 61-66.
Niels, flrpr,ø note 32 at472.
The Þble pr€sents a summary ofWillig's classification and a Êamework provided byHoldar. See
Merle Holden, "Anti-Dumping: A Reaction to Tmde Liberalisation or.Anti-Competitive?' (2002) 70;5
S.AJ. Econ.777, online; ESSA <http://www.essaorg.za./download/papers/O04.pdÞ (date aocessed: ll
April 2003).
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Non-monopolizing Dumping

{ Willig considêrs lhat the demand abmad will be more price elastic even rhough the market demands at
home and abroad are equalþ price elastio. This situation may result in "reciprocal dumping". Tfre
notion ofrecþrocal dumping wilt be discussed in dre neld section.ø The unusuatly low prices are below lhe "full cost'' but above the level of"marginål variabte cost''. The
possibility ofprices below "full cost", including the "sunk (co¡n¡niüed) cost ofcâpacity", arises fronr
the conc€pt thêt 'the costs ofsunk oapacity that is in excess supply are not reflected in marginal or
opportunity costs, even though such cosb do rëflect the costs ofcapacity when capacity is not in
excesd'. On the othe¡ hand, if firms sell at prices below the marginal variable cost, it deriotes thât firms
sell at I loss. It is not profitable and rational for firms to do so in order to gener'¿te more sales. See
Mllig, npru note 40 at 6243.

at Becarse ofa non-convertible curency, the expoñing courtry must obtain ha¡d cr¡nenq¡ lo finarce its
o\rn imports from nations in the free world See Willig slprø not6 40 at 63.tr In this case, dumping is daermined by the comparison between export prices and cost-based
construcÞd values b€cause, in non-mafket countries" exchange rates are relatívely meaningless orhome
prices are not ludged by ecnnomio marke, to*o. 

,U

Types of Dumping Description Motivation

l. Market-Expansion

Dumping

Expansion ofexport sales by pricæ

discrimination ac¡ording to diferent

elasticities ofdenund in dre home a¡rd

foreign marketa3

to expand export sales and eam ¿dditional

profits by pricing exports at a smaller

margin above margirul production and

tra¡sport costs.

2. Cyclical Dumping

Exports priced at unusually low prices{

in the presence of excess production

cåpacity owing to depressed demand.

a. to generate more sales aìd gain proñts.

b. to reduce the social costs oflayoffs by

additional production stimulated by

unusually tow-priced exports.

3. State-Trad ing

Dumping

Exports from state-owned industries in

non-markst côunlries âl low pric€s6 in

order to eam hard currenoy.

to eåm hard curency,{r possíbly in

company with other motives found ìn

in oûÌer categori€s ofdumping.



Monopolizing Dumping

ot Willig, 
"rrp"o 

note 40 at 65. The mosl profitable export price may be "below the calcul¡ted full cost''

." because the higher pric€s in the protected home ßarket benefits the exporters.* lbid.2t64. Tl,e closed home ma¡ket should be sufrciently large so that expofters can €njoy "cost
advartagd' over foreign rivals and the protection ofthe home ma¡ket causes a significant impact on
rivals' comp€litiveness elsewfi e¡e.

ae lb¡d. at65.'i]ne cost advantage enjoyed by exporters deteß foreign rivals'needed invesfnent betsuse of
lhe creation ofcerlain merket power for exporters in importing markels. Compeljng rivals' opportunity
lo exploit the available economies ofscale will be limited by the crealion ofmarket povrer.* tb¡d. àt ee. Betow-cost pricing is usually oonsidered predatory. The conventional vie; is úat prËdârion

denotes prices below "avoidable cosf'. The comprehensive examination ofpredatory durrping will be
discussed in the next chapter. 

û

Types of Dumping Description Motivation

l. Strâtegic Dumping

Dumping by benefiting from an ovemll

strateg¡, including both low export

pricinga? and nuintaining a closed

home ma¡kelaE

(l ) to acquire oertain profrmble market

power abroad while the home markgt

is protected.

(2) to reap benefits, transformed by the

cost advsnlage and genemted by

economíes ofscaleae with dre

with the employment ofthe sF¿tegy.

2. Predatory-Pricing

Dumping

Low-priæd exportss to drive

cornpetitors out ofbusinæs !o establish

a monopoly.

lo drive rivals out ofbusines by

low-priced exports and to reroup loses

by charging the higher prices while the

monopoly position in the foreign market

is established-



In general, non-monopolizing dumping, not motivated by the creation of monopoly

power, is not considered deleterious to world welfare with the exception ofwhen

dumping transfers some profìts or rents to exporters. First, although these three forms of

dumping cause injury to local manufacturers, they need not'þrevent ihose buying the

exports from having many attactive sources of supply available to them".5l Second,

even though non-monopolizing dumping injures the interests of domestic producers of

import-competing goods, domestic buyers benefit fiom low-priced goods. The benefit to

buyers outweighs the ftrancial losses ofperfectly competitive producers, as long as the

local manufacture¡ ¡etains its ability to operate as before. Third, non-monopolizing

dumping is advantageous to the net interest of the importing country because it, to some

extent, acts as "direct subsidies to factors of domestic production". It not only causes rent

shiÍìing or protection against sociâl losses in the irnporting nation but also "encourages

domestic production". The domestic producers may utilize the cheaper imports as inputs

into their own operations.s2

Non-monopolizing dumping may be exceptionally deleterious when profits are

fa¡sfer¡ed fiom domestic producers to exporters. In this situation, domestic producers

earn profits tlrough the exercise of market power or the social benefits are greater than

market retuïs. If local producers have market power and rents are shifted, "it is possible,

but by no means assule4 that non-rnouopolizing durnping catses geater aggregate

social loss and irf ury to domestic import-compefing suppliers than benefits to domestic

buyers-,53

t] Ibid. at 67
n Ibid, ãt6Bu lbid. at 67.



Coùhary to non-monopolizfug dumpirìg, st¡ategic and predatory-pricing durnpilg is

clearly hannÍìrl to both the irnporting nation and the global economy. In the case of

strategic dumping, it has adverse effects on the importing nation and the global economy.

First, the exporters' protected home market limits the export opportunities ofthe

producers in the inporting country. Second dornestic producers' ability to invest in

R&D, learning by doing, and human and physical capital, is reduced by the consÍaint on

the sales of them. The constraint also causes domestic producers to operate with higher

costs. Third, sÍategic dumping leads to market domination and abuse of market power.

With respeot to the global economy, the negative effects of strategíc dumpirrg on the

importing country outweigh the positive benefìts to the exporting nation. 1'lu-s is because

the concomitant losses of consuners' surplus in dre irnporting nation and dre additional

losses, resulting from the protectìon of market, to consr¡mers in the exporting nation

exceed exporters' gain fiom the exercise ofmarket power in the foreigrr market.5a

Similarl¡ predatory-pricing dumping causes injuries to the importing nation and the

global econorny. Foreign predators create and exercise monopoly power over domestic

coruumers by raising prices after "destroying the productive capability of alternative

sources of supply". Such predatory behavior has anti-competitive effects in the importing

market. The achieved monopoly pricing also lowers the welfare of everyone as a whole.

As a result, any behavior leading to a greater monopoly power in the economy shor¡ld be

objected in both domestic and international context even though the possibility of

v hid. ar70-71



ínternational predatìon has long been considered rare or relatively Iimited.ss

In short, WilJig's classification is based on the traditional durnping categorizations and

he has fiuther explored the complex combinations ofdifferent motivations involved in

dumping behavior at market-power level. Dumping can be motivated by acquisition of

monopoly power, such as predatory-pricing drulping. Dumping may lead to market

domination or the gain of monopoly power, such as strategic dumping. By contrast,

durnping cat have little to do with the creation of r¡urket power, such as

market-expansion, cyclical and state-hading dumping. Willig clarifies the possibility of

monopolization oùtcome of different types of dumping practices, which is not explicitly

addressed by the classic dumping theory. As a result, his classification has prevailed in

the moder¡ literature of dumping regirne.

Section Three: Forms of Dumping

The¡e are different fonns of drunping according to various criteria and diffe¡ent

conditions. Different categorizations also underline certain sþificance of classified

types of dumping. In o¡der to comprehend the concept of dumping represented in

diffe¡ent forms, the following observes miscellaneous types of dumping and ilhrstrates

notions of them.

(1) Reverse Dumping

There are two major reasons for the general rule governing dumping: to compete with

tJ The possibility ofintemational predålion and prevenling predatory dumping as thejustification for
anti-dumping laws has long been argued. l}te discussion about this conüoversy will be provided in the
next chÂpter. 
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foreign manufactures, and further to gain the market share in the exaort marke! as well

as to maxirnize profìts by lowering the selling price in the less important export market.

Both reasons can be considered to be motivated by profit maximisation.

Due to the profit-maximising motive, a perfectly competitive firm could choose to sell

all of its ouþut in the ma¡ket with the higher price, and pursue sales-maximisation if the

market conditions were perfectly competitive. In fac! a firm ca¡rnot fulfill such wishes in

any given market because hade-related barriers, such as a prohibitive tariff iu foreign

markets, or extra costs associated with re-sale and with the movement among markets,

exist. These vadous factors can force a firm to vary its pricing decisions foÌ different

markets. The usual scenario, therefore, should be that the selling price of the identical

product in the export market is higher than it is in the domestic market, because of the

above additional costs. However, ifso, a finn cannot compete with the foreign

manufachuer and gain the market share in the export market. As a result, a firm

strategically lowers the foreign selling price and sustains certain losses in the short run;

but it may generate rnore profits in the longrun after it gains the ma¡ket share in the

foreign market. Such a rnotive commonly contributes to the occurrence of conventiorul

dumping.

There additio¡ally exists the other reason for the occurrence of c¿nveutional dumping:

the ¡elative importance between the domestic and the export markets, in terms of source

ofprofits. Because ofthe existence of t¡ade barriers i¡ the foreigrr market, such as tarìffs,

domestic manufacturers are forced to allocate between different markets and to adjust the

selling prìce in these ¡narkets to maximise profits. Without adding the exffa costs to the



product, the domestic market is usually considered to be the more importånt source of

profits and the principal rnarket for manufacfirers, except that where there is no

domestic market for the particular product, such products are specially destined for

export markets.só They generate reasonable profits in the principal market and thei

losses result from the dumping practice in the less inrportant export market, or a

subsidiary market, and can be compensated for by the gain in the principal market.

Besides, every firm, economically speaking, is determined to maximise its profits. It is

illogical for frms to dump their products in the principal market, since the more they sell

there the more losses they sustain. Wlen they make this price stategy in different

markets, they can take this "relative-importance factor" into account.

However, the relative importance of dif[erent markets may shift ftom the domestic

(principal) market to the foreig-n (subsidiary) market. In certain circumstances, when the

export market ìs more importânt than the domestic marke! and is the principal

destination ofthe product, the manufacturers may quote prices lower to domestic than to

foreign buyers: this practice is termed'leverse dumping". Frorn the exporting country's

point of view, reverse dumping is beneficial to producers irr the exportùtg couûtry

because they generate more profits. On the other hand, reverse dumping can be injurious

to the importing country since the foreign producer targets his monopoly power at the

export market,s? The practice results in "deterioration in the importing coutry's te¡ms

of trade" and is detrimental to the local indusfy's international competitiveness.s8

tr In such a casg the comparison ofrelative imporance bet'ween the domestic and export mark€t cånnot
be established and ihe c¡mmon form of dumping could nol occu¡ unde¡ Vine¡'s definition because ofa
lack ofthe domestic produot at the price ayeilable.

57 DaÍe, supm ûoleal at 62.
5E Charles P Kindleberger,The Tetns ofTrade: A Etoopean Case ñrdy (Cambridge: MIT Press, l95Q 89,

as c;td ibid. at 62.
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Reverse dumping caü occur: (l) occasionally at differeltt seasom of the year, or il
different years; (2) sporadically when ma¡ket conditions change; (3) under other

exceptional circumstances.se The following are some documented instances ofreverse

dumping.

A Canadian miller engaged in export trade in flour commented on the circumstances

under which rever se durnping usually arises:

Of the lower grades [of floru] most of the ouþut of Canadian mills is sold abroad,

very little of it being used for home consumption....These grades a¡e on the

average sold cheaper in the United Kingdom than in this country; but, at times, one

or other of them sells for less in Canada than abroad, because Great Britain, beiûg

the big consuming market for such flou¡, the surplus is disposed of in Canada if
there is any risk ofbreaking the market by exporting the flour abroad.@

1^ 1969 , the Special Report on Prices of the Canadian Royal Commission on Farm

Machinery presented a proposal for establishment of a reverse dumping duty on identical

tractors which were sold higher in Canada tlun il Britain and other counhies of Westem

Europe.dr However, Robert T. Kudrle (1974) questioned the achievability of elirninatìon

of price discrimination by the establishment ofa reverse dumping duty, because this

proposal "fails to heat adequately the distinction between discrirnination at the

international transfer-price and the final-purchaser levels".ó2

vLîer,sem f.ot9,7 at6.
Carød4 Report of the Boatd oÍInquiry into the Cost oÍLtuing, vol.I (Ottawå: J. L. Taohe, ¡915) at 757,
as quoted in Viner,.nrpra noteT at 6.

Royal Commission on Farm Maohinery, óþcial Repofl on Price.r (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1969) 97.
Robert T. Kudrle, "A 'reverse dumping duty' for CanaclaT' (197 4) 7 Can.I.Eßofl.75.
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The Canadiat feno-silicon industry during 1917 arrd 1918 exemplified another

exceptional ci¡cul¡stances under which reverse dumpi¡g might occur. In these years,

more than ninety percent ofthis alloy was expofed to the United States and the export

price for the identical product was higher than the domestic price. By ingeniously selling

this product at the higher price in the export market, Canadian produce¡s avoided the

Americau systern of bvytng ad valorem duttes o this product. Besides, the Arnerican

market was the princþal market for this alloy, so that it was profitable for Canadiaû

producers to p¡actice reverse dumping in the American market ól

Professor Machlup (1952) stated that: "when he was associated with the Austrian

cardboard cartel in the inter-war period, the elasticities of demand in the Hungarian and

Italian ma¡kets were lower than in the domestic Austrian market and these markets were

therefore charged lrigher prices by the carte1".6a There are also many examples of

reverse dumping in one American study of international price discrimination in I 940 .65

Additionaìly, the Eruopean luxury autornobile indushies in 1984 and 1985 represented

the more recent and notable instance of reverse dumping.tr

63 Vtner, npra nole 7 al7.s F¡iÞ Machlup, îre Political Econon! oÍMonopoly: BUShrett, Laborawl GovemntenÍ Polìcies
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1952) 149, as cited inDale s pru nole20 at 62. ProfessorMachlup
categorises this reverse dumping as one Srpe of"geogmphío price discrimination" and nffnÊs this t),pe

, for "lhe get-the-most-from-each-region type of discrimination".
Õt Mílton Gilbert, "A Sample ofDifferences between Domestic and Export PricíngPolici€s ofUnited

States Corporations" i\ Investigations ol ConcentrdÍion of kononíc Povet (WashingtßÍ'.lJs
Govem¡nent Printing Office for the Tempomry National Economic Commifte€, 1941) Monograph ó, as

, , citerJ in Dale supra note 20 ât 62.6 Krugrnan and Obstfeld, crprø note I at 145. "When the dollar rose slrarply against Europear ourrencies,
Eruope¿r¡ rnanuf¿chÚe¡s such as Volvo and Mercedes chose not to cut úei U-S. prices, even though the
equivalent dollar prices ofthei¡ ca¡s in Europe had dropped $eâtly. Thus a lvfercedes could be bought in
Germany for as much as 40 perc€nt less th-an it côst in the United Stat€s. The gap was so large thai many
U.S. buyen started purchasing cars in Europe and shipping them home. The situation could not have
gone forever, but it \ì/as wentually resolved through a decline in the dollar rather than a ohanç in



Flam67 1198?¡ anaþes several large Swedish companies rnarketing new and cornplex

products, such as nuclear reactors and telephone com¡¡unications equipment, and

develops a new model to explain reverse dumping. In this model, the monopolist will

sacrifice some ofhis profits in the domestic market in order to increase his foreigr and

his total profits. It is hard to find the empirical verification ofreverse drunping in

practice because of two ¡easons. First, it is difficult to obtain price infonnation from

producers ofnuclear reactors ald telephone comrnunicatious equipment since the price

information is a highly business secret. Second, it would be hard to interpret and evaluate

the price information if it were available. This is because these products are usually sold

as a package, íncluding spare pafs, training service, guarantees and other condítions of

sales. Flan concludes that reverse dumping "takes the form ofrnore generous side

benefits than outright price discrimination'r8 in these products and the marketing of

many types of sporting goods exemplifies the noticeâble cases ofreverse dumping.

In shoft, reverse dumping is def,med as "selling at a higher price abroad tha¡ in the home

market", which is inconsistent with the concept of dumping covered by GATT or

Íational anti-durnping laws.6e The reason why it is not considered objectionable is that

"a higher price for export than fo¡ domestic sales can easily be attributed to Íânsport

costs a¡rd to other additional costs associated with selling in a foreign marketi'.?o It

__ 
pricing policy".

"' Haffy Flam, "Reverse Dumping" (19E7) 3l Eur Econ. Rev. 82.6Ibid.at88.
@ 

Pete¡ Holmes & Jeremy Kempton, "Study on the Economio and Industrial Aspects ofAnti-durnping
Policy'', SEI \Tortirìg Paps¡ No. 22 (July 1997), online: Sussex Eu¡opean Institute

_ <http://wr¡ev,¡.sussexao.uVUnis/SEVpdß/wp22.pdÞ (dåte accessed: I 7 April 2003)fr 
Jackson & Ve¡mulst" s pm nole 4 altí. 
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would be viewed as an economic phenomenon, which is characterized by lower-priced

goods in the home market rather than in the foreign market. Eitter motivated by the shift

ofrelatively important source ofprofits from the home market to the foreign market

under certain circru¡stances or by Flam's marketing rnodel, reverse drunping has nothing

to do with the notion of dumping at legal level.

(2) Spurious Dumping

The tenn "price-discrimination", in the definition of dumpilg illushated above,

commonly denotes "sales at dif;lerent prices to different purchasers". This b¡oad

approach to explaining this term results in disregarding "differences in the conditions

and terms of sales" and'þice-discrimination may in fact result from the quotation of

identical prices without adjustment for differences in the terms and conditions ofsale".Tt

In other words, the quotation of different prices to purchasers in different national

markets is cotrsidered to be price-discrimination and dumping only if: (1) "the different

prices are quoted simultaneously for identical or substantially identical commodities

offered for sale unde¡ similar conditions and terms"; or (2) "the price-differential

embodies what is either more o¡ less than a reasonable allowance for the differences in

conditions and terms".?2 Other quotations of different prices to different purchasers

under different conditions and tenns are not regarded as an unfair competitive practice,

even thoug:h such a practice has a fictitious appearance of dumping.?3 ln this case, tlìe

fictitious appearance of dumping is termed "spurious dumping", which is not dumping

1\ 
Ytner, npra noteT atï.

72 lbid. atg.n Ar¡cle2.4 of Worltl Trade Oryanization Ageement on Interprctarion olArÍicle W o! the Geneml
/Agrcenent on TAr¡îs and Trade 1994 (Anti-dumping Agreement) provides that diffe¡ences i¡ conditions
and te¡ms ofsale shoùld be taken into considemtion when the national ¿uúority makes a åir price
comparison between the export price ¿nd the normal lalue to detemine wherher dumping exists,



per se but is a variant presented above.

Based on Viner's definition, "spruious dumping" means that the sale at different prices to

various purchasers occurs without involving price-discrimination:

I. ifthe price-differentials are just adjusÍneDts to va¡iations:

(1) "in dre size of the unit orde¡s from various nations,

(2) in the length of the credits,

(3) in the extent of the credit risks,

(4) in the grades of commodities,

(5) in the tjme at which the sales contracts were made,Ta

(6) in the method of conducting the selling operations,Ts or

(7) in the treahnent of freight and packing charges";76 or

2. if the va¡iations in prices arise from:

(l) "drc graft ofexport drawbacks in the exporting country ou dutiable

imported materials re-exported after fi.nther manufacture,TT or

(2) the temporary adrnission of such materjals free of duty, or

1a Yiner, supm rroic-T at l2.Foreign pwchâsers often anticipate their needs ahe¿d oftime and such
practices usually cause the lapse oftime betweeri the date ofthe original purchase and the date of
shipment. When the prices in oxporting countries rise during the ínterval, such praotices might
constitute dumping ifthe pricæ comparison ofproduct in export and domestio market is determined by
the date of shipment On the other hand, such practices nright not b€ considered dumping if the price
comparison is based on the date ofpurchase. Vner opines that the price comparìson should be made as

ofthe same date which is the date on which the export ønract was made.
75 fó¡rl. at 11. To save extra expenses, such as the medlation ofsalesmen and advertìsing, foreign buyers

sometimes dispatch úeir agents to the expoÍing country to purchase direcfly from the producer. The
conduct ofselling operations might give rise to the lower pricæs in the foreign market than in the
domestic ma¡ket because lhe above expenses and other costs to the producen, suob as úre maintenance
ofagenciês, âre attâched to the product in the domestic ma¡ket There was an example oftle Canadian
flourmills in l913 illusuating this point See Canada Rep ort, supra \ote 60 at752.

76 lbid. àtg.n lbid. at 13.The drawbaok system functions as mitigatiofl ofprotective tariß in foreign mari<ets for
exporte¡s and, therefore, the sales at diffe¡ent pricæ resulting from such system cån not be considered
dumping. However, the drawbaok oan not c¡ntain any concealed bounty and oan not exce€d the amount
ofcollected duty on the imponed mâterials. 
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(3) the exemption from excise duties in the exporting country of commodities

destined for export".78

The differences in the size ofthe unit orders from various nations most commonly result

in the occur¡ence of spurious dumping, Foreign buyers usually order larger units in a

single purchase, unlike domestic buyers, because they can save buying fips and reduce

the frequency of their purchase in a year, or because they might operate in a larger

market. The large-unit orders are also economical in clerical, packing and trarrsportation

expenses and in selling costs. From the producer's point of vieq large-unit orders are

also beneficial to them, since they can reduce the cost ofra\r materials and input,

¡naintain considerable produotivity in a period of tirne and save the storage expense. As a

result, concessions in price to foreign buyers, due to the large-unit orde¡s, cannot be

considered dunping if similar conoessions can be made on domestic orders, or if the

sellers are willing to make similar concessions ifsuch orders are dornestically

obtainable.Te

The price-differeltial resulting from an exernption from excise duties in the exportitg

country, of commodities destined for expo( cannot be regæded as dumping, because the

exernption does not give such commodities any advantage over competition with similar

products manufactu¡ed in the importing country, and because the remission cannot be

equated with the grant ofspecial aid to export sales. If there is no similar excise tax in

the importing country, this exemption merely enables these commodities to compete with

similar domestio products on an equal level. If there is a simila¡ exoise tax in the

ß lbid.
D 1b¡d. atto.



importing country, this tax will be imposed equally on the imported and the similar

dornestic product.so Therefore, it is clear that such a prioe-differential cannot be

considered price-disc¡imination o¡ drunping.

In summary, sales at different prices to different pmchasers in different national mârkets

without involving price discrimination are termed "spurious dumping", The most

important single factor giving rise to spurious dumping is the difference in the size of the

unit o¡ders. In practice, there has been little attention paid on this subject since Viner's

study because charging different buyers different prices under different conditions and

terms is normal business behavior and there is nothing wrong with such practices.

Although Viner defines this practice as spurious durnping, it, il esserce, doest't fall into

the territory of dumping either on theoretical or legal level.

(3) Exchange Dumping

"Exchange dumping" means "a situation in which a country increases its export

competitiveness through an effective depreciation of its cunency".8t In other words, a

country manipulates its exchange rates to lower the selling price of its products when

calculated in tenns of the foreign currency. These practices are ruually considered to be

unfair competition by manufacturers in the country in which the goods are being durnped.

Prior to the Second World War, rnany nations, including Britairr, Canada, Ar¡strali4 New

Zealand and South Africa, legíslated against this unfair tactic of competitive

devaluations.s2 For example, Canada's legislation in October 1931 imposed dumping

æ lbid. atl4.
6I Dale, nryrø note 20 at 13.
æ See Emst Tende lenbtrg, Menorundun on the Legßløtion of Difercnt Slates þr the Prevention of



duties on imports if the sale price of the imports in Canada was less than the invoice

price ofthe products in the foreign cuÍency, converted at a rate decided by the

governor-in-council.83

tlaberler (193ó) dissented from the genuineness of "exchange dumpingi' because of the

nonexistence ofprice discrimination.s Some also argue that tlre terrn,"exchange

dumping", is confusing since it has nothing to do with price discrimination or dumping

in the economic sense.ts By means of the depreciation of its currency, a cou W car

increase its exports ofproducts but, in contrast, the depreciation causes the decline in its

internal purchasing power.86 For instance, the Colombian government periodically

devalued the peso between 1967 and 1973 and its exports dramatically increased.s? It

se€tlts that the depreciating cturency operates as a prernium on the exports by making

export prices temporarily low. However, the exporters do not discriminate between the

pric€s at which they sell to domestic aud foreign buyers or between buyers ofvarious

foreign nations.8s Such practices cannot be equated with price discrimination o¡

dumping.se

^. 
Duntpíng, with Speciql ReÍercnce to fuchange Dunprng (Geneva: League ofNations, 192?)- Orville John McÐiarmid, Contnercial Policy in the Canødían Econony (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1946\ 31 4.v Haberlet, supml ote l9 at 300. Haberler also argued over the genuineness ofso-called "social
dumping" because ofthe lack ofprice discrimination.

3t Dãle, supm nole 20 at 73.e Fo¡ a discussion about the intemal and exænral purc-hasing powers aftcted by depreciating cunercies,
see U.S. Ta¡i.ff Commission, Depreciøted &change and futemational Trade (11\,lashington: Govemment
Printing Office, 1922)e 
J. Michael Finger, eÅ.,Antiduñping: Hotv It Wor*s and Wo Geîs HurÍ (Ann Arbor: Universigr of
Michigan Press, 1993) 112.I Vtner, supra note 7 at 16.

æ 
Some also support this point and consider that neilher,4ti cle W olthe Geneml,4greement oD ThriÍs
and Trade 1994 nor Anti-dumping Agreement covers exohange dumping and fteþht dumping. See
Edwin Vermulst et al., "UNCTAD Training Module on Anti-dumping" (February 2002),
IINCTAD/ITCDÆSB/À4isc.71 at 9, online: United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
<http://www.unotad.orglen/docs//itcdtsbmisoTl_enOdÞ (date accessed: l7 January 2003).



Itr a receü report of the Panel on EC - irnposition ofanti-durnping duties on irnports of

cotton yarn from B¡azileo in 1995, Brazil proposes an interesting illustration of exchange

dumping. Exchange dumping occurs "when the export price expressed in domestic

currency falls below normal value as a result ofdistortions in the export

currency/domestic currency exchange rate". \[ith respect to the issue of exchange

dumping there is a boundary between the international regulation oftrade (under the

GAIT) ard international monetary regulation (under IMF). There is a sigrriñcant

distinction between a "sustained exchange rate disequilibrium" and a "temporary

exchange rate distortion". The fonner falls within the scope of international monetary

regulation. The allowance should be made for the latter in the context ofan anti-dumping

proceeding itr order to establish a fair coÍrparìson between nontìal value and the export

price.el

Brazil is also of the opinion that there are two rypes of exchange drunping, namely

"devaluation exchange dumping" and "apparent exchange dumping". The former means

a "manipulation of exchange rates in order to achieve a competitive advantage for

exports" and it is not regrlated by the GAIT. The latter denotes that "the export price

expressed in domestic currency falls below normal value as a ¡esult ofdistortions in the

export currency/domestic currency exchange rate" and the GATT covers situatiors of

apparent exchange dumping.

e EC - Inpositíon ofÀntidurrying Duties on lmporß oÍCotton Yam fon Brazil (1995), GATT Doc.
ADP/I37, B.LS.D- (1995) 42117 (Panel Report), o line: WTO
<http:/ v$À'.v,/to.o¡g^¡/to,/english/docs_e/docs._ehtm> (date ac€€ssed: 3l lvfay 2003)

et thid. atpam.241.
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European Economic Community contests Brazil's allegation. It considers that there is no

plausible difference between these two types of exchange dumping because they both

have an effect on trade and increase the possibility of dumping. The devaluation benefits

the exportíng country's competitiveness. Even though national govemments don't

frequentþ fonnally devalue their currency, they "let it slide in the fiuancial rnarkef'. Tlús

behavior gives competitive advantage to exporters.e2

However, the Panel does not verifu Brazil's allegation of the classification ofexchânge

dunping in its findings and conclusions. ln practice, the concept of exchange dumping

appears uowlrere inthe Article W of GATT 1994 or the Anti-Dmping Agreement.Erorn

the perspective of the draftíng history ofArticle VI of GATT, Jacksone3 (l 969) considers

that the inte¡tion ofthe drafters was not to include exchange dumping. T'he drafters, on

the other hand wished to deal explicitly with "the effects of currency devaluatjons and

exclnnge rate fluctuatiorx" and "their effects ot tlæ rights aûd obligations ofthe

conhacting parties" on other provisions of the GAIT. The note ad Article M on

"multiple currency practices" is an example of a provision dealing with multiple

clùrenoy practices which can, in certain circumstances, constitute a form of dumping by

means ofa partial depreciation ofcountry's currency which is subject to the irnposition

of anti-dumping duty.

(4) Freight Dumping

Freight dumping means that, by receiving preferential export tansportåtion rates from

Ð lbid. atpam.l75.
ei 

John H. Jackso4 Vortd Tlacle and the Lav ofGATT (Índianapolis: Bobbs-Menitt Company, 1969)
40/.-405. 
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the national government, the exporters can make sales in the foreign markets without

making concessions from their home prices. In other words, the preferential export

trânsportation rates enable exporters to reduc€ transportation costs; and therefore, they

can sell their products ab¡oad at lower prices compared with the selling prices with firll

export traùsportatioû rates. For instance, the Gennan govemmeùt i the early 1900s gave

preferentíal railroad rates to exporters to stimulate export trade.ea

However, in fact, such practices can merely be conside¡ed an example of dumping of

freight services and must be differentiated from commodity dumping. By nature,

transpodation costs attached to exporting products serve as a nâtural protection to the

domestic producers in the irnportilg country. Purchasers usually pay the freight charges.

Even with preferential export rates, the selling prices of exported products in foreign

markets should still be higher than those products sold in the home market. The

preferential export râtes should act as a restraint on the dumping of commodities in

foreign markets. Therefore, the terminology of fteight dumping is confusing âûd can

merely be illustrated as the sale offreight services at lower ¡ates to fo¡eign than to

domestic buyers.e5

Furthennore, GATT 1947 applied only to goods, wlúch irnplied that dumping of services

was not covered. The General Agreement or Trade in Services, negotiated durùrg the

Uruguay Round, does not contain provisioûs with regard to dumping or anti-dumping

measrues. As a result, freight dumping, an example of dumping of freight services by

Yineq svpm note 7 at 16. Nowadâys, preferential freight rates fo¡ expo¡ts would be considered export
subsidies and thus be prohibited under the Subsidies Code.

Ibíd. atl7. 
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nahne, is not regulated by either I rticle W oJ'GATT 1994 or the AntùDumping

Agreement.

(5) Concealed Dumping

Concealed dunping occurs when the same price is charged to different purclusers in

different markets with various tenxs and conditions ofsale. The various terms and

conditions may cover the quotation ofthe same prices to domestic and foreign buyels bul

(l) with longer credit terms to foreign buyers; (2) at no extra charge to foreigrr buyers for

packing or transportation to the final destination; and (3) at no extra charge to foreign

buyers for better-frnished or higher-grade goods.e6 For instance, an American

beer-bottling manufacturer in the early 1900s quoted the same prices to domestic and

foreign buyers but onitted the exfa charge for boxing and packing only to the latter

buyers.eT

Exporters, for example ìn modem pharmaceutical products, ruually engage in concealed

dumping by means of maintaining secrecy about export prices. The common reasons for

such practices are: (l) to prevent tle home consumers from complaining about the lower

selling prices in foreiga rnarkets; (2) to prevent the home ¡nanr¡facttuers, who buy

materials fiom concealed dumpers for furthe¡ manufacture at higher prices, from

complaüring about such practices impairilg their competitiveness in foreign markets; (3)

to avoid provoking domestic consumers to demand the elimination ofthe import duties,

in orde¡ to lower the home prices; (4) to circumvent the animosity of competing

% Ib¡d.e Unit"d State" Ldustrial Commission, Report oÍunited Silates hùxslrial Coùntrìr.rrbrr, vol. )On
(Washíngfon: Govenrme,nt Printing Ofr ce,l901r'126.
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producers in the dumped country and their demand for imposing countervailing duties on

dumped products; and, (5) to evade the existing anti-dumping legislation ofthe dumped

cot¡ntry.98

Cotcealed durnping is occasionally ernployed as an elaborate trick to evade teclmically

the anti-dumping law ofthe dumped country. For example, in order to disable the

durnped nation to establish the fundamental price-comparison element for the application

ofanti-dumping law, the exporting industry may: (l) sell a small amount of its products

to a remote portion ofthe domestic purchasers at a bogus low price; (2) produce

export-oriented commodities, which are not available in the home market; (3) remodel

the domestic comrnodities slightly in shape, form, style or material, for export purpose;ee

or (4) utilise the special consigrunent method ofsales by overvaluation of exported

commodities.roo

Many instances were found in the early 1900s to dernonshate the errployrnent ofthese

tactics. American pig-iron manufacturers in the early 1900s exemplified the first scenario

ofthe above. They sold domestically a section of their goods to distant points in the

% l¿,ner, sapru notß7 all1.e Howeve4 paragraph one ofArticle W of GeneralÁgeenent on Tarils akd Tmde,l94?, forestålls
contingencies ofcase (2) ard (3). It states that "[t]the contracting parties recognize that dunrping, by
u,hioh products ofone country are irtfoduced into tle commercæ of anolher c¡unlry at less úan the
normal value ofthe produots.. - a product is to be considered as beíng introduced into the commerce of
an importing country at less than its normaf valuq ifthe price ofthe product exported from one oountry
to another... (b) ín rhe absence ofsucå domestio prices, is less than either (i) the highest comparable
price for the like product for export to any third country in the ordinary course ofüade, or (ii) the cost of
production oflàe product in the country oforigin phu a reasonable addition for seiling c¡st and profit".
Besides, paragraph two of Article? ofAgrventen¡ on Inrylentenrq ott qlArticle W of the General
Agree ent on Thr¡fs and Trade,1994, illustr¿tes that "[w]hen there are no sales ofthe like product in
the ordinary course oftrade in the domestic market oflhe exporting country...lhe margin ofdumpìng
shall be daermined by comparison with a comparable price ofthe like product when exported 1o an
appropriate third counlry, provided that this pricæ is representative, or with lhe cost ofproduclion in lhe
counay oforigin plus a reasonable amount for administative, selling and gøreral costs ard for profiß".

tw Vner, supra nole 7 at20,
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American ma¡ket at "dumping prices". Such tricþ practices crippled the Canadian

anti-dumping legislation because a comparison between "ihe export price" and "the fair

market value in the principal markets ofthe exporting countr¡/'r0r could not be

established to detennine the existence of dumping.ì02 Tlre second and third approaches

were adopted by sorne certain foreigrr producers to ciroumvent the application of

American undervaluation and anti-dumping provisions.l03 We can also retrieve an

example presenting employment of the last tactic. Some exporters to the United States

overvâlued their commodities for the purpose ofescaping the imposition of

anti-dumping duties on their goods. Trey shipped such goods to commission merchants

in America. These commission merchants could sell these products, on exporters'

írshuctiors, at the best prices; however, these actual sales prices were usually dumping

prices. For lack of invoices and the u¡avail¿bility ofthe genuine domestic and export

prices, American administrative agencies found it diffrcult to achieve the

pric€-comparison to irnpose anti-dumping duties on these achrally dumped

commodities.l0a Nevertheless, Canadian anti-dumping provisions appeared to provide

tot The Custons Tarifi 1907, c. Il, s. 6. aîd Custot,ts Act, RS. 1906, c. 32, s. 58. The former states th¡t
"[i]n the case ofartioles exported to Canada ofa class o¡ kind made or produced in Canad4 if the
e¡eort o¡ actual selling price to ân importer in Can¿da is less than the åi¡ market value of the same
artiole when sold fur home consumption in the usual and ordinary course in the counhy whencê
exported to Canada at the time of its exportation to Cånad4 there shall, in addition to the duti6
otlerwise established, be levied, collected and paid on such artiole, on its importation into Canada" a
special duty (or dumping duty) eqùat to the differenc¡ between the said setting price ofthe articte for
export and the said fair market value thereof for home cotsumption...". The lâtÞr states dut
"[dhenever any duty ad wlotem is imposed on any goods imported into Canada, the vâlùe for duty
shall be the åir market value thereof, when sold for home oonsumptiorL in the principal markets ofthe

. - country whence and at the time when the same were exported di¡ectly to Canada'.
'u' W J. A Donald, The Cqnadian Ircn ønd Steel Industry (Boston: Houghtoû Mifilin, I 9 I 5) I 84. He

states that "[t]he iron and steel interests themselves admit that often the clause cannot be appli€d, as
American fumaces sometimes sell part oftheirproduct fur delivery to distant poinb in dreir own
country at pric€s as lowas for slìipnìent to Canada".

ror United States, ,te llittg Forcign Manulacfiïes in the unifecl &ates at Prices Lal,er Íhãn lhe Donestic
Pnce,r (Washington: Govemment Printing Offroe, 1909) 36, as oited in VineL,l¡rpru note 7 at 20.

tol Ibid. at 37, as aÍed in Viner, søpra n ole 7 at21.
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for such contingencies. I 05

In fact, concealed dumping is rare in contemporary intemational Íade under the

governance of GAIT. For example, concealed dumping by means ofmaintaining secrecy

about export prices may not be feasible because, pursuant to Article 2 of Anti-Dumping

Agreement, the investigating agency in the importing country can adopt the constructed

cost method to determine the export prices and then to determine the existence of

dumping. The contingency of selling a small amount of a firm's products to a remote

portion of the domestic buyers at a bogus low price with the airn of evading the

arrti-durnping law is also regulated by Article 2 of Anti-Dump¡ng Agreement.The

investigating agency in the importing country should rnake a fair cornparisot between

the export price and the normal value. Due allowance shall be made in each case foÌ

differences which affect price comparability, "including differences in conditions and

terms ofsale, quantities and physical cha¡acteristics". As a result, this form of dumping

is no longer contracting parties'major concem.

(6) Sporadic (or Occasional) ¿nd Intermittent (or Short-Run) Dumping

The concept of "sporadic or occasional dumping" is addressed $rite differently in the

conventional and modern literature. From the perspective of Viner's conve¡tional

definition" characteristics of sporadic drrmpirrg are that: (a) "occasioual and casuaf'; (b)

"occuning only in scattered instance and at irregular intervals"; and (c) "not the

105 
,4n Act to anend the Cusron,s Thril,1904, c. II. The subsection l9(4) states that "[i]fat any tirne it

åpp€ars 10 the satisfaction oflhe Govemor in Council, on â repon ûom the Minister of Customs, lhat the
payment oflhe speoial duty by this section provided for is being evaded by the shipment ofgoods on
consignment without sale prior to such shipment, the Govemor in Council may in any oase or class of
cases auÊtorize such action as is deemed nec€ssary to collect on such goods or any ofthem the same
special dury as ifthe goods had been sold to an importer in Canada priorto their shipment to Canada".



manifestation ofa definitely established price-policy on the part ofthe dumping

concern". sporadic dumping does not continue steadily and systematically throughout

"an indefinitely long period". It may be motivated by the disposal of over-stocking or

may be practiced unintentionally. Viner concludes that sporadic drunpirg .is not

potentially deleterious to the ecoûomic welfa¡e ofthe importing country because it does

not last long enough to induce a misallocation of domestic resources in the dumped

country.106 Haberle¡r'7 and Willigl.s agree with such a conclusion. However, Dale has

criticized this conclusion. 1oe

some still take the similar view. Loehrrr0 (1997) opirres tlrat sporadic dumpi.g occrus

"wÍth no intention on the part of the producer to export at prices that are below cost". In

this case, damage to the importing country is small and ternporary because it is not the

expofer's intention to dump but to sell above cost. Gries a¡d Blocklll (199g) consider

that sporadic dumping is "the occasiorul sale ofproducts at lower prices abroad tl¡an

dornestically, in an effort to unload an unfo¡eseen and temporary surplus or to create

consumer interest in the products". Bajwar12 (1999) is ofthe opinion that sporadic

dumping is "an unloading of overstocks by a foreign producer who prefers to dump his

rú Vner, supta note 7 al3}-31,rv Haberler, supra note l9 at 314.
r08 Robert D. witlig, "The Ec¿nomio Effects ofAntidumpirg policy''(199) OECD Restrict€d Docu ent,

as cited ìn NewZealand, "Trade Remedies in NewZealand', MinisÍy of Economio Developmen!
Dìscussion Paper (February I 998), online: Minisfy of Economic Development
<httD://www.med.eovt.nzlbuslt/tmde_reûù/trinnltrirmzpdÞ (date acc€ssed: 29 Aprit 2003)tw Dalà, stpra notelo at9.ft0 wlliam t¡ehr, D unpingand Antiàunping policy, h applications in Lirhxaùia, 1AER tr Discussion
Paper No. ll (Novernber i997), online: CAER tr
<htç://wwwcid.harva¡d.edu/cae¡2ht¡nlcontent/papeß/paperl l/paperl I .pdÞ (date accessed: l0May
2003)

r¡¡ Michael Gries & WalterBlock, "Predator,' (Septernber l99B), online: ConsentJoumal

,,, Í!9//**yfr"9omparty.orglconsent/cons29_3.htm> (date accessed: 10 lvfay 2003)"' Mohammad A Bajwa, "Antidumping: Trade t¿w orGame Law?,'(ll-29 Ociàber lé99) WTO On-line
Forums, Developing Countries and the Millen¡ium Round, online: Tmde & Developm"nt Centr"
<http://r,rrlrv.itd.org/wb/essay4.doe (date accæssed: 10 May 2003)



goods in a foreign market rather than endanger his domestic price structu¡e". These

scholars focus on the conventional idea of the exporter's intention ofdisposal of

over-stocking.

Intermittent or short-run dumping, defined by Viner, derotes that durnping continues

steadily and systematically for a period of time duration, possibly several months or

years at a time. Some motives for intermittent have been illust¡ated in the foregoing

section two, such as mâintåining connections with foreign market. It is harnfi¡l to the

economic welfare of the importing country because it lasts long enough to injwe

domestic producers without providing consumers with a permanently cheap supply of

goods.r13 However,IVillig considers that the fonns of iltennittelt dumping which are

or caû be aüti-competitive, are predatory dumping, limited price dumping and reciprocal,

and these three forms of intermittent dumping as being harmful to the importing country

are relatively uncommon. t14

Interestingly, some modem literature seems to make no distinction between the

co¡rventional concept ofsporadic dumping ald intermittent dumping or equate sporadic

dunrping with intermíttent dumping. t lt Itis considered that "sporadic or distress

dumping" occasionally occurs when a firm purposes to dispose of its excess inventories

by selling abroad at lower prices than at home without spoiling the dornestic market. The

reason for such practices might result from misfortune, bad production planning or

"t Yrnet, supra note 7 at 30-31 .
rr¡ Willig, ,r¡¿pra note 108.ttt Ltdeed, this ide¿ is not a new one. Viner sÞtes ûat this is dre olassific¿tion ofdumping based on is

continuity whioh only distinguishes behveen "spomdic" and 'þermaìenf'. Sporadic dumping covers
dumping which does not last steådity throughout "an indefiniteþ long period". See Viner, ,rrpm note ?
at29-30. 
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unforeseen changes in supply and demand conditions.rr6

LeclercrrT (1999) states that "sporadic dumping occurs when dumping is not done on a

sustained basis: exporters dump for a few months at a time, then stop for a few months,

then begin drunping again". It is usually adopted as a rational business strategy. For

example, foreign frms might engage in sporadic drunping on the rnodel of "experience"

or "learning by doing" goodsl18. Even though sporadic dumping hufs consumers in fhe

dumped country, "overall global welfare might be improved as a result of the exporter's

gain achieved through sporadic dumping". Therefore, it is ' rational and pro-competitive

behavior on an intemational scale". It is clear that sporadic dumping, addressed by

Leclerc, is dumping or a sporadic basis and it is consisteut with the ûotion of

intermittent dumping.

Trebilcock and Howsette 11999¡ state that intermittent dumpiug is systematic dumping

which lasts fo¡ several months or years at a time. It might occur in the context of

"oversupply ofperishables", especially agricultural products. Similarly, Hutton and

Trebilockr20 (1990) equate sporadic dumping with intennittent dumpiug and consider

that sporadic or íntermittent dumping may cause economic harm to the dumped country.

ln their survey, they furd that "the only cases which exhibited any indication of

íntermittent dumpíng of a nahue likely to impose significant exit and re-entry costs on

rf6 Robert J. Ca¡bau gþ,lntcmationa! Economics,46 ed. (Belmont: Winthrop, 1992) 162.
Ir7 Jean-Ma¡c l-eclerc, "Reforming Anti-dumping law: Balancing the Interest ofConsumers and

Domesúc Industries" (1999) 44 Mccill L.J. I I I.
'18 Ptesley L. Wamer, "Canada-United States Free Tråde: The C¿se fo¡ Replacing Antidurnping wirh

Antitrust" (1992) 23: 4 L. & Pol'y Int'l Bus. 791.
f re Michael J. Trebiicock & Robe¡t Hows e, The Regulation oflntemationql Trqde,zd ed. (London:

Routledge, 1999) 184.
ræ 

Susan Hutton & Michael Trebilcoct, "An Empirical Study ofthe Application ofCanadian
Anti-Dumping Iaws: A Sesrch for Normative Rationales" (1990) 24:3 J. Wolld T. ,23 at13O.



the Canadian industry, and ultimately consumers, were the agricultural cases". The

intermittent dumping motivaæd by disposing of oversupply ofperishables is also

consistent with conventional notion ofsporadic dumping.

The wording ofsporadic dumping appeared in the intemational trading system although

these provisions are not necessarily about sporadic dumping in the sense discussed lre¡e.

They are also dirested at importers trying to get products into the country ahead ofthe

start ofan investigation. The wording ofsporadic durnping addressed by Article 11 (üì)

(b) of Anti-ùtmping Code l967t2t is "massive dumped imports of a product in a

relatively short period", causing the "material injury" to such an extent. Similarly, Article

1l (ID (b) of Anti-Dumping Code 1979t22 addresses sporadic dumping as "massive

dunrped imports ofa product in a relatively short perìod", causing the injury to such an

extent. Under both Codes, the importing country can levy "a ret¡oactive anti-dumping

duty" on the irnpofis concemed, in order to preclude sporadic dumping recurring.

However, Article 10.6 (ü) of Anti-Dumping Agreemerrf does not cle ly address the

wording of "sporadic dumping" but it similarly authorizes the importhg cou¡try to levy

"a definitive anti-dumping duty" on drunped products when 'lnassive dumped imports of

a product in a relatively short time" cause the injury in the irnporting country. The

iurportùrg counly should take "the tirning", "the volume of the duruped itrports" and

"other circumstances (such as a rapid build-up of inventories ofthe imported product)",

into consideration.

rzt Ageenenl on Inplementation ofArricle W of the Geneml Agrcenent on Tar|fs and Tmde (1967),
online: LE)flS (BISD 0 l55/4-35).t" Ageanenl on Inplenantation oJArticle W oJthe Genenl Agteen ent on Thrifi and T?ade (1979),
online:LEXIS @$Þ $ 265117l-188). 
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(7) Predatory Malþnant or Aggressive Dumping

"Predatory dumping" is "the gaining ofan export-rnarket share at the expense of ùe

competition by dumping and undercutting".l23 [n other words, a firm temporarily

reduces the prices charged abroad to drive foreign competitors out ofbusiness and then

raise the prices after gaining a monopoly position. It is also called "aggressive dumping"

by which a firm can increase its share of the foreign market and establish a monopolist

position by destroying the competition through durnping and subsequeutly raising his

prices. Lr this case, the exporting company must "finance its sales below average prices

with profits Êom other markets ü other products" and will raise its prices as soon as the

competition disappears. The darnaging effect on the importing corurtry comes form the

subsequently high monopolist prices.l24 ln fâct, Fedatory dumping is a form of

short-n¡n or intermittent dumping with the predatory motive.l2s Kostecki observes that

predatory dumping is a marketirg shategy with the aim of elirni¡ating rivals ir the

export market and thereafter gaining monopoly prices.l26 Willig classifies it as a type of

monopolizing durnping. l2t

Selling abroad at prices below the cost of production is usually considered predatory

dumping.r2s Ordover a¡rd Willigt2e (1981) observe that predatory dumping is

ra Catrinus Jepma & A¡dre Rhoen, eds., 1z lematìonal Tmde: a b sinesî Wr,Wctíe (New York: Addison
Weslery Longmaq 1996) 222.t' Christian A. Con¡ad, "Dumping and Anti-dumping Measures ftom Competition and Allocation
Perspective' (2002) 36:3 J. World T. 563 at 564.t' 
See Vineç srrp.a note 7 at 3l; Phedon Nicotaides, "The Competition EËects ofDumpingi' (1990) 24:5
J. Wodd T. I 15 at l17; Conmd, iåriltb Kostenki, xtpra note 3l at 8.t"' willig supm not} 40 at 6546.t" Wrllia- À Ken, "Dumping-{ne of Those Economic Myths' (2001) 2:2 J. Int'l L.T. Pol'y 211 at 215,

online; Est€y Centre Joumal oflntemational l-aw and Tmde Policy



"systemâtically pricing below cost with a view to intimidating and/or eliminating rivals

in an effort to bring about a market price higher then would otherwise prevail". Nlesr30

(2000) defines predatory dumping as "a dominant firm setting its prices at

non-¡emunerative levels long enough to drive rivals or entants from the ma¡ket and then

to recoup its losses afterwards by charging rnonopolistic prices". Howeveq there exists

controversy over the common thought- A comprehensive examination ofthis subject will

be provided in the chapter two.

The frequency ofpredatory dumping is considered rare or inconceivable. The OECD

Reportrrr (1989) mentioned that predatory dumping may occur but its occurrence is very

infrequent. Daler32 ltsao¡, Hindteyl33 11991¡, Messerlin and Reedr3a 11995¡, ttoekman

and Kosteckil35 (1995), Loehrl36 (lgg7),Haft137 (1997), Trebilcock and Howser38

(1999), and Nielsl3e 12000¡ all conflrm this hypothesis. Isaac ard Smithlao ltl8S¡, and

Hoekman and l-eidyl4t 11989¡ rn¿iltain that it is inconceivable for the predator to suffer

<http'.11128.233.58.173/€steø-pdß/editoß2-2.pdÞ (dåtê ac.cÆssed: I I April 2003)
rÐ 

Ianusz A. O¡dover & Robert D. Willig, "An Economic Definition ofP¡edation: Pricing and Produot
Lìnovation" (1981) 9l Yale L.l E, as cited in Trebilcock and Howse, saprø note 119 at 180.

¡30 Niles,,mpra note 32 at475476.
13r OECD, 'Predatory Pricing" (1989) OECD Publications, online: OECD

<http//wviv¿.oecd.org/pdflM00007000/ùf00007601.pdÞ (date acoessed: l6 May 2003)
t32 DaJe, supru note 2o at 16.
I33 Brain Hindley, "The Ec¿nomics ofDumping and Anti-Dumping Action: Is there a baby in the bath

water?" irì P K.lvl Thrakan, d.,Policy Implicafions ofÃntidxntping Meaflres (A steîdaït:
North-Holla¡d, l99l ) at 29, as oited in Raj Krislu4 ",&tidumping in l-aw and Pmctiod', Wo¡ld Bank
\ryorking Pâper No. 1823 (Septembe¡ 1997), online: World Bank
<http://e€orlu,orldbank.org/doos/507.pdÞ (date accæssed: 25 April 2@3)

r3a Pat¡ick A. Messerlin & Geoffery Reæd, "Antidumping Polioies in the United St¿tes and the European
Community'' (1995) 105 Econ. J. 1565.

r3t B. M. Hoekman & M. Kostecki, The Polítícal tuonomy of the World Trading Slsten:.lmn GATT to

.-, WIO (OxfoÄ: T\e Oxford Univenity hess, lÐ5), as cited in Loehq szpra note 109 at 8.

'"' l-neh1 supra note I l0 at 8.
13? Hart, saprø note 9 al35..
136 Trebilcook & Howse,.r¡¡pra note 119 at 182.
f3e Niels,,rlpro note3z at483.
ro R N'fa¡k Isaac & Vemon L. Smith, "In Searoh of Predatory Prioing" (1985) 93 J. Political Econ. 320.
rar Bemard M. Hoekman & Micbael P Leidy, "Dumping, Antídurnping and Emøgency Protectior¡" (1989)
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losses over a long period of time in order to establish the global monopoly while the

recoupment ofpredatory losses is uncertain. However, some scholars, such as

post-Chicago scholarsla2 and Hartiganra3 (1994), try to explo¡e conditions under which

predâtory dumping might be rational.

On the international regrrlatory level, preventing predatory dumping has long been the

plausible justification for a¡ti-dumping Iaws because it harms competition in the export

market, arouses economic misallocation ofproductive resources in the irnporting country,

damages the global econom¡laa and results in exporters' monopoly profits. Even thouglr

predatory dumping is not likely to occur frequently, some economic analysts suggest that

"alti-durnping measures will be advisable ifby action we can thereby prevent a

monopoly arising; it is better still ifthe existence ofour laws and the threat of theft use

deters âttempts to monopolise".la5 Even though the c\Íenl Anti-Dumping Agreement

does not explicitly address the underlying ratioule for the anti-dumping law atd does

not cover predåtion as a condition for dumping, economists insist that preventing

predation remains the strongest economic justification for anti-dumping laws, in terms of

protecting the consurner welfare.ra6 Deardorff also maintafiìs tlnt "a[y behavior that

wi lead to greater monopoly power in the economy should be subject to discipline of

some sort" and "the objection is even sÍonger in the intemational context".la7

23:5 L Wo¡ld T. 27.
Ia2 Niels, .vprø note 32 at 476.t$ L C. Hårtigan, "Dumping and Signallin É' (1994)23 J. Econ, Behaviour & Organization 69.t* Willig, s?prn note 40 at 73,
rat Holmes & Kempton, .r,pru note 69 at 9.
16 Aradhna Aggarwal, "Anti-Dumping Law atd Practic¿: An Indian Perspective", ICRIER Working Paper

No. 85 (April 20û2), online: ICRIER <http://www.iorierres.inlpdflantiDump.pdÞ (date accæssed: May
25 2003\

ra? Alan V Deardorff, "Economic Peßpective on Antidumping tav/', in Jackson and Vermuls! ,fl¿p/r¡ note
4at35' 
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By conhast, some argue such rationality. For example, Loehr considers that some

conditions must be met in order to succeed in predatory dumping. First, the predator

must have sufficient financial resources to sustain losses during the period ofpredation.

Second, there exist barriers to neìÐ entrants once the predator has eliminated competitors.

Third, the domestic market in the predator's ho¡ne country is protected so that its

monopoly position can be maintained. In fact, these conditions make predatory dumping

unlikely. There are no documented cases ofpredatory durnping in the post.war period.las

The¡efo¡e, "the proper policy response to predatory dumping is to ensure competitive

ma¡kets with few barriers to entry". hr order to prevent predatory dumpilg, the law

protecting market access is much needed, instead of anti-durnping laws.lae

ln short, no one oan argue over the necessity ofabolishing international predatory pricing

(ifit really exists) because of its darnaging effect on the global econorny. The dornestic

predatory pricing .is penalized by antitrust legislat.ion and there is no reason why the

same pricing behavior in international context should not be penalized while it is more

hannfi¡l than domestic predatory pricing. However, the question is hoìD to determine the

existence of predatory durnping. This question requires mo¡e elaborate examinations of

cost ofproduction which will be provided in the next chapter.

(8) Penistent, Permanent, Long-Run or Continuous DumpingiStrategic Dumping

"Persistent or continuous dumping" meærs that a producer consistently sells abroad at

t4 Hoekman & Kostecki, Jrrp¡a note l3 5
¡ae Loehr,.rlprø note 110 at 8.



lower prices than at home in orde¡ to maximize economic profits.r50 The sustained form

of dumping can realistically only be achieved if the firm lus a stable domestic motopoly

and it is also protected fiom import competition by transportation cost or govemment 
I

restrictions. [n this case, the dumper charges a higher price in the domestic marke!

where competition is weak (and demand is less elâstic), and a lower price in the foreign

ma¡ket, \ryhere competition is stronger (and de¡nand is more elastic). Therefore, persistent

dumping can also be understood as a profit-maximizing domestic monopolist practicing

price discrirninatiou in separable markets with a higher elasticity of demarìd abload than

at home. Such dumping is harmfrrl to the producers in the dumped country but it benefits

its consruners ffom the lower priced prnducts.

Continuous (or long-run) dumping under Viner's classification can be motivated: (l) by

maintaining ñrll production from existing plant facilities without cutting home prices; (2)

by obtaiùing the econornies of larger-scale production without cuttiug home prices; o¡ (3)

on purely mercantilistic grounds.rsr The advantage of continuous dumping to the

consumers in the importing country must be considered in the long-mn "more important

than the injury to the domestic produce¡".rs2 "Ifthe domestic indusfy cannot compete

with the dumped imports, it will be to the national interest that .it shifts its capital and

labor to the production of other commodities". Nonetheless, Viner a¡lmits that the case of

pennanent dunping is rare because the importùìg courüy caünot foresee the duratiou of

f'o Carbaugh, srpra nole 716 st 762.
t5t Yrner, supra nole 7 at 23-31. Vine¡ considers that dumping to maintein ftl¡ production ffom fre

existing plant and to obtain the economies oflarger-scale production might be eitlrer short-run or
Iong-mn. Dumping on purely mercantilistio grounds is termed "mercantilislic dunping", which might

.-- be shof-run or long-run, depending on the degree ofpermanence.
'"' Nicolaides also côncludes in his study that permanent dumping raises the welâre level ofthe

importing country even though such dumping causes adjusûnerit costs to some domestic industies and
lheir workers. See Nicolaides, slprfl note 125 at ll8.



dumping and the uncertain duration of dumping disables producers and consumers in the

importing country to adjust themselves to the perrnanence ofthe dumping prices.l53

As I have ilhut¡ated in the foregoing section two, Dale, however, has criticized Viner's

conclusions that only intennittent or short-run dumping is injurious to the irnporting

country because the temporary cheap imports induce the misallocation of domestic

resources. He maintains that the uncertainty of accumulatìve welfare benefits to the

consumers of cheap dumped imports fails to justiry Viner's theoretical basis for

persistent d¡rmping since there is no definite time distinction betwee¡ short-run and

long-run dumping, with the result that the cost of domestic industry exit and re-entry

under long-run durnping cannot be determined aùd the be equalized with consurner

benefits. Dale nevertheless mentions that "it is not possible to say what Viner's

classification was intended to serve" and it might not be Viner's intention to explain that

long-run durnping is justified by the continuity of low-priced imports even though it also

causes a shift in the use of domestic resources.ls4

Fischer (1973) considers that continuous durnping may or may not be economically

desirable, depending on whether the importing country has a "smoothly functioníng

system of adjustment from import-impacted industries".r55 Bajwa (1999) states that:

Continuous dumping may not be predicated upon an assumption by the foreign

producer that its costs over the long term will be cheaper if it manufachres a large

number of items in order to realize maximum econolnies of soale. In times of slack

r5r Viner, srpra note 7 at 138-139.
lsa Dale, rupm noÞ20 at8-9.
t55 Bart S. Fisoher, "TheAntidumping t"arv ofthe United States: ALegal and Economio Analysis" (1973)

5 L. Pol'y Irìt'l Bus- 85. 
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demand, economists note that it is ¡ational for a flrm to continue to produce as long

as it can sell its products at or above its short term variable costs. This is true only

for limited periods; presurnably over the regular course ofthe business cycle, the

firm must not incur losses in the long term.156

Conhary to Viner's conclusions, some authors have found some theoretical ground for

condemring two long-run dumping practices and justifu the anti-dumping policy. In the

case of dumping to rnaintain full production frorn existing plarts without cutting

domesfic prices, scherer and Rosstst llgg0¡, and Belderbos and Holmesrss (1995) find

"long-run dumping, which may be rational for a monopoly with capacity beyond

domestic market needs, objectionable on efficiency grounds if it induces the exit of

otherwise viable competitors".

With respect to the other long-run dumping aimìng at obtaining the economies of

larger-scale production without cutting home prices,r5e Willigr6o (1998) finds that it

may be anti-competitive if firms ín the importing country cannot obtain the scale

econornies because the dumper's home market is protected. He calls this "strategic

dumping". 16r It injures domestic rivals though a sfategy covering both "the pricing of

the exports and restraints protecting the expofters'home market". It provides exporters

with the cost advantage over foreign rivals because exporters have access to wider

markets. The cost advantage will distort the competition and create profitable rna.rket

156 Bia¡w4 supra note 112 at 4.
15? F. M. Scherer& D. Ross, Industrial MarJ@l Structure and Econonic Performance (Boston: Houghton

Mifilin Compa.ny, t 990), as cited in Niels, nera not32 at 472.
r58 

R. Belderbos & P Holmes, "An Economic Analysis ofMatsushita Revisited" (t995) 40 Antìtn¡st
Bulletin 825, as cited in Niels, rård.

r5e This fo¡m of long-run dumping is a "dynamio version of dumping" to maintain frrll production from
existing plane. See Niels, iörd.t* Willig" s pra notE.40 at64-73.

16¡ 
Suoh stmtegic behavior includes many types. See4Holmes & Kempton,,Í.p/r¡ note 69 at 9-t 1.



power. The cost advantage also limits foreign rivals' opporhrnity to eryloit the available

economies of scale. Willig fiuthemlore concludes that such strâtegic dumping results in a

number ofadverse effects on the importing country, such as causing suppliers in the

importing country to operate with higher costs, and on the global economy because the

durnper's gain frorn the exercise of ma¡ket power in the irnportbrg counÇ is exceeded

by the "concomitant losses there of consumets' surplus".

lnterestingly, Kongt62 (2003), in his recent article, maintains tlrat welfa¡e effects a¡e

ambiguous in the case ofpersistent dumping. Persistent dumping may reduce welfare in

the home country under certain conditions, such as if the domestic market is relatively

less concentrated, or if the products are close substih¡tes to each other. As a result, the

existing inærnational hade theory oan not rationalize policies to prohibit such

international price discrimination.

ln short, the phenomenon ofpersistent dumping lras been widely considered to be part of

the price-discriminating behavior of intemational monopolists. This behavior requires

"monopoly power-163 and "market segrnentation". The negative effects of such practices

on the importing and the global economy canjustift the anti-dumping policy.

(9) Systematic Dumpinlncidental Dumping and Accidental Dumping

In his analysis of the reform of AntüDunping Agreement for developing countries,

Ying Kong, ?enistert Dumping, Compeútion and r elfare ' (2003) l2:l J. Int'l T. & Econ.
Þevelopmsìt 19.
However, Nicolaides a€ues that the monopoly power might not be necessary. See Nicolaides,.rzpra
flote 125 ât 1l E.
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Vermulstr6a (1999) provides an illushation of systematic and incidental dumping. The

present Anti-Dumping Agreement cove¡s two forms of dumping: "price dumping",

meaning the selling at a lower price abroad than in the home market and "cost dumping",

meaning selling below cost ofproduction in an export market. Based on the def,rnitions,

anti-durnping rneasures can be applied to both systematic and incidental dumping. He

contends that Æ ti-dumping Agreement 1994 should be revised to exclude situations of

incidental dumping.

"systematic dumping", explained by van Marionr6s 11993¡, is "dumping as a result of

sÍr¡chral differences between economies", such as the market and non-ma¡ket economy.

The interface problem ofinternational differences in market structure 'lnay lead to

systematic differences between producers'price levels on their home market and that on

their export markef'. In this case, whether dumping oauses damage depends on specific

mmket conditions. Vermulst considers that "systematic, as opposed to incidental,

price/cost dumping presupposes separatìon of markets and existence ofclosed home

market". Unde¡ these two conditions, the foreign firm benefits from the openness ofthe

dumped market and limits competition in its home market. As a resul! dumping

practices are considered unfair.

Coùtrary to systernatic dumping, incidental durnping may result from different factors

tü Edwin Vermulst, "Anti-Ðumping and Anti-subsidy Concems for Developing Counnies in the
Mille¡rnium Round: Key fueas for Reform" (Seoul E-10 June 1999) UNCTAD Wortshop on
Development ofPositive Agenda, Positive Agenda for AD/CVD, Summary ofPresentation, online:

.-_ SICE <http://wr.'vw.sice .oas.org/geogaplr/antidurnping/vermulstpdÞ (date acces sed:26 Apnl2003)
165 M.F. van N4arion , Liberal Trade and Jà1nn: the licontlntibiliry Þmblen QlewYork: Physica-Vedag,

1993), as cited in Gìancarlo Gandolfo, 1¿lenational F,rnnonics I: The Purc Theory of Intematiotutl
1lade,2ú rcv. eÅ. (New York: Springer-Verl^g,1994) 224-225.



and should not be deemed objectionable because the most evident case ofit is dumping

caused by calculation methods, insufüciently taking account ofeconomic realities.¡óó

These factors include: (1) "differences in economic or business cycles in two markets";

(2) "price dífferentiation to initially enter a market"; (3) "exohange rate fluchutions";

and (4) "tecluricalities of dumping margin calculation methods". The case of dumpilg

caused by calculation methods is most evident in developing counties. These countries

may be more serious about the applicatìon ofthe anti-dumping investigations because of

the lack of legal expertise and flmancial resources.l6T The lack might result in

inappropriately applying calculation methods to the determination ofexistence of

dumping. As a result it is clear that incidental dumping should not be considered

objectionable ou this basis.

'Accidental dumping" proposed by Kosteckir6s 11991¡ is somewhat simila¡ to

"ilcidental dumpiugl' in terms ofdurnping caused by exclunge rate fluctuations.

Acc.idental dumping means exporters with no deliberate intention to engage in an

aggressive export pricing but some conditions make the selling price lower abroad than

in the home market, First a frm, which maintains a multinational pricing sfategy, may

price at different levels corresponding to the consumer's príce sensitivity in various

markets. Such a rnultinational pricing strategy increases the possibiliry of higher selling

prices at home than âbroad. Second, the change of demand conditions or exchange rates

after goods have been produced may cause the occurrence of accidental dunping. Third

accidental dumping may arise from so-called "new product dumping", caused by the

Aggarwâl, J¡rpra note 746 at33.
Edwin Vermulsl "Adopting and Implementing Ânti-dunping laws: Sonre Suggestions for Developirg
Countries" (1997) 3l:2 J. ttrorld T. 5.

Kostecki, s'pm notÊ 3l at 8-9.
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lack ofexperience in pricing ofa new product. With respeot to unexpected exchange rate

fluctuations resulting in the occurrence of incidental and accidental dumping, these two

forms of dumping are alike.

(10) StateTrading, Cyclical ând Market-Expansion Dumping

Willigl6e (1998) differentiates between va¡ious types of dumping according to

monopolization or the creation of market power. There are two sources of monopolizing

dunping: strategic and predatory. Nou-monopolizing dumping coveÌs state-nadùrg,

cyclical ând mffket-expansion dumping. His classification has prevailed in the modem

literature on the durnping regime. Therefore, I follow his fi'amework and illusÍate

state-fading, cyclical and market-expansion dumping on a unified basis.

1. State-Tradin e Du¡noing

"State-trading dumping" arises from exports from state-owned fudustries ùr the

non-mùket economy at low prices in orde¡ to eam hard cu¡rency. Tlis form of dumping

is inconsistent with the customary assumption that dumping is usually motivated by

considerations ofprofits. The commercial considerations he¡e are not paramount. Such

drunping is most likely to be motivated by "random va¡iations in international

production and pricing pattems", including multiple exchange rates and arbihary.

Because the rando¡n uncertainties, which are rurpredictable for cornpeting firms,l70

obviously act as "a deterrent to investment in a market economy'', state-trading dumping

L6e Willlg supru tote 40 at ó168.
r?0 For irstance, fluctuating prices by ståte-haders oan give the wrong signals to investors. Se€ Jorge

Mirand+ "Should Antidumping laws be Dumped?'(1996) 28:1 L. Pol'yInt'l Bus. 255.



is considered objectionable in the present anti-dumping tegislation.rTr

Willig naintains that home prices in the case of state-trading dumping are unreliable

because exchange rates in the non-market economy are meaningless and the economic

market fo¡ces do not determine horne prices. As a result, dumping here is determined by

'tomparing export prices and cosþbased constnrcted values". He frrther states that:

[w]ith a nonconvertible currency, the exportilg rution needs to acquire hard

currency to finance its own impolts from counfies in the fading system of the free

world. The exporting nation can gain from foreign sales priced below cost-based

constn¡cted vahres owing to the additional benefits derived from the imports made

possible by the hard ourrency that the expofs provide. Thus incentives to undertake

such international sales will reflect the relative scarcif values of diferent hard

currencies to the exporting nation.lT2

2. Cvclical Dumning

"Cyclical dumping" means producers selling exports at unusually low prices in the

presence ofexcess production capacity owing to depressed dern¿nd. It is typically caused

by 'International economic waves giving rise at a particular moment to differences in the

level ofdemand ol various sub-rnarkets-.r73 Exporters usually engage in cyclical

durnping by selling below full or matginal cost during a recession in order to keep plarts

in business. Some argue that the central issue of cyclical dumping is not the existence of

cyclical sales below full cost plus a reasonable profìt. The problem is "if some producers

can take advantage ofother's rnarket in down turns but do not allow these othe¡

Ì7r Holmes & KemptorL s,¡pra note 69 at l2l3
"' willig, srrpm notÊ 40 at 63.
t73 Iepma and Rhoe n, supra note 123 at222.



producers to do the same". Even though cyclical dumping is beneficial to consumers iû

the dumped rnarket, it is objectionable if foreign firms cannot benefit from cyclical peaks

or from the ability to off load their goods on the dumper's home market during a

downhrrn.l7a

In fact, the notion ofdrunping to stabilize production over the business cycle was early

recognized by Viner. Exporting firms may engage in dumping surplus stocksu5 abroad

in order to obtain the economies of operation at firll capacity without cutting home prices.

Viner considered such behavior "the most prevalent type of dumping". ì76 Howeve¡

Ethier (1982) argued that Viner only fieated it as a "distinct motive".t?7

Haberler (1937) theoretically heated cyclical durnping as "a special case ofprice

discrimination" and his view was well accepted over thirty years until the early 1980s.r?8

Ethier nevertheless argued that both Viner and }laerler disregarded the fuudarnental

considerations: "imperfectly adjusting factor markets in the presence of clranging

conditìons ofproduct demand".lTe He found that the nation with higher fixed costs,

which are "adjustment costs", will engage in dumping. Such adjustrnent costs "prevents

a firm from fully adjustìng its output to fluch¡ating demand and thus excess and durnping

may occur if the realized demand is too low compared to its expectation".l8o Based on

Holmes & KemptorL flem îote 69 at 12.
Surplus stooks are intentionally produced in order to be dumped. In this regard, suoh dumping is
diferent from dumping motivated by disposing of over-stocking. See Viner, srrpra nolæT at28.
Ibid.
Ethieç ó?¡pra note l0 at 489.
Habelle\ s pra ¡ote l9 at 310, as ciþd in Satya P- Das, 'Market uncertainties and cyclical drunping"

(1992) 36 Eur Emn. Rev 71. Haberleractuâlly temred t¡e form ofdunrping "trade-cycle dumpingl'
Ethier, .lrpra note l0 at489.
Das, saprü note 178 àt72.
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Ethier's model of cyclical dumping, Davies and McGuinnessl8l 11982¡ examined the

factor of price uncertainty in the foreign market and Hillnan and Katzts2 (1986)

illustrated the factor ofdemand uncertainty in the dumper's home market.

Kostecki descríbed the motivation for cyclical dumping as stabilizing the exporter's

production over the business cycle. The exporter rnay practice cyclical dumping to

"cover the fixed costs" or "to ensure job securiry".l83 Many cases were found in

European steel indust¡ies in the mid-1980s.r84

Dast85 11992¡ formulated a theory ofthe exporting fum engaging in cyclical dumping in

the forms ofprice discrimination and pricing below the margirul cost because of the

fluctuating demand in home and foreign markets and the firm's inability to make

adjustments of its output to these fluctuations. Two significant points are made in his

study. First, the fonn ofcyclical dumping is extended to cover prioing below marginal

cost. He treated the traditional form ofprice discrimination and the type ofsales at less

than marginal cost in a unified frarnewo¡k. Second, he.identified simultaneou demand

uncertainty in home and foreign markets, giving rise to the incidence of cyclical

dumping. However, he didn't address the welfare implications of cyclical dumping even

though he mentioned that cyolical dumping is considered unfair by producers in foreign

markets.

r8¡stephen'W.Davies&AnthonyJ.McGuinness,'Dumpingatlessthanmarginalcosf'(1982)12J.Int'l

Econ. 169, as cited in Das, ,ård,tt Arye L. Hillman & Eliakim Katz, "Domestic unc€lsinty and foreign dumping" (1986) l9:3 Can. J.

Econ. 403, as cited inDas,ibid.ra Kostecki, slpra n ote 31 st 7 .
re 

See David G Tan "Cyclical Dumping: the case of steel produot" (1979) 9:l J. Int'l Econ. 57;
"Cyolical Dumping of Ste€l Produots: another look" (1982) l2:3 I.lnt'IBcnn.377.

tE5 
Das, srpm note 178 al7l-'lz.
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Willig maintains tlut exporters in the presence of excess production, owing to a

downtum in dernand, may engage in cyclìcal dumping by the form ofprice

discrimination or pricing belowthe full cost but above the marginal variable cost. The

motívation arises from "unusually low marginal costs" or "opportunity costs of

production" resulting from excess production capacity. Unusually intense degrees of

competition among competing flrms possessing excess capacity may also result in the

incidence ofcyclical dumping. Besides, reducing the social costs of layoffs by additional

production stimulated by unusually low-priced exports may be part ofthe motivations.ls6

3. Market-Exoansion Dumping

Market-expansion dumping generally denotes selling at a lower prìce for export than

domestically in order to gain market share. It is a form ofprioe discrimination. For a

surall finn without reputation in the foreign market, price cutting is the nonnal way of

entering a new market. In this sense, this form of drunping is also called "market opening

dumping", It is said that such dumping "may be facilitated by closure ofthe exporter's

home ma¡ket but it need not be".l87

Willigl8s precisely defines market-expansion dumping as a firm exporting at a price

lower than the orre it charges in the domestic rnarket by cutting the markup, given that it

faces a higher price elasticity ofdemand in the foreiga markets. This is the type of

dumping based on price discrimination. Such dumping is motivated by expanding export

re Willig, .rzrpra no E 40 a¡ 62ó3.
t67 Holmes & Kempton, firpr? note 69 at 1l
rEE willig, srpm note 40 at6742.



sales and eaming additional profits by pricing exports at a smaller margin above

marginal production and transport costs. There are some factors contributing to

differences in the price elasticities of demand in the home and foreign markets, such as

shonger buyer preferences for the goods in the home market, a larger variety of

alternative goods in the foreign rnarkets, the firm's share of the foreign country's market

smaller than its sha¡e of the home marke! and rivals more competitive abroad than at

home. Such dumping adversely ímpacts on consumers in the exporting country who pay

higher prices but it benefits consumers in the importing. It may also benefit home

consumers "by expanding export market opportunities and thus making possible lower

costs ofproduction and greater investments in new products and capacity".

Irwintse 11998¡ examines market-expansion dumping in the semiconductor industry in

the 1980s, Producers in the industry with scale economies from learning by doing may

price products below cost early in a product cycle to expand output and reduce future

costs. Such dumping can be expected shortly after a new product is introduced. He

conside¡s that such drunping is not wor¡isome from an antifust standpoint. Afinn prices

below cost while its market power is at its peak. As long as such forward pricitg does

not deter entry by competitors, it is not anti-competitive behavior. He concludes that

there is no evidence of market-expansion dumping in his study of the semiconductor

indusfy in the 1980s.

h Willig's discussion about differences in the elasticities of demand in the domestic and

foreign rnarkets, he mentions the occurrence of "reciprocal dumping". He states that:

IEe Douglas .A. Irwin, "The Semiconductor Industry" in Robert Z. l¿wence, d' Btookings Tlade Fonnn
J998 (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution Press, 1998) 57 at t73-200.
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even though the overall market demands at home and abroad may be equally price

elastic, the demands facing the firm will be more price elastic abroad. This situation

may lead to "reciprocal dumping", which may lower prices for consr¡mers in both

affected countries.leo

The possibility of"reciprocal dumping" was frst noted by James Branderrer (1981).

He examines reasons for two-way tade in identical products owing to shategic

ínte¡action arnong frms. James B¡ander and Paul Krugnanle2 (1983)firtherdevelop a

recþrocal dumping model of international trade. Wren two monopolies, in the

imperfectly competitive markets with the existenc€ of trânsportation costs, produce the

same good, one in home market and one in foreign market, and they have the same

marginal cost, they sell a fe\ry units at a price that is lower than each one's own home

market price, but still above marginal cost. The situation in whích dumping leads to

two-\ ay fiade h the same product is named reciprocal drunping.le3 Such durnping is

considered rare in íntemational trade because it is obviously wasteful to ship the

identical goods back and forth when transportation is costly. However, the initially pure

monopolies involved in such dumping may lead to some competition and the benefits

resulting frorn the increased cornpetition rnay offset the waste of¡esource in

hansportation. The economic welfare effect of such hadhg behavior on each nation is

therefore uncertain. I ea

tt Willig, 
"rrpro 

nolE 40 at62.
re! 

James A. Brander, "lntra-Indusfy Trêde in ldentical Communities" (198t) ll J. Int'l Ec.on. l.
"' James À Brander & Paul Krugman, "A 'Reoiprocal Dumping' Model oflntemationât Trâde" (1983) l5

J. ht'l Econ. 313.
re3 Krugman and Obsf€ld, srrprd note I at 143.
te1 ntid.
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Richa¡d Boltuckle5 119911 however argues that reciprocal dumping should be treated

separately even though it is a subcategory of market-expansion dumping under Willig's

classification. Reciprocal dumping arises when a füm attempts to eûter oligopoly

markets. Even though suoh dumping beneficially increases cornpetition, it also brings a

negative welfare effect due to "inefficient cross-hauling ofhornogenous products". His

conclusion argues that the welfare effect ofsuch dumping is ambiguous.

As I have illusfated in the foregoing section, Willig categorizes these th¡ee fonns of

durnping as non-monopolizing dumping, which does not aim at rnonopolization or the

creation of market power. Although non-monopolizing dumping is not considered

hannful to the wo¡ld welfare, there exists one exception if durnping transfers some

profits or rents to exporters. The rents may give exporters advantages over factors of

production, such as "holders of equity capital in oligopoly or monopoly firms", "owners

oftangible or intangible property utilized by exporters", or "workers that exporters

employ".l% In this situation, the social loss and injury to domestic importing-competing

firms outweighs the benefits to domestic buyers.reT

Under the lnflDumping Agreement 1994, du.mping, though not illegal per se, is

astionable if it can be shown to have caused injury. It has been accepted that dumping

defined by this Agreement covers these tï¡ee forms of economic circumstances:

re5 Riohard Boltuck & Robert Litsn, eds ., Dovn in the Dmrps: Adninistanion of the tlnfair Tmde Laws
(Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institrrtion Press, 1991), as cited in Robert Z. law¡ence, d. Brookings
Tlade Fontn 1998 (Washington, D.C. j Brookings úrstitution Press, 1998) 215.r* willig,.nrpra noÞ 40 at67.

rq In this regard, I have provided an illusüation in the foregoing seotion two. Also see Holder¡ .lpru note
42ãt10. 
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state-ûading dwnping, cyclical dumping and market-expânsion dumping.re8 Willig

however argues that the affected exporting country may also adopt anti-dumping

measures when the importing counfiy imposes the anti-dumping duty on the dumped

exports which result in ¡ent shifting. He states that:

The ensuing mutual antidumping enforcement poshres of the involved nations may

effectively separate the various national ma¡kets, elirninating opportunities for costs

to be saved and innovations to be widely rnarketed tlrough international operations,

and enlarging the market power possessed by domestic f¡nns in each nation. As a

matter of economic logic, under these circumstances, the mutual th¡eat of
antidumping enforcement could stifle intemational competition, to the detriment of
consumers and efficient suppliers in all counhies involved.ree

Section Four: Concluding Remarks

Since Viner comprehensively evaluated the phenornenon of drunping in international

hade, the notion of dumping has been widely accepted as'þrice discrimination between

national markets" or "selling the identical product at a lower price abroad than at home".

Such a tradítional approach to analyzing dumping characterizes durnping as

"intemational price discrimination" and "an examination of monopolistic price

discrímination between national ma¡kets". Two conditions must be met for the

occurrence of dumping: (1) the industry must be irnperfectly competitive; and (2) the

markets must be segmented. To determine the existence of dumping and a dumping

margin, the rule of "price-discrimination test", a comparison ofselling prìces between

home and fore.ign rnarkets, is adopted under the faditional theory. There is also an

IeE Edwin Vermuls¡ IJNCMD Cource on Dispute Set en ent,114:¡, Modute 3.6 Anti4unping Meanrcs
(lvfaroh 20031 UNCTAD/EDlvfMiso,232lAdd.14 at 4, online: United Confe¡enc¿ on Trade and
Development <http://www.unotad.org/en/docs//edmmisc232¿ddl4_en.pdÞ (daæ acæssed: 20 April
2003)ts lvillig, 

"rrpm 
note 40 at 68.
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alternative to the establishment ofthe price comparison in the absence ofthe domestic

selling price, namely the constructed-cost method of aniving at a fair home price, or the

comparison with sales to the third markets. Dumping below cost ofproductíon does not

atbact much attention in the conventional analysis of durnping behavior.

The current heatíses on dumping analyses and the legal concem have shifted the focus to

explore below-cost dumping practices. Undet Article W oJ GATT 1994 aud the WTO

Anti'Dnnping Agreement, dnmping is expressed as the sale ofproducts for export at a

príce less than "normal value", meaning roughly the price for which those same products

are sold or the "home" or "export markets". Dumping is usually considered to be

separated into two categories: 'þrice dumping" and "cost dumping". Price dumping

represents the conventional theory ofdurnping as international price discrimination. Cost

durnping denotes sales in foreign markets at prices below "average cost ofproduction".

Such illustrations of price and cost dumping look simple. However, cost durnpilg, it fact,

aror¡ses much confoversy over the concept of"cost ofproduction". In practice, it is

technically diffrcult to determine the cost of production in multinational firms'dumping

behavior and to allocate costs among products ifa firm produces mì¡ltiple products.

Additionally, there is no guideline providedby Article W ofGATT 1994 for the

calculation of cost-of-production. There also exist arguments over dumping below

average cost and below mæginal cost. These factors all conhibute to tlìe colûplexiry of

concepts of cost-of-production. To disentangle the complexity, the comprehensive

exami.nation on this subject will be provided in the next chapter.

Thc classificatíon of dumping in general has not ohanged rnuch since Viner's framework

6l



even though his classifications have been criticized for the lack ofthe utilitarian merit.

Most proposed classiñcations are either motive-based or tirne-based to inte¡pret and

label dumping practices with focru on certain phenomena. Based on his framework,

there are some new terminologies developed to address dumping under certain

conditions or with ce¡tain motivations. For example, cyclical dumping meals dumping

to stabilize production over the br¡siness cycle and this notion was recogrrized by Viner

as short-run or long-run dumping motivated by maintaining fifl production from existing

plant facilities without cutting home prices. fte new analyses and development also

re-interpret the welfare effect ofdifferent forms of dumping, which is different from

Viner's conclusions. For instance, his view on harmlessness of sporadic dumping is

rejected. Indeed, his categorizations have been considered the fundamentals of expertise

in the economic and legal analyses of dumping. Wllig ñrther supplements his

framewo¡k with focus on monopoly power involved in drunping practìces. As a result,

Willig's olassification has been dominant in the modem literature of dutrping regime.

Tkough different bases for classifying dumping behavior and different approaches to

analyzing economic phenomena of dumping, various forms of dunping are presented.

Some represent the histo¡.ical significance but are not the contemporary concern. Freight

dumping is an example. Some have long athacted attention and a¡e enthusiastically

discr¡ssed to be thejustification for auti-dumping laws. Predatory dtunping exemplifies

the case. Some are the major conce¡n within anti-dumping legislation, such as

state-trading, cyclical and market-expansion dumpilg. The comprehensive examination

ofdifferent forms of dumping provided here lays the foundation for firther analyses of

rationality of the anti-dumping policy and legislation.



In summary, the economic phenomenon of dumping in international trade has long been

a worry for trading nations because dumping practices are deemed unfair trading

behavior and damage the welfare of importing countries. To circumvent the harmful

effect resulting from dumping practices, the anti-dunping rneclranisms must be provided

and regr ated on the international level. However, this assunption has been criticized.

Based on theoretical and empirical analyses ofdefinitions and fonns of dumping, the

evaluation of anti-dumping policies and legislatiol will be explored subsequently.



Chaoter Two

Analysing Dumping Prices and Cost of Production

As illusfated in Chapter One, there âre t\{o schools of thought on definitions of durnping

in contemporary legal and administrative literature. One is the traditional "intemational

price discriminatiot", in which a foreign finn charges different prices in the export aud

its home markets. The other definition denotes dumping as export sales at prices below

costs ofproduction. This definitíon of durnping is usually refened to as 'þredatory

dumpingl', which is most condenned in the ¡ational justification for anti-dumping laws.

In international fade, Slay'ton (1979) describes dumping as úe sales ofproducts for

"export at prices lower than those charged to domestic buyers, taking itto accormt the

conditions aud terrns of sale".200 Hoekman and l-eidy2ot (1989) Ërnd that dumping rnay

occur ifthe export price ofgoods is less than "total average costs or må¡ginal costs".

Evenett (2000) also separates drunping, defined iú Article W ofGATT 1994 as sales in

overseas ma¡kets at prices below "nonnal value", into two categories: "pr.ice definition",

meaning the lower selling prices charged to foreign buyers than to domesfic buyers, and

"cost definition", meaning sales in foreign rnarkets at prices below the average cost of

production.2o2 These two definitions acknowledge the significance ofprices in

detennining what is dumping. They are also subject to much controversy. In orde¡ to

evaluate dumping practices and the rational justifications ofdurnping, I examine the

m P Slayton, "The Canadian Legal Response to Steel Dumping" (19?9) 5 Can.-U.S. L. J., as quoted in
Fred t*zar, "Antidumping Rules following the Canada-Uniæd Stâtes Free Trade Agre€ment" (1989)
23:5 J. World T- 45.4r 
Hoekruan & Lei dV supru note l4l.

æ2 Simon J. Evenetg "Altidumping: Regulating the Price of Imports", onlfute: World Bank Gmup
<http//wwwl.woddbankorg/wbiep/tmde/ojapers/wenett_antidumping.pdÞ (date accessed: 30 April
2003).
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"price" component ofprice-based dumping and the "cost ofproduction" component of

cost-based dumping.

Section One: Internationâl Púce Discrimination

The notion of"price discrimination" can be contemplated on two levels: domestically and

internationally. There is a general apprehension that price discrirnination on these two

levels is a common business activity and that such an activity is not deemed, by

economic theory, detrimental to the general welfare.2o3 However, the fonns of domestic

price discrimination are prohibited by antitrust laws, for example, in Canada20a and in the

United States.2os The practices of international price discrimination are regulated by

anti-dumping laws; for instance,l rticle VI of GATT l994,theAnti-Dunping

Agreemenfo6 and the Canadian anti-dumping law.207 The following explores the concept

ofinternational price discriminatory praotices and intoduces briefly the phenomenon of

dornestic price discriurination.

(l) Domestic Price Discrimination

One economic defürition of price discriminatiou is provided by Dunlop, McQueen and

Trebilcock as, follows:

It is discdminatory to charge significantly differeût product prices to two or ore

customers when there are no significant differences between the costs to the seller

Willig srprø note 40 at 59,
Conpetition Act,R.S.C. 1985, o. C-34, ss 50(1)(a), (b).
Clayton Act, as amended by the Robinson-Patmân Acl ss 2, 3; I5 USC par¿. f3 (1988), as cited in
Trebilcook & Hows e, suprq îole I 19 at 548.
Ag,eenßnt on hnplsnenÍation ofArticle VI ofthe Generu l,Agreenent on TAríîs snd Trade 1994.
SÞeciol In,port Mea,s¡re¡lcl, RS.C. 1985, c. S-15, s. 2(1) [hereinafteró1ltZl].
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of supplying those customers.208

In order to price discriminate, a seller must have some degree of "market power" under

cotditions of inperfect cornpetition, so that he can sell an identical good in different

ma¡kets for different prices.2oe

On the dornestic level, price discrirninators creafe both a lower priced rnarket and a

higher priced market within the same country. The practices of domestic price

disc¡imination are forbidden because of two seeming grounds. One is that such activities

irnpose rvelfare losses on society, in that a monopolist's total produced and sold ouþut

rnay decrease. The othe¡ is that the social cost imposed on society mây be wastefr¡l when

the monopolist engages in segregating its markets and computing its customer's

elasticities ofdemand; the social cost resulting from the competing sellers'lu¡e of

acquiling monopoly profit may be higher. However, the validity of these justificatìons for

restrictfug domestic discriminatory pricing has been much debated.2lo Since the domestic

discrirninatory pricing regulated by antitrust laws is not the focus of this paper, it is

unnecessary to go ñrther on this topic.

(2) International Price Discrimination

On the international level, dumping is traditionally defined as "price discrimination

between national markets" or "intemational price discrirnination". The distinction

between domestic and international price discrimination is that durnpers create only a

æE B. J, Dunlop, D. McQueen & M. J. Trebilcaak, Canadian Corrrpetition Poliq):,4L*gal and E:onomic
,4raþri (Tomnto: Canada Law Book, 1987) 208.æ Trebilc¡ck & Hovrse, ,n¡pfa note llg at l'17.

2fù 
-¿óid. at 178. Also see Michael J. Trebilcnck, The Connon Lav oiRestraÌnt oÍTrøde (loronø'.
Carswett, 1986) 364-365.
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lower priced market in the foreign countr5r, whereas domestic price discriminators create

both a lower-priced market and a higher-priced rnarket witlin the same country.

Viner's theory represents the haditional analysis of dumping and it, rnainly frorn the

importing country's point of view, is concerned about the welfare effects on the importing

country and the misallocation of domestic resources in the importing country. Other than

Viner's Íaditional approach to illustrating "international price discrirnination", some

scholars hâve made efforts to evaluate it through different modern models since the early

1980s.

Viuelr t 11923¡ defines dumpirg as price discrimhation between national markets,

covering common and rare forms of "intemation¿l price discriminafion". These fonns

have been explained in the preceding chapter. He also considers that types ofprice

discrimination do not necessarily denote unfair co¡npetitive practices2l2 and that, except

for sporadic dumping or other exceptions, "the dumping is being practiced by concems or

combinations in substantial monopoly control of theí¡ do¡nestic markets".2r3 His

cortemporary, Haberler2ra (1936), follows his approach to anatysing dumping on the

international-price-discrimination ground.

Caves and Jones2rs 11977¡ provide the standa¡d theory for the phenomenon of dumping

in international fade as "monopolistic price discrimination". This theory seems to focus

2ll Viner, srrprø note 7 at 4-5,

"2 lbid. atg.
2t3 lbid- at loo.
zto Haberlet, supra note 19 at 297 .

"' Rich¡¡d E. Caves & Ronald W Jonæ, World trade and pa)aìteìts: an inrrþdlct brr, 2d ed. (Boston:
Little, B¡own, 19'17) 152-154.



on "accidental differences in country demand". When a profit-maximising firm

etrcounters a higher elasticity ofdemand abroad than at home, it may discriminate

between foreign and domestic markets by charging a lower price in the foreign market.2l6

Brander and Krugman2tT 11983¡ present their model ofdumping as intemational price

discrimination by ofigopolistic rivals. They survey how much the rivalry ofoligopotistic

firms contributes to dumping ofgoods in foreign markets and reveal that such dumping

can be "reciprocal", each firm dumping the identical product into the other firms'home

markets, because the transportation costs distort the firms' comprehension of

firm-specific demand elasticities between markets.

Weinstein2rs (1992) extends the anaþis of Brande¡ and Krugman and states that the

existence of transportation costs necessitates the occurrence of unilateral dumping in

bilateral int¡a-indusfy trade. He also finds that the existence oflarge domestic

oligopolistic firms has a tendency to stimulate foreign firms to dump goods into the

domestic market, and that the dumped goods flow from the mo¡e competitive market to

the less competitive one.

Staiger and Wolak2te 77991¡ and Hartigan220 (1 994) also contribute similar rnodels of

oligopolistic rivalry to demonstrals drrmping as "international price discrimination".

Bmnder & Krugman , suprs rLole 192 at 313.
Ibid.
David E. Weinstein, "Competition and unilateral dumpingl'(1992) 32 J.lnt'lEcon.379.
Robert W Staiger & Frank A, Wold "The effect of domestic antidumping law in the presence of
foreþn monopoly" (1992) 32 L Int'lBcon.265.
Harti gan, s up ra note'1 43.
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Sun221 11995¡, in his shrdy of why firms dump in one or more markets, defines those

above models, mainly focusing on dumping in the traditional meaning of price

discrimination, as an application ofthe "struc¡ral approach". This approach counts on

the ftindamental struchues of the competing firms. It usually leads to the conclusion that

the practice ofprice discrimination in various ma¡kets is beneñcial and represents the

inevitabilitj, of intrinsic characteristics of the markets.

Niles (2000) explairs the theory of intemational price discrimfuatiou tluough the

industriøl organisation approach and states that:

Conventional theories of price disc¡imination assume a monopoly and t}e
impossibility of arbihage behveen segregated markets. Nevertheless, since the

1970s some models have established that oligopolists and monopolistic

competitors may also practice price discrimination. Thus, the often heard claim that

dumpers are foreign monopolists does not necessarily hold....Dumping as

international price díscrilnination can best be analysed as a third-degree case,

where customers are divided into separate markets, each of wl¡ich has its own

continuous demard fu nction.222

(3) Summary

Vine¡'s theoretical and empirical treatise on dumping offers the traditional approach to

analysiDg'þrice discrimination" between ûational rnarkets; but some contributors atternpt

to interpret the notion of"price discrimination" by various modern models and to enrich

possible pattems of price-discrimination activities in the international trade cycle. These

modern contibutors usually anive at conclusions different from the conventional wisdom.

Xiaolun Sull', The EfecÍs oÍAntidunping L¿tv Enþrcentent (D.Phil. Disseradon in Agricultural and
Resource Economios, University of Califomia at Be*eley 1995) [Ann Arbo¡ Michigân: Lnvq 2@3].
Niels, srpru note 32 a|474.
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For instance, Weinstein concludes that firms in more competitive markets tend to dump

unilaterally, compared to frms in less competitive ma¡kets. Such a finding is contrary to

the traditional perception that firms monopolisíng the protected home market are capable

of nrcceedíng in exporting into relatively competitive world markets.223 However, these

modern models unquestionably rernain based on the traditional principle of 'þce

discriminatíon" when studying international prícæ-discriminating activities.

Section Tlvo: Prices betow the Cost of Production

In addition to the conventional price definition, today the terminology of "dumping" has

been extended to encompass the cost definition, meaning exporting at prices below the

cost ofproduction. Paragraph ore oî Art¡cle W ofGATT 1994 and paragraph 2 ofArticle

2 of the Anti-Dumping Agreement provide the defurition of dumping, meaning the

exporting ofa product at a price lower than its "normal value". The conception of

"normal value" comprises not only the product's home price but also its highest price in a

third country and its cost ofproduction under certain circumstances. Lr practice, the price

conparison between the home and the export prices ofthe identioal good under the

anti-durnping iuvestigation is based on the cost ofproduction" irr the absence of the

domestic price available in the exporting country. In this circumstance, the approach ofa

"cost-based constructed value" is adopted. The constructed value is usually built on the

concept of "fi¡ll cost", including fixed and sunken costs oftangible capital and R&D, and

a margitr of normal profit.22a

Selling abroad at prices below the cost ofproduction is usually corsidered "predatory

a The tmditional perception ofdumped goods flow can be found in tlaberler, .rapl¿ note l9 at 301
"' ,Nillí9, supm note 40 at 60.



dumping". Predatory dumping denotes that "a dominant firm sets its prices at

non-remunerative levels long enough to drive rivals or entrants from the market, ând

recoups íts losses afterwards by charging monopolistic prices".225 Ordover and Willig226

(1981) illustrate the econornic definition ofpredation as "systematically pricing below

cost with a view to intimidating and/or eliminating rivals in an effort to brilg about a

market price higher then would otherwise prevail".

Indeed, preventing predatory pricing by foreigrr competitors from harming competing

frms in the importing country has long been the plausible justification for shong

anti-dumping laws. However, some argue that there is little evidence of its existence for

practical cause227 and that the frequency ofits occurrence is relatively low228 Some

analyses show that the scope for predatory pricing in the international context is quite

ftnite.2ze These arguments are many. First, the predator must establish its monopoly by

driving domestic competitors from the market, while detening new c,ompeti¡ìg entrants.

This will be difficult if the domestic market is characterised as having low bmriers to exit

a¡ld low bar¡ie¡s to entry. Secori{ to sustain its monopoly, the predator must continue

pricing low enough to deter entry forever, so that the recoupment ofpredatory losses is

uncertain.

In order to grasp the full significance ofdumping below the cost ofproduction, the

following examines four aspects of such behavior: defuritions of cost, models illustrating

Niels, Jr/p/¿ note 32 at 475.
Ordover & Willig, suüa nole 129 al&.
James R l\,farkusen et al., Inlemarional Trqde: Theory and Evidence (Nerv York: MoGmw-Hill, 1995)
355.
Trebilcock and Hows e, &pm nÕte I 19 at lE l.
Har|' supm noþ 9 a135.
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below-cost dumping under different circumstances, below-marginal-cost dumping, and

arguments over below-cost pricing and predation.

(l) Definitions of Cost

For the purpose of understanding the economics of belowcost dumping, the distinction

between different defuritions ofcost must be clarified. The definitions ofcost are usualþ

divided into two categories on the subject ofbelow-cost pricing: "average cost" (or'Tully

allocated cost') and "marginal cost" (or "short run variable cost"). The average cost

means the amount spent on producing each unit of output. It is calcr¡lated by díviding the

total level ofcost by the level ofoutput. The marginal cost, on the other hand, is defined

as tlìe aûìouût spent on producing one extra unit. It is the increase ùr total cost when one

more unit is produced.

I\lost analyses of below-cost dumping focus either otr the belowcost-of-produotiol basis

o¡ on the below-narginal-cost basis; and few provide a comprehensive examination of

below-cost dumping that is based on these two various definitions ofcost. Jackson and

Vennulst23o (1989) separate thei¡ discussion ofdumping below cost ilto two parts, and

comprehensively evaluate pattems of dumping below average cÆst and below margina[

cost. The followíng interpretation is based on their framework.

I . Below Averaee Cost

Jackson and Vermulst explore possible situations in which dumping below average cost

may occu¡: "in periods of slack demand", "dre different shucture ofcosts for domestic

20 
Jaolson & Velrn vlsl" sltpm note 4 at}g-3g,



firms and exporters" and "differences in labor ma¡ket institutions". tn their survey, firms

normally engage in below-average-cost pricing as a "short run response to a depressed

market", and such pricing behavior should not exempliô/ the market imperfection.

Perfectly competitive firms rnay continually produce a¡d sell at prices below their

average cost, as long as prices exceed thei¡ ma¡girul cost. On the other hand, imperfectþ

competíng flrms are less likely to do this. Such an explanation applies to both domestic

and international sales while the structure of costs is the same for dornestic firms and

exporters. Thus, it is not rational, in periods of slack demand to label exporters pricing

below average cost as dumpers and to offset their sales with anti-dumping duties while

domestio fil'ms behaving in the same way are not condemned.

Dumping below average cost may adse from the diffe¡ent structure ofcosts for don¡estic

finns and exporters, and from differences in Iabor market conditions. The former presents

the foreign exporters' view on a larger portion of thei¡ costs as fixed, unlike dornestic

firms'; and exporters' responses are presumed to continue to produce even at prices

below average cost. The differences ofthe use oflabor between Japan and the U.S,

provide an example ofthe phenomenon ofthe latter; and such differences encourage

Japanese firms to produce and price below average cost. Jackson and Ve¡mulst conclude

that anti-dumping duties are not the fust policy response to dumping below average cost.

2. Below Marginal Cost

With respect to dumping below marginal cos! they show four scenarios where such

behavior rnay occur: (1) short-run rigidities and uncertainties; (2) sales maúurisation; (3)

predation; and (4) competition for market share. Except for (1), the other scenarios all



include short-run losses of profits in exchange for other purposes, allowing foreign

exporters to price below short-run marginal cost,

The uncefainty about export markets and the need for frms to decide production in

advance is explained by Davies and McGuiness23l lte8Z¡, The uncertainty and need may

give rise to pricing below margilal cost. Jackson and Vermulst, howeve¡ critique their

mis-defi¡itions of marginal cost and/or price. Their explanation simply shows that, in

certain circunstances, short-run marginal cost may be different flom long-rtn average

cost. As a result, their finding is questionable.

With regard to pricing below marginal cost motivated by sales maximisation and

predation, Jackson and Vermulst confrm that motivation lnay encourage foreign

exporters to price below marginal cost, and that such behavior would be subject to

anti-dumping duties.

Jackson and Vermulst provide two examples to interpret the last scenario, where foreign

exporters price below marginal cost for the purpose of gaining market share. Both

producers of"experience goods" and "learning by doing" flrms, particularly in high

technology indushies, may engage in such practices with special incentives to attract new

consumers and to experirnent on various pricing policies, for gathering valuable

information on how to conduct production. Even though both behâviors would be

acoused of dumping, neither oan be deemed hannful to socie$.

B¡ Davies & McGu inness, .slpla note 1 E I at I 69



In short, Jackson and Vermulst propose a comprehensive analysis of dumping below cosÇ

even tho,rgh there are some arguments ove¡ their findings. For example, the difierent

teahents for "experience goods", priced below mæginal cost on the domestic and

international levels, may be open to questíon if their findíngs are sustained. NevertÍeless,

their analysis rçresents a clea¡ interpretation ofthe notion ofcost; and it is beneñcial to

poficy-makers when they contemplate the rationality of antidumping policies.

(2) Modets of Demonstrating "Below-Cost-of-Pruduction' Behavior

The term "cost ofproduction" in the economic se¡se is commonly used to refer to 'total

costs", rnade up of "fixed costs" and "variable costs". In other words, it mea¡s the

amount spent oû producing a given level of ouþut The total cosb are calculated by total

fixed costs plus total r"¿riable costs. Fixed costs are production expenses that a¡e

independent of the level of ouþu! inoluding loan payments, security costs, and

marketing and administ¡ation costs. In general, fixed costs do not change with changes in

the quantity ofouþut produced. The same fxed cost is incurred at any and all ouþut

levels; but the average fixed cost declines as the ouþut level increases. On úe other hand,

variable costs are production expenses that are dependent on the level ofouþut

inoluding direct labor costs, variable overhead, and depreciation. If ouþut increases,

variable cost will then increase. Ifthere is no productior¡ there is no variable cost.

Since the conception of dumping in legal and economic regimes has been extended to

include exporting at prices below the cost ofproduction, some liter¿fure has shown an

interest in analysing the behavior of pricing below the cost of production. The following

demonstates ¡nodern models on this subject.



Viner (1923) defines 'þredatory or malignant dumping" as sales at dumping prices in a

given market with the objective of eliminating is competitors. Such predatory pricing is

likely to be practiced only temporarily or intermittently. Even if dumping is motivated by

predatory objectives, it may result in an additional non-predatory outcome.232 He also

mentions that sales at prices belotv cost of production must be of limited duration,

whereas dumping may carry on indefinitely. The greater concern over dumping, than

sales at prices below cost ofproduction, is attributed to assumptions that these two are

identica! or that examples ofthe latter are contained in i¡sances ofthe former and that

there exists the administative difficulty determi¡ing foreign cost ofproducfion.233

Ethier23a (1982) has deveþed a new theory, on a cyclical or intermittent basis, to

explain an altemative definition of dumping: "export sales at a price below the cost of

production", as "an integral part ofthe relationship between domestic factor markets and

intemational commodity mækets in a world of uncertainty and sluggish adjustment''.

The¡e are tb¡ee key determinants of dumping involved in this theory: "international

differences in laborer-manager endowments", "the wage equivalents of unemployment in

both countries" and "the pattem of demand uncertainty".

Eichengreen and van der Ven23s (1984) provide a model in which profit'maximising

firms set below-cost prices on a cyclical basis to replenish thei¡ customer base. They also

tsz Ytner, supra rota 7 at 122.
83 lbíd. at lz2 añ 147.o' Ethiet, sapm note I O 8t 487.
Bt Barry Eichengreen & Hans van de¡ Ven, 'U. s. Antidumping Policies: The Case of Steel" in Rob€rt E.

Baldwin & A¡ne O. Kruege¡ eds., ?Þe STructure and Evohttion ol Recenr U S. Trade PoIicy (Chicøgo:

University ofChicago Press, 1984) 67103.
/tt



explain that the existence ofcosts of adjustnent associated with changes in output causes

firms to price below cost.

Gn¡enspecht236 (1988) demonstrates "experience effects" as a motivation for sustained

below.cost sales by profit-maximising firms. He states thât the importance of "leaming

effects" should be taken into account while the measu¡ement of economic cost of

production is being constructed. Providing for comparable featment of invesfrtent in

leaming and capital equípment is muoh needed fo¡ constructing the 'tost ofproduction"

tesL

Clanda23l (1993) devetops a model, showing that firms may produce at a price that hlls

short of average total cost in a cyclical downtum. When "there is a surge in demand for

the dumped product and a rise in total production of the dumped product in the dumping

country", foreip firms may engage in practices of selling abroad at prices below cost of

production.

Sur238 11995¡ applies the model of "mcertainty approach" to explain

"below-cost-pricing". Those models proposed by Ethier (1982), Davies and

Mccui¡ness23e (1982), Blair and cheng2ao (1984), Bernhardt2o' 1t984¡, Hiltman and

xaú4'z çeæ¡,and Lahiri and Sheen2a3 (1990), are categorised as applications of the

ã Howa¡d K. Gruenspechg ' Dumping and Dynamic Competition" (1988) 25 J. Int'lB-ç'on.225.
at Richard H. Cla¡ida 'Entry, Dumping, and Shakeout'' (1993) 83 Am. Econ, Rev. 180.
88 

Sun, npm notc221.
tse Davies & Mccuirutess, sapra note l8l.
2{0 R D. Blair & L. Cheng, "on Dumpingi' (1984) 50 S. Econ. J. 857.
zr D. Bemha¡dt, -Dumping, Adjustment Costs and Unc€rtainty" (1984) E J. Econ. Dynamics & Control

349.
2{2 Hiltrn¿n & Katz,supra îote 182 al4o3. 
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"uncertainty approach". In this uncertainty-approach model, production decisions must

be made in advance so that "unexpected changes and/or non-zero adjustment costs" make

it beneficial for firms to over-produce and to price below cost ofproduction.

Hlr:tíganzø (1996) has developed a modem theory depending on ..a capital market

imperfection md an asymmety in financial resources that favour the foreign firm,'. The

asymmew in financial resources ¡nay encouage foreign firms to utilise profits generated

in the foreign market to engage in predatory behavior. He also conduc'ts an analysis ofthe

modern form ofpredatory dumping based on "incomplete information-. For example,

Eaton and Mirman24s lt}Ol¡,and Hartigan2a6 (1994) all adopt the similar approach to

comprehending predatory behavior via this model. However, Hart2a? (1997) claims that

Hartigan's model is valid only when there exists "fte protected home market", ..ba¡riers

to the markets for corporate ownership and contol" and..the lack of transparency in

fi¡ancial disolosure".

(3) Prices below Marginal Costs of Production

The taditional analysis of the term "dumping" is resFictively defined as price

discrimination by a domestic monopolist in an international context. Two assumptíons are

made: (a) price disc¡imination is workable and beneficial; and @) dumping results in

welfare losses ofdomestic consumers. Such an analysis suggests that dumping occurs

only if 'marginal costs are rising at all scales beyond the no-trade profit maximizing

211

u4
us

u6

S. L:hiri & J. Sheeq "On Optimal Dumpine" (1990) l0O Econ. J. l2Z.
Iames C. Ilartigan, "Predatory Dumping" (1996)29 Clrl.. J. Eøn.2ZB.
J, Eåton & L J. Mimån, '?redatory dumping as signal jamming", in A Takayana M. Ohyama & H
tht+ eÅs., Tmde, Poliq,, and Intemational Adjusnnents (Newyork: Academic p¡ess , lggi) 60:76.
tlartigan, sapra note 143.
Har\ supmnoþ 9 a136.
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ouþut", and if 'the net export price exceeds marginal cost at that output".2a8 Even

though there is a possibility, by this definition, that dumping can be practiced at a price

below average costs, goods are never dumped at below marginal costs.

Nonetheless, modern literature on this subject has shown the possibility of dumping aJ

prices lower then marginal costs. Some scholars even claim that the standard forjudging

whether a firm engages in predatory pricing is to examine whether a firm prices below its

marginal cost. Etlielae (1982) is the forerun-ner of the modem analysis of

below-marginal-cost pricing as a profit-maximising shategy in international rade. He

propounds tba, in a world of uncertain demand with perishable goods, some frms may

choose ûo keep workers ând reduc€ prices in circumstances of low demand. The behavior

may cause prices lower than marginal costs.2s

Davies and McGuinness2sr (1982) propose that below-marginal-cost dumping may occur:

"itr cicumsta¡ces ofuncertainty"; 'þurzuance of managerial goals"; and "stalegic entry

deterrence". Among these three contingencies, the first exemplifies the situation in which

a risk-neutral monopolist in a non-stochastic home ma¡ket encounters price uncertainty in

the competitive foreign market at the time of his ouþut decision' The second and third

reprEsent the incentives for the domestic monopolist to maximise sales revenue rather

thal profits and to discourage new domestic entry.

æ Davies & Mccuinness, rrpm note l8l at 179.
ue Ethier, flpm r,ote lo.
ro 

Sun, nrpru note 221 at 15.

't Davie" & Mccuhn€ss, srpñ¡ note t 81.



Bemha¡dÉ52 (1984) modifies the model of Davies and McGuinness to show thåt the

probability of below-marginal-cost pricing is closely connected to the finding-'the more

competitive the domestic market becomes, the more is dumped".253 Hillman and KaE254

(1986) investigate the linkage between uncerhinty and below-cost dumping. Thery

conclude tbat "domestic demand uncertain$'and "additive srryply uncertainty" may

stimulate a risk-neuÍal monopolist to increase ouÞut and to dump at a price lower than

the marginal cos! even when the monopolist knows that the world market price is below

tha marginal cost.

Gruenspechfss (1988) explores the motivation for fums to set prices below marginal

cost and presents a model centering on "e4erience effecß" as a motivation for sustained

below-cost sales by profit-maximising firms. It is possible tbat uncertainty or reputation

motivates unoonsüained profit-maximising firms to sell below marginal costs, as part ofa

strategy. He also insists that the cost standæd constructe.d on dete¡mining the existence of

dumping should take the leaming factor into consideration, providing for "comparable

teatment of investrnent in leaming and oapital equipment".

(4) Arguments on Below-Cost Pricing and Predatory Behavior

As illusfated above, the terminology of "dumping" on legal and economio grounds

nowadays has been expanded to cover both the haditional concept of "international price

discrimination" and the modern theory of expofis at prices below the cost ofproduction.

Such a¡ extension has resulted in a shift of contemporary interest from the formø to the

Bernhârd\ supru noÞ 241 .

Sun,supm note2zl atl6.
Hillman & Kaø, sapra note 182

Gru€nspechl sr/p/a note 236.
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latter, and aroused considerable conüoversy surrounding predatory bebavior and

below-cost prioing. In practice, Gruenspecht concludes in his survey ofbelow'cost

pricing that, in recent years in the U.S., dumping cases have been increasingty found in

the form of pricing below cost of production, other than in the price discrimination

model.2s The following provides analyses of arguments over these mâtters.

l. Does b€low-cost oricing denote predation?

It is usually considered 
.þedatory dumping" when firms sell abroad at prioes below the

cost ofproduction. The concern for predatory pricing by foreip competitors has b€€n

confinuaþ expressed by national anti{umping laws and international anti-dumping

agreements, and has plausibly just'rfied stronger anti-dumping laws. For example,

Cæadian, US and EU anti-dumping laws penalise preddory dumpiag in addition to

international price discrimination and adopt the constructed-cost methodology for

calculation ofthe normal value.,4rficle W ofGATT 1994, on the other hand authorises

Conüacting Parties to impose antldumping duties on imports below "fully allocated

costs" (or "average cost"). However, the rationale for penalìsation of below-cost pricing

and predatory dumping must be reviewed. lt is also necessary to examine different

scenarios ofpricing below cost ofproduction for uffaveling the correlation between such

pricing behavior and predation.

As interpreted above, the definition ofcost includes two conceptions: "average cost" (or

..firlly allocated cosf') and "marginal cosf'. Cur¡ent competition theory does not perceive

below-cost pricing as predatory unless two factors exist: (l) sales below marginal costs;

256 lbid. at 228-229.



arut (2) the ability of firms to price low enough to eliminate rivals in the foreign market

and thereafter gain monopoly price s. Articte W ofGATT 1994 and Article 2 ofthe

Anli-Dumping Ageement nevertheless penalise export prices lower than "cost of

production" (referríng to "average cosf'), regardless ofwhether príces are below

mrgiml costs and whether firms with low prices possess &e above ability. This simply

indicates that a determination of dumping is not contingent on prices below marginal

costs and tbat exporters' abilities ofpredation are not the concern of anti{nmPing laws.

In this respec! anti4umping is likely to penalise foreign producers with low prices under

excessive competition. Deardorff ( 1989) firther points out that below-average-cost

pricing is normal behavior for a füm as a "short run fesponse to â deplessed mafket of to

the marka in periods of slaok demand", provided that a portion of its costs are fixed.

Dumping, to some degree, simply reflects prices below average cost but not marginal

cosl257

Canadian and US anti-dumping laws, on the other hand, provide more elaborate

examinations ofpredation involved in below-cost prioing. Trebilcock and Howse (1999)

produce a detailed illusbation in this regard and it can be summarised as the following.258

É? Deldorff, supm rLotel4T al2l-39
ãt Trebilc¡ck & Hol¡õe,,irPla note 119 at lEl



Afrrmation of P¡edatíon Pricing Behavior

(l) presumed predaû0ry "þclgtu satElat-esÊ!" or "below averase \rariable

!os!".

(2) may or may not be predaû0ry between "average total cosf' and "average

variable cost"-

(3) presumed non-predatory "eþgve¡yeraCglatal_Cgs!" (including fxed costs).

* The average total cost is made up ofthe average fixed cost and the average variable cost

whether prices betweetr average total oost a,ld average variable cost are considered

predatory dumping relies on oircumstances, such as .þroof of predatory intent', or

"dumper's ability to recoup short-run losses in the long run by raising prices without

being under+ut by remaining competitors or new enfants". 'Jhe insrrnces in which firms

may be compelled to sell below cost but above the variable cost in periods of slack

demand are not presumed predatory. As a result, pricing below cost ofproduction cannot

be equated with predatory behavior.

Moreover, below-marginal-cost pricing, presumed predatory by Canadian and US

anti-dumping laws, 'rnnecessarily denotes predatory pricing. Trebilcock and Howse

present atr example ofexport prices lower than the "ex ante margjtal cost" and opine that

tlis pricing behavior does not ¡eflect a predatory intention. when a firm estimates that its

export market price exceeds its marginal cost in the procæss of making its production

decisions, it will produce and sell abroad. If unexpectedly future fluctuating exchange

rates or changed nurket conditio¡s result in the actual e:rport market price lower than the

estimated one, the frm must continue to sell at the best available price, because tle



output has already been produced. The best available price may be below the ex ante

marginal costs but the fi¡m can "minimize its losses in the face of its inaccurate e¡ a¡¡fe

estimate of the market price" by continuing to sell its output and cm ..recoup 
a portion of

its sunk costs". In this ci¡cumstance ofpricing below marginâl cost, no predatory

intention can be found.2se However, there are fou¡ documented anti-dumping cases

initiated in Canada against US exporters with respect to this below-marginal-cost

pricing.26o

Similarly, below-marginal-cost pricing as a marketing sbategy may, itr some câses,

promote competition, with the aim of competing for market share. There is no predatory

intention involved. Deardorff identifies two scenârios of pricing lower than ma¡ginal oost:

"experience goods" and "leaming by doìng goods". Firms'pricing based on the former

model aims to induce first buyers; and their initial losses can be recouped by experienced

c,onsumers' subs€quent purchas€s. Sellers'pricing based on the latter model attempts to

realise efficietrt production methods when they first enter the ma¡ket with new

technolory or new goods. Pricing built on these two models cm only be viewed as a

marketing sEategy for expanding into new markets. Such below-marginal-cost pricing, in

facÇ boosts consumer demand, competition and productive efficiency. Firms oan recoup

their losses i¡ the pedod ofselling below marginal cost \¡¡ithout acquiring market

power.26t

In short, neither below-cost-of-production pricing nor below-marginal-cost pricing

be IÍ¡d. eil82.6 Hutton & Trebil cock sapra îotg l2o at 128.
%t Dæ;dorff, supra note I 47 at I 83 .



inherently denotes predation. The determination ofpredation relies on more elaborate

cost analyses, However, the difüculties acquiring the actual cost of foreip products and

the predatory inæntion, identifiable pos¡ åoc, make the determinatìon more unachievable.

2. Possible Existence of P¡edatory Pricine

The possibility of the occurrence ofpredatory dumping has long been one oftheoretical

and empirical arguments over the rational justification for anti'dumping laws'

Economists have also contributed many models to explain the possible contingency of

this pricing behavior as well as its irrationality i¡ this regard. If the existence ofpredatory

dumping is possible in the international conûext, the rationality of anti'dumping Iaws can

beþstified. If not, the justification for these regulations may be questionable.

Some maintain that it is iûconc€ivable for the predator to suffer losses over a Iong period

of time, for the purpose of establishing the global monopoly, while tle recoupment of

predatory losses is uncertain. Isaac and Smith262 lteeS¡, in their laboratory experimental

wor*, report tÏat there is no evidenoe of predatory pricing out of ten experiments.

Hoekman and Leidy (1989) contend that it is difficult to conceive of this occrmence and

that there is no successful documented predatory dumping in practice 263

Some consider that the instances of predatory pricing are rare or exfemely limited. The

OECD Report mentioned that "þlerhaps all that can be said is that cases ofpredation

may arise but at most only very inÍìequently".2s Hirdley (1991) observes that there are

ø2 Isaac & Smith, s upm îote 140 al 320.
ã3 Hoekman & Iæi óy, flpm îote l4l at 32w OECD, supra nole 131 at75.



few examples ofpredatory pricing and that most anti-dumping cases cannot be explained

in terms ofpredatory pricing.26s Messerlin and Reed (1995) suggest that only a few

dumping cases handled by the US and EC authorities were involved in predation.26

Niels (2000) demonsfates an analysis ofpredatory pricing theory from perspectives of

the Chicago schoot and post-Chicago school.267 From the Chicago school perspective,

predatory pricing is rarely successftrl and inational. McGee268 (1958 and 1980), Bod*6e

(19?8) and Easterbrook2?o (1981) argue that eliminating domestio competitors thmugh

low prices is costþ md ìts success is unce¡tain, so that the recoupment ofpredatory

losses tbrough later monopoly prices is questionable. On the conÍary, post-Chicago

scholars try to olarifu the rationale of predatory behavior. Milgrom and Roberß2? 
t 

( I 982),

and Kreps and Wilson2?2 11982¡ affirm tb¿t "an incumben! multi-market firm prices

aggressively in one rrarket in order to build a reputation as a fanatical predaûor or tough

incumbent, and thus deter less well-informed poûentiâl entânts in other, subsequent

ma¡*ets".273 However, Niels questions the validity of their explanations for dumping as a

form of predatory pricing.

Indeed, some contributors have consistentþ searched for modem models to rationalise

the possibility ofpredatory dumping under certain conditions. These various models and

%5 }Jindley, suprø nolÊ 133 at29.6 Messerlin & Reed , supra nole 134 a11565.w Niels, supra ñIe 32 et 476.
ãE J. Mccee, 'P¡edatory Price Cutting: the Stândard Oil (N.J.) casd' (1958) 1 J. L. & Econ. 137, a¡d

'Predstory Pricing Revisited" (1980) 23 J. L. &Ecan.23.
xn R-IJ. Botk,Th" Antitnlst Paradox: A Policy qrwar tïith IßeI/(New York: Basic Book, 1978).
z0 

F. H. Easæ¡brooh "P¡edatory Str¿tegies and Counterstrategied' (1981) a8 U. Chi. L. Rev. 263.
zl P Milgom & J. Roberts, "Predation, Reputation and Entry Deterence' (1982) 27 J. Econ. Theory 280.u D. M. Kreps & R Wilson, 'l.eputation and Imperfect Informatiorf' (19821 27 l.R.r'on. T\øry 253

'3 Niels, .nrprø not e 32 at 476.
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different conditions have been illusfrated in the foregoing subsection: for example, the

model based on 
..incomplete information" and the condition of the lack oftransparency in

financial disclosure.

lnterestingly, Weinstein (1992), in his survey of unilaæral dumping, concludes that firms

in more competitive markets are more likely to dump unilaterally and to export at pric€s

below average cost. This behavior may not be evidence ofpredation and may simply be a

'leflection ofthe tendency of compotitive rent-seeking firms to expand into less

competitive markets that have high rents".2?4

In summary, dumping is seldom practiced with predatory intentions. The leasons are

primarily owing to the fact that a worldwide monopolistic position is difficult to be

achieved and the gains from predatory pricing are even mo¡e uncertain in the

international context.

Section Three: Concluding Remarks

The notion of dumping as "international price discrimination" has long been the

tad.itional defi¡ition of dumping practices, since Viner's (1923) treatise on this subject.

Rooted in the traditional definition, modern literature has fi¡rther developed various

models to evaluate possible price-discriminating behavior on the international trade

ground since 1980s. Under different conditions, dumping as intemational price

discrimination ca¡r be described variously. For example, it is "monopolistic price

discrimination" in intemational trade, focusing on "accidental demand differences"

oo Weinstei4 otpm note218 at386-387.



between foreign and home markets. Dumping as intemational price discrimination can

lead to conclusions dissimilar to conventional interpretations when different approaches

are adopted. Weinstein's finding of the flow of dumped goods from the more competitive

market (i.e., Japanese market) to the less competitive one (1e., U.S. market) exemplifies

the divergence.

Dumping practiced by means ofpricing below cost of production, on the other hand, is

not a new idea. Vine¡'s treatise also briefly discusses such practioes. Because of the

c¡nventional assumptions that international price-discrimin¿¡i¡g dumping and below-cost

dumping are identical, or that examples of the latter a¡e also examples of the former, and

thæ ihe adminisbative difticulty determining foreip cost ofproduction cannot be

effectively conquerd below-cost dumping has not been the focus ofattentio¡ until the

inclusion of such behavior in l¿ic le W of GATT 1994 and the Anti.Dumping Agreement.

lvlodern theories bave fr¡rther elaborated on two dimensio¡s of below-cost dumping:

dumping below average cost and dumping below marginal cost. This inclusion aroì¡ses

considerable contoversies. Some argue that pricing below average cost is believed to be

normal business practice under cerüain ma¡ket conditions and that there is no sound

economic rationale found for any fnm to practice below-marginal-cost pricing."t On the

contrary some rationalise pricing lower than marginal cost as a marketing strategy in a

condition of price/demand uncertainty.

Moreover, there have been arguments over w&ether pricing below cost ofproduction

denotes predation aud whether predatory pricing in the internation¿l context possibly

3t 
Sun, olpra note 221 a113,



occurs. In fact, pricing below cost of production cannot be equated with predatory

behavior. On one level, the more elaborate mechanism for analyzing the structure of cost

and determining the predatory objective is expected to be advanced. On another level, the

unavailability ofthe actr¡al cost of foreign products, and the predatory intention

identifiable posl åoc, may paralyse the determination of predation. The dilemma ¡eflects

perplexities in the intemational tade context. The other question ofpossible predalory

pricing in international trade se,ems to be less arguable. It is widoly acknowledged that

the possibility is relatively slim; but preventrng the ra¡e occufience of intemational

predation as ajustiñoation for antidumping laws has been consistently under attack.

Dumping practices in intemational hade, either pricedumping or cost-dumping, have

long been a major concem for trading parties. Such practices are often assumed injurious

to the welfare of the dumped country and beneficial to foreip producers engaged in tlese

practices. ln order to proceed to evaluate dumping impacb on different markets, I present

a Êamewo¡k ofanalyses on dumping prices and cost of produotion. Based on this

Aamework, the consequenoe of dumping will be examined in the next chapter



Chanter Three

Rationales for Anti-dumping Laws and the Anti-Dumping Agreement

Section One: Effects of DumPing

Economists have tradítionally defined dumping as selling the identical product at a Iowe¡

price abroad tban in the home market. It is intern¿tio¡al price discrimination. This

Eaditional definition, rooted in Viner's üeatise, indicates that a firm can sell goods at a

higher price at home because it possesses more market power in the domestic market and

faces competition in the exporting market, The more elastic demand ab¡oad inspires the

firrn to export at a lower Price.

Viner,s price definition of dumping has been extended to encompass the cost definition

of dumping, meaning exporting at prices below the cost of production Dumping below

average cost Inay occur in three possible situations: in periods of slack deman4 where

there is a different sfucture of costs for domestic fi¡ms and for exporters, and when there

are differences in labor ma¡ket i¡stitutions. Such dumping is a firm's short run response

to a depressed m a¡ket.276 Besides, a fi¡m may also sell exports below the cost of

production for reaching a large scale ofproduction and then beneñting from economies

ofscale.277

Most ecotromists consider dumping as a rational, sensible and legitimate

profit-maximising action.278 It is also a "typical response to trade barriers and is

z6 
Jackson & Vermulst, fl¡Pra note 4 at 30-33.

?? Jose Tavares, Carla Macario & Ksrsæn Steinñü, "Antidumping in the Americas" (2001) 35:4 J. World

T. 555 at 559.
u8 lôid. at56o.
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genemlly pro-competitive, benefiting consumers".2Te To some extent, dumping practices

may simply refleot "låe tendency of competitive rent-seeking firms to expand into less

competitive markets that have high rents".m Most cases of dumping do not decrease

global welfare; some cases might improve consumer's welfare. Even though

predatory-pricing in dumping, and most instances of sfraægic dumping, raise welFae

concems, they rarely occur in the real world.28l More explicitly, some economists

identi$ the effects of dumping from different perspectives or according to different

categories of dumping.

The comprehensive study of the welfare effects of dumping on the importing county and

on the exporting country was provided by Dale282. From ihe exporting country's point of

view, the dumper's monopoly power in the home market and domestic consumers'

well-being are of concern. The hannf¡l effect on the exporting country originates from

the existetrce of the dumper's monopoly power in the home mafket. Domestic consumers

are charged higüer (monopolistic) prices in comparison with foreign buyers. When

dumped goods are raw materials or producer goods, purchasers ofthem in the home

m ket are âlso at a disadvantage.

The detrimental impact of dumping on the importing country can be illustrated from

different dimensions. Illushative studies are gsually cente¡ed on the conflicting interests

between domestic producers and consumels created by the re-distributive effecs of

- Ian wooton & Maurizio zana¡di, "Tr¿de and competition Policy: Anti-Dumping venus Anti-Tnrsf 

"Discussion Paper No. 20026 (June 2@2), online: Departrnent ofEconomics, uniYefsity of Glasgolv

<htp://www.gla.ao.uVAcart/PolEcon/pdfr 2/2002-6.pdÞ (date aæessed: 19 lvfay 2003)
æ Weinsteirq øpra note 218 at 387.
ãr Tavares, Macario & Steinfatt, strp¡4 tole277 at 560-
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tow-priced imports. Dumping reduces the ouþut an<Vor profitability of domestic

producers. Such practices impair free tade' The damaging effects of dumping on the

importing country are obviously shown in the case of intermittent dumping. When

dumping is intermittent or short-run, domestic producers suffer itlled capital, Iabour and

plæts, as well as a shift in the rue of domestic resoufces. Domestic p¡oducers sustain the

additional adjustment cost resulting from moving domestic resources from one

productive use ûo another and the losses caused by idled capiøI, employees and plants.

When the foreign exporter is a profit-maximise¡, the iclled plants denote that the domestic

producer's short-run marginal cost is higher than the price of the dumped imports, and

that the domestic producer's short-run operation costs exceed those ofthe foreign

exporter. As a result, the exporter gains the price advantage over the domestio producer

æd then the efficiency of the domestic industry is injured.

on the other hand when the foreign exporter is not a profiÞmaximiser and sells at a price

below short-run marginal cost, his behavior may be considered predatory. However, such

a predatory behavior involves the 'tecurrent and pointless losses" of the exporter, making

it irrational, and it is not likely to be successfi in the real world.283

By confast, dumping may promote a vigorous domestic industry in the importing

counfy and benefit domestic producers. ln the cæe of dumping ofraw materials or

intermediate goods, the domestic producers profit from the low-priced imports, resulting

in the cost advantage of frrther production over their competitors elsewhere. Dumping of

this kind is beneficial to the competitive status of domestic buyers' However, some

ã3 Hoekman & Lei dy, npra îote 141 at 27 .



literature argues that dumping of this kind can be injurious to the "intermediate users of

the dumped goods" because it may cause these useß to mistakenly rely on the prospect of

permanently cheap imports and then to adopt wrong production methods.2to Dale

rejected this argument for prohibiting dumping beoause "intermediate producers will

frequently beneñt from the practice" and 'h law-enforcement agency is unlikely to be ìn

any better position than the domestic produc.er to assæs the prospective duration of any

particular dumping sihntion".285 A similar argument is that domestic consumers' tastes

in úe dumped county may "adjust to the prospect ofa permanently cheap supply of the

producf '. However, the considerable welfue benefit to these consumers is "the more

probable outcome" because "the mean price ofthe product is lower over some given

period thân without dumping".2s

T\vo conclusions drawn from Dale's analysis of the welfare implications of dumping for

the importing country are that: (l) it is unlikely that dumpíng results in injurious inpacts

on distribution and competition of the importing countrg and (2) in two exceptional

situations, predatory dumping and cyclical dumping, dumping may be conside¡ed

injurious to the importing countcy. However, Dale's alalysis indicates that these

exceptional situatioß are rare in practice.

Miranda2sT (1996), in his survey of anti-dumping laws, concludes that some types of

oo Haberler, supro note l9 at 314. In úis case of intermittent dunping dumped goods are'produccrs'
goods". When the dum@ goods are "consumers' goods", such durnping injuriously leads to a shifting
ofdemand.
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Tmde" (1974) 4l:2 Rev. Econ. Stud. 201, as cited in iåriC..* lMrand4 supm nole l7O al25g-2ø.



dumping might be considered non-injurious to the domestic indushy in the importing

country. Dumping, "arising from the absorption of freight and tariff differentials vis-à-vis

another exporter tbat is the market leader in the country of import'', is not considered

dumping. In thís sihration, exporting firms "mimic the ma¡ket leader's landed export

price" for "meeting the going market price ('meeting the competition')" in the iurporting

comtry. Dumping, arising from "the neutalization of devaluations" and ..úe

tansmission of recessions", is widely considered debimenal to the import-competing

producers; but the effects of these phenomena on the overall welfare of the importing

oountry are vâgue. The literahfe gives liüle attention to comprehensive examinations of

thes€ two types ofd"mFing. In conÍast, predatory dumping is the only type that is widely

deemed injurious to the welfare ofnational and global economies.

Howell288 (1997) states that there are two cha¡acûeristics ofthe effect ofdumping:

capacity utilization and investment deterrent. In the presence ofma¡ket distortions, less

efficient firms, by means of dumping, prevail over more efficient firms in international

competition. Ove¡ the short run, dumpers enjoy Iower r¡nit costs because they can operate

their plant facilities at higher rates of capacity utilisation. Over the long run, dumping

discourages investment in the dumped markets and encourages higher levels of

investment in the protected home market. Dumping can "gradually lead to a shift in

competitive advantage", with the result that the composition ofa national economy is

shaped by anti-competitive sfategies and ma¡ket distortions in other counÍies.

ä6 Thomas R Howell, "Dumping: Still a P¡oblem in Intemational T¡add' in Cha¡les W. Wessner, ed.,
Intønational Frict¡on and Cooperation in High-Technologt Developnent and Trade: Papen ød
Prcceedings (V,lashngtorl D.C.: NationalAcademy Press, 1997) 325 at327-328, online: National
Äcadøny Press <http://www.nap.edu./operßooU0309057299|hñllRl .html> (date accessed: 10 April
2003).
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willig2se (1998) frrther illusrrates the definition ofdifferent categories of dumping. As

discussed in chapter one, he classifies durnping accord.ing to monopotisatio¡ or the

creation of market power. Non-monopolising dumping encompasses types of

market-expansion, cyclical and state-trading dumping. Monopolising dumping on the

other hand consists of predatory-pricing and sbategic drrmping. Among these types of

dumping market-expansie¡ drmping is considered the standard type of dumping based

on price discrimination. In tle case of oyclical d'mFing, price discrimination may or may

not occur because firms might sell at the same low price abroad md at home.

willig concludes that the impacts of non-monopolising dumping on world welfare are not

negativg with the exception ofwhen dumping bansfers some profits or rents to exporters.

From the perspective of the importing country, non-monopolising dumping injures the

interests of domestic manufacturers of import-competing goods but domestic consumers

benefit from low-priced goods. The benefit to consumers outweighs the financial losses

ofperfectly competitive producers, as long as the domestic producer retains its ability to

operate as before. Non-monopolising dumping is also beneficial to the net interest of the

importing country because it may encourage domestic production when domestic

producers utilise the cheaper imports as inputs into their own operations. However, when

domestic producers earn profits through the exercise of market power or the social losses

to domestic producers are greater than benefits to domestic coff;umers, tron-monopolising

dumping causes the rent shift from domestic producers to exporters. In this situation,

non-monopolising is exceptionally considered deleterious.

æ Willig nrprø no te 40 at 6l-74.



Contrary to non-monopolising dumping, Willig,s finding shows that the impacts of

monopolising dumping on both the irnporting country and the gtobal economy are clearly

negative. strategic dumping enables dumpers to dominate foreip markets and leads to

abuse of market power. on the global level, the concomitant losses of consumers' surplus

in the importing natiô¡ and the additional losses, resulting from the protection of the

home marke! to consumers in the exporting Dation outweigh exporters' gains from the

exercise of market power in the foreip market. predatory-pricing dumping enables

foreþ predators to create and exercise monopoly power over consumers in the foreign

markeÇ by raising prices after deshoying the productive capability of atternatíve sources

ofsupply. The achieved monopoly price lowers the welfare of everyone as a whole.

In fact, market distortions in the home market give the exporting firm the ma¡ket po\¡rer

ûo engage in price dumping or below-cost dumping. The different economic structures

between countries, such as Japan and China, may also give rise to dumping. Dumping

can result in certain effects on competition. First, dumping is a "mechanism which

enables firms to obtain or hold market share based on facto¡s other than efüciency or

productivity". Dumpers enjoy a degree ofprice competitiveness because ofa distortion in

their home market. Such price competitiveness does not result from their efficiency.

Domestic firms in the importing nation are compelled to either sell at the same dumped

price or maintain their prices, while conceding certain market share to imForts. Either

way causes domestic fi¡ms to lose revenues and sales volume for reasons inelevant to

their relative competitiveness. Second, dumping may cause disinvestrnents in the dumped

market. Fi¡ms in the dumped mffket may exit the ma¡ket because they cannot eam a



retr¡rn on their investment ând atbact new investment capital. As a resul! the dump€d

nation's economy is unfairly determined by market distorting practices of other

counaies.2m

Bajwtet (1999) provides a lucid analysis of the effects of dumping on the domestic

producers and on the importing counhy. Dumping results in three types of ..implíed

injuries" ûo the domestic produce¡s in the importing county. The füst is ..the loss of

amount of growth" that the competing industry suffen because of dumping. The second

is "the harm suffered by domestic industries with products that are not directly

competitive with the dumped imports". The third is that the user industries, expansis¡ 6¡

production programs in the importing country is disrupted when the flow ofdumped

goods comes to an etrd. By contrast, dumping beneficially provides consumers in the

importing country with low-priced goods. In the case of sporadic dnmping, the benefits

oflow-priced goods to consumers oufweigh the injury sufered by domestic producers.

Conversely, the substantial injury resulting from intermittent ard predatory dumping, to

the domestic industry outweighs benefits to consumers. The economic harmfi¡l effeot of

cortinuous dumping depends on "whether the imForting country has a smoothly

frrnctioning system of adjustment from import-impacted industries".2e2

Con¡ad2ei (2002) observes the efiects of d,'mping from the perspective ofintemational

competition and resou¡ce allocation. He considers that the effects of dumping are difficult

,{lan r rn. Wolff, "Role ofthe Antidumping Laws" (May 1995) DB l,LP Trade Group publications,
online: DB LLP <htp://www.dbtrâde.côn/public¿tionVl81925w.pdÞ (date accessed: l O April 2003).
Bajw4 sapm note I12.
Fischer, supra note 155 at 85.
Côffad, surya îote lU et 563 .
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to determine, even though dumping is generally deemed injurious úo inûernational

resource allocation and competition. That is because dumping practices a¡e sometimes

"financed tbrough profits from other branches of the company, subsidies, or monopoly

rents" and' in these cases, dumping prices do not ¡eveal the company's performance in

the ma¡ket. In order to determine explicitly the effects of dumping, conrad evaluates

dumping in ærms of different motivations and the continuity of dumping.

Conrad's analytical famework separately examines two types of dumping practices:

selling below cost of production and selling below the price on the home market. Many

forms of short-term dumping, covered in the category of selling below cost of production,

have damaging effects on the irnporting county and thusjustifu anti-dumping measures.

These impacts on the domestic industry and jobs generally result in the welfare losses of

the importing country. The losses surpass the importing country's gains from cheap

imports. On the other hand long-term dumping fansfers resources from the exporting

county to the importing country and thus results in a net welfare benefit for the

importing country.

Different types of short-term dumping in the fonn of selling below cost ofproduction are

injurious to the importing couûtry. In the case of"aggressive (or predatory) dumping",

the negative effects on the importing counfy come from the subsequently high

monopolist prices. The exporting fum practicing "defensive dumping" causes a reheat

which "changes the previous invest¡ents inûo sunk costs" in the importing country. Both

"demand compensation dumping" and "detou¡ oftade dumping"2ea over the short-term

B1 lbid. a|565- Demand mmpensation dumping is motivated by compensating a temporaqr reduotion of



cause temporarily disruptive effects on the importing county; but detour oftrade

dumping may have a positive net effect on the importing country over the long-term'

"Conhibution ma¡gin dumping"2es and "sÍaægic dumpi¡g"' motivated by increasing

capacity over a short term, may cause a shift in demand, injurious to the production

operation of the industry in the importing country; these two forms of dumping, on the

other hand may benefit the overall welfare of ihe importing country if motivated by

tansferring part ofproduction over a long term' For avoiding a loss in sales on the

foreip market, the exporter tnay engage in "exohange raÛe compensation dumping" over

a short term. This form of dumping distorts "international real exchange relations of

goods" and "intemational resource allocation".

Under the category of selling below the price on the home martet, Co¡r¿d s¡aminsg

tbree forms of dumping. In the case of "price differentiation dumping", the firm that has a

monopoly on the domestio and_foreign markets may sell at lowe¡ prices abroad tban at

home in the presence of the greater price elasticity of demand on the foreign ma¡t<ets.

That is because the higher price elasticity usually means consumers are more sensitive

about increasing prices. Therefore, the fir¡n may continue to sell at lower prices abload

when the higher price elasticity in the foreign market remains stable over a long temr' In

this situation, dumping is beneficial to the importing country. Second, when exporters

exp€rienc.e a downh¡rn in the demand in the export market, they may sell at lower prices

abroad, i¡ order to remain in the export market and to normalise demand in the future.

demand on.the domestic markA through increasing exporls. The motivation for deiour oftrade

dumping is the "compensation ofa reduction in sales caused by protectionist t'ade measures on the

part ofthe importing c¡untry".,t ilrá. Ou.pin! ro ga'itr addiúonal contribution margins by decreasing unit costs is termed "c¡ntibution

margin dumping"



Such short-term "demand fluctuation dumping" has a negative effect on competition in

the importing country. Thifd, the exporter, possessing a monopolistic position in his home

county but not in the foreig¡ counÇ, may sell at lower prices abroad than at home in

orde¡ to meet the prioe level in the importing country. Such dumping is termed "trade

position dumping". Because it tends to last over a long term, it is notper se 'tnfair

competition" and is not harmful to the importing country.

ln summary, the argument over the detrimental effect of dumping on the importing

coutrtry is cent€red on the conflioting interests between domestic producers and

consumers. When dumping is short-run, it reduces the production and/or profitability of

domestic producers and results in re-allocation of domestic resou¡ces. The ¡educed

production or profrtability, caused by idled capital, employees md plants, usually

accompanies the losses. The re-allocation ofdomestic resou¡ces brings domestic

producers the additional adjustnent cost. As a fesul! the efficiency ofthe domestic

industry is injured by short-run dumping. However, the intermediate users ofthe dumped

raw materials o¡ intermediate goods in the importing counfy may benefit from the

low-priced imports. This kind of dumping enables the intermediate users to &in the cost

advantage of ñuther production over their competitors elsewhere, From the perspective

of consumers in the importing country, they benefit from the low-priced imports in both

cases of short-run and long-run dumping. It is acknowledged that consumer gains

outweigh the losses of domestic producers of importing-competing goods, and dumping

may encourage domestic production.

Willig also conñrms that three forms of non-monopolising dumping are advantageous to
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domestic buyers and to the net int€rest ofthe importing country, even though they injure

the interests of domestic producers of importing-competing goods, Non-monopolising

dumping, to some extent, acts as "direct subsidies to factors of domestic production". The

benefits to domestio buyers ounreigh the frnancial losses ofperfectly competitive

produoers in the importing country, as long as domestic producers maintain their abilities

to operate as before.

The welfare imnact of dumping on the exporting county focuses on the dumper's

monopoly power in the home market and on the domestic consumers' well-being. The

dumper's monopoly power brings disadvantages to the domestic competition' When

dumped goods are raw materials or intermediate goods, buyers ofthese goods in the

home country also sustain the cost disadvantage. sirnilarly, domestic consumers are

charged monopolistic prices in comparison with foreigrr buyers. They are also at a

disadvætage.

In fact, it is generally acknowledged that most cases of dumping neither result in

injurious impacts on distibution and competition within the importing country nor

decrease global welfare. There a¡e exceptional cases' Predatory dumping is

unquestionably considered ha¡mful to the importing country aûd to world welfare,

because foreign predators create and exerçise monopoly power over domestic consgmers

by raising prices after destoying the productive capability of altenìative sou¡ces of

supply. The achieved monopoly pricing injures the welfare of everyone as a whole'

Howevef, most professional and empirical studies show that predatory dumping is rare in

the real world.
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Except for predatory dumping, some maintain that cyclical dumping may be considered

injurious to industrial efficiency, based on the notion of ruinous competition of cyclical

pricing. This fomr of dumping has caused considerable concem in the steel industy. A

firm may price its exports at shoft-run marginal cost during fec€ssionary periods, while

rnaintaining a higher monopolistio price in the home mffket. Dale argues that

..[t]emporary cheapness vrhich reflects promotional selling or cyclioal pricing by foreign

exporters may well be beneficial to the importing counky and ilr naty other cases, æd

perüaps even the vast majority of them, dumpiflg is largely inetevant".2s Additionally,

such a claim against dumping does not find favour in academic literature'2e7

In the case of süategic d,rmping, Willig2es considers that it may have adverse impacts on

the importing country and the global economy. Firsl the export opportunities of

producers in the importing country are con-fined by the exportÊr's protected home ma¡ket

Exporters have access to wider markets than their foreign competitors do. Second' the

domestic producers' abilities to invest in research and development are reduced by the

consÍaint on their sales. This conshâint also compels domestic producers to operate with

higher costs. Exporters enjoy the cost advantage over domestic producers. This a¡tificial

advantage distorts competition and creates profitable market power. Third, strategic

dumping leads to ma¡ket domination and abuse of market power' Fourth, sfateg¡c

dumping is deleterious to the global economy because its negative effects on the

importing counfy outweigh its positive benefits to the exporting country. This arises

M Dale, sapm îote20 at33.s lbid. at29.8 Willig, ¡'i4pmnole 40 al70-73.



from the economic proposition that "the profits from the exercise of market power in the

impofting country's ma¡ket a¡e exceeded by the concomitant losses there of consusers'

surplus; and here there is the additional net loss to consumers in the exporting nation who

are subject to the matket power created by the protection of that market" 
2ee

For shategic dumping ûo occur, all the follo$"ing requirements3m provided by Willi'

must be met. First, tìe exporter's home ma¡ket must be protected' Second, there a¡e

important static or dynemic economies of scale in the supply ofthe product. Thi¡d,

exclusion from the exportef's home ma¡ket sigBificantly affecs rival suppliers' Fourth, it

is likely that exclusion from the exporter's home market disadvantages rival suppliers in

relation to the exporter. Although Willig provides these requirements as guidelines in

examining rhe occwrence of shaûegic dumping, he questions the practical value ofthese

inquiries as a formal tool in antidumping proceedings; for example, these requirements

might not be met readily or quickly by parties with conflicting interests, He fi¡rther

elaborates on these requirements which "offer a practical means of sharpening the

analysis and making it easier to assess speoific cases".

However, it would be difücult to confrrn the actual occurrence of sfategic dumping

since the readiness ofthese requirements being met is uncertain. Additionally, it is

emphasised tftat "the economic logic of shaægrc dumping limits its applicability to home

markets thât are sufficiently large in relation to the rest ofthe relevant world's trading

market for the protection of the home market to have a sipificant impact on the ability of

Ð lbid. 
^t71.N lbid. at72-73.



rivats to compete elsewhere".3ol It would be difficult to conceive in the real world how

sufficiently large the exporters' protected home markets are, giving exporters advantages

of the scale economies and cost advantages over competing rivals elsewhere. In fact,

there is no actual case of shategic dumping provided in willig's work. It is considered

that two forms of strategic and predatory dumping largely belong in the theoretical

realm.302

Section Iþo: Rationales forAnti-dumping Laws

As illushated above, most economists consider dumping to be a rational sensible and

legitimate profit-maximising action. Suoh regular business practices a¡e aimed at

achieving some commercial objectives, such as disposing of surplus production, building

ma¡ket share, or gaining a commercial advantage tbrough the scale ofeconomy of

operations. Durnping is generally pro-competitive and beneficial to consumefs. Most

cases of dumping do not injure distribu¡¡sa s¡ çompetition of the importing country and

global welfare; some cases may promote a vigorous industry in the importing country and

benefit domestic producers, such as the dumping ofraw material or intermediate goods.

Predatory d,,mping is the only exception.3o3 It is widely acknowledged as the only form

of dumping detrimental to the welfare of everyone as a whole.

Since predatory dumping is injurious to the importing country and the global welfare, it is

agreed that zuch practices must be regulated. This agreement aßong nations generâtes

4t lbid. at(/'.
s2 Tavares, lvfacario & Steinått, srpra rLote2'17 at 560,, 

Sonre .óholuo consider that there exist some oÉler forms ofdumping injurious to the importing nation

ancl global welÊre but there is no recognition among scåolars ofthese perceptions. Fof insfa¡ce, Willig
beliáes that strategic dumping has adverse effecE on fte importing coùnlry and the global economy.

See Mllíg, søpra noÍþ 40 at70-71. 
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one plausible assumption. To prevent the occurrence ofpredatory dumping and to

safeguard the national interest and global welfare, national and intemational

anti-dumping laws are much needed. However, because predatory dumping rarely occurs

in practice and largely belongs in the theoretical realm, preventing predatory dumping as

a justification for anti-dumping laws appears to be tenuous. Some literature proposes

other justifications for antldumping laws, such as notions offairness, distribgtive justice

and communitarian principles. These rationales a¡e arguably regErded as politically

oriented and whether dumping is predatory or beneficial appears to be of little concern.

To critique these rationalss economically and non-economically, the following offers a

comprehensive examination.

(l) Economic Rationales

Proponents of anti-dumping laws frequentþ refer to economic rationales as the

foundation of their positions. These rationales, in fact, may not be considered the

domínant factors impacting the design of import relief laws. Because of such economic

rationales, policy makers are usually persuaded to presume that it is unlikely that

intemational trade benefits both importing and exporting countries.3oa As a result, when

dumping occurs, it may economically injure the importing country. How valid a¡e these

economic rationales?

l. Intemational Price Discrimination

As discussed in the foregoing chapters, dumping is haditionally defined as "international

price discrimination", meaning that a foreip producer sells it products at a lower price in

s [Iart, ,îrrpr4 note 9 at 40.



the importing country than it does in its home country, or alternatively in other primary

markets. It is also termed "price dumping". when canada was the first coutrû.y to enact

anti-dumping legislation in 1904, this legislation was a respo¡u¡e to the US Sæel

corporation's practice of selling its exports at prices substantially below its domestic

prices,3o5 pronpted by fea¡s of international price discrimination. US anti-dumping laws

are also recognised as a ræponse to international price discrimination.36

In fac! whether international price discrimination is per se objectionable is questionable,

as it is acknowledged as a common practice justified on different maket condifions.3oT

Firs! beoause national antitrust laws prohibit various forms of domestic price

díscrinination, some may assume that the validity of argrrments for prohibiting domestic

price discrimination may be analogously applied to prohibitiotr of dumping in the form of

international price discrimination. Such an assumption is however invalid because

..dumping gives the export country the benefit of the price disoriminator's low priced

mmket v¡ithout the social costs of its high priced market''.3o8 The argument ofthe

potential reduction in output against domestio price discrimination is not analogous since

.Mrether total world ouþut wilt rise or fall u¡der intemational price discrimination is an

empirical question".3oe

Second, some argue that international price discrimination is symbolic of asymmetric

ß5 Yrner,supra no:æT at86.* W C*ne,..eCa.e for Repealing theAntidumping Provisions ofrhe TarifAct of1930" (1981) l3 L.

Pol'y Int'l Bus. 681 , as cited in Trebilcock &}lowse, supm noie 119 st 177 '
w WTO, Surtnary Report of the Meeting Held on 25-27 November 2002,WO Doc. TN/RLilt/5 (2003)

ut p,,u_ ta, ontin., iVtO <htÞ//wwwwro.org/wto/englislr/docs_ddocs._e.htm> (date ac¡essed: 10

August 2003).
s8 Trebilcock & HoI,16e, .t¡rpl'a note 1 1 9 at 1 79
Ð 1à¡d.; also see Wamer, srpra îote 1l8at8l7-82A.6



market access and economic distortions in exporters'hone ma¡kets. Anti-dumping duties

must be imposed on dumped goods to redress these distortions' The imposition of

æti-dumping duties may induce the dumper to reduce its home mrket prices and '"this

would remove the economic distortion in the allocation ofresor¡rces refleoted in

overproduction for export markets and underproduction for the home market''.3lo

Proponents ofthis view usually cite the dumping complaint brought in Canada by

General Motors and Ford against Hyundai for selling cars in Canada at lower prioes3lr as

an illustrative example, because the domestic automobile manufacturers unfairly

competed with low-priced Korean imports in the canadian market ì hile they lacked

equivalent access to the Korean market. This case exemplifies asymmetric market access

and economic distortions in expofers'home markets' The U.S. submission3l2 to the

W'TO addressed the similæ concem. The antidumping rules act as a remedy for

ma¡ket-distortive govemment industrial policies and a remedy for domestic producers,

disadvanhged by differences in natio¡al economic systems. I¡ addition, inærnational

price d.iscrimination is broadly and rightly condemned in the case ofa protected home

market. Anti-dumping laws serve "the private function of providing a remedy for injured

producers" and..the public function of discouraging the continued closure of foreip

mmkets".3I3

310

3ll Cars Pmduced hy or on Behalf of Hymdai Motot ConìFny (1988), Cff-13 47 (C tT); Matthew S'

Kronby, 
..Kickin! the Tires: Assessing the Hyundai Ántidumping Decision from a Consu¡ner W'elå¡e

Perspectivd' (1991) l8 Cån Bus L.I.95t" WT|ö, Ob"uwt¡ons on the Dis¡inclions betïeeen Com¡ætition Laws and Antidumping Rales,

ComtnunicationÍam the tJnited Slltes,WTO Doc WT/\ GICPÄ /88 (l9E), online: WTO

<ltÞ//wwwú;.orglwto/engJish/docs-ddocs.-e hfil> (date acc€ssed: I0 August 2003)'

Iohn Â. nagosø & iotnL'tvlagnus,Antidunping and Anritust Reþrm in the NAFTA: Be¡nnd

Rhetoric and Mischr¿l(Onawa: CTPL, 196) 5{, online: DB LLP
<rtÞ//www.dbrade.mm/publications/183619wpdÞ (clate accessed: 2l June 2003)
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Trebilcock and Howse3t 
o however criticise the validity of this argument. First, whether

the imposition of anti-dumping duties can effectively remove the distortion in the

exporter's home market is uncertain because the exporter must'l¡/eigh the loss of sales

(and profits) in export markets from the imposition ofduties against the Ioss of profits

entailed in aband6ning supracompetitive pricing in the home markef'. Secon4 whether

the domestio producers' concerns about dumped imports is the lack of equivalent access

to the exporters' home markets is r¡nclear. This migüt b€ a plar¡sible or indirect means of

addressing market access problems in these markets. Third, if a deoision of the

impositíon of anti-dumping duties made by the competition authority in the importing

county conditions the exporting country's marke! it would seem "a clearly unacceptable

eÉraterritoriat âpplication of an importing country's domestic lart''. Furthermore, it is

uninaginabte in internationâl tade tb¿t the domestic policy environrnent in exporting and

importing countries is the same. In fl¡zrdøi, concerns about equivalent access to the

Korean ma¡ket were never addressed by the complainants, GM Canada and Ford Canada,

nor were concetns about economic distortions in the Korean ma¡ket. As a result, this

argument is manifestly invalíd.

Thir{ the United States maintains that anti-dumping laws remedy inter¡ational price

discrimination to prevent injury to domestic industries.3r5 Such laws prohibit

internaional price discrimination.3¡6 However, the U.S' Supreme Coud contests such

assertions. The United states v. Motsushita case3lT provides an illusfiative example. In

3ra Trebilcock & Hourg slpra noÞ I l9 at I 79'180.
3tt Zenith u United States,988F.2d 1573 (Fed. Cìr. 1993); Aneriuu AIIoys u- United Slales,30E.ló 1469

o ee4).
3t6 zenith v. Matsushira, 494 F. Supp. 1190 (1980).
3t1 United States v. Matsltshíts,475 tJ.S. 574 fherc:JI'zfter MatsrsårTa] (198ó); Clarisse Morgan,

"Competition Policy and Anti-Dümping: Is it Time for a Reality Check?" (1996) 30 J. World T' 61'



this case, Japanese exporters sold televisio¡s to the uniæd stales at lower prices than

those at which they were sold in Japan. The u.s. supreme court found that the Japanese

producers' prices did discriminate between the U.S. and Japanese markets; but this price

discrimination was not motivated by predatory intenÇ and predation since the domestic

industry had survived for many years in the presence of low-priced imports in the u.S.

ma¡ket. The Court concluded that "the intemational price discrimination itself was simply

an acceptable business stateg/''3r8

Fourth, prohibiting international price discrimination as a rationale for the wTo

Anti-Dunping Ag¡reementhas consistentþ aroused much controversy. The submission of

the United States, regarding the role of bade remedies in responding to tradedistorting

practices, noted thar "[a]s a remedial mechanism, the anti{umping rules are triggered in

response to international price disorimination, where a foreign producer sells its product

at a lower price in the importing county than it does in its home country, or, alternatively,

in other primary mar*ets',.31e This assertion was however argUed by Hong Kong China.

Their submission noted that

"[i]t is, however, a frequent md accepted business practice that the same product

could be sold under a wide-range of prices across counfies in today's globalized

economy. Such price discrimination, which may flow from the operation of

competitive advantages or common and legitimate commercial practic€s,

representsnothingbuttheessenceof"hirtrade"....Weciteheretwoobvious

examples. . . .Differences in brand value can lead to norrnal price

discrimination....At times of slackening demand... [exporters] may decide to sell

3'" Ibid.
3ts ¡9¡a;O,n'sic Conceprs and Principles oJthe Tlade ReneÅy Rules, Comnuniølion fon the Llniled

Sïarø¿ WTO Doo. 'fN/RLlrv27 (2002) at 3, online: wTo
<htpi/www.*o.orglwtolenglislr/docs-ddocs -e 

htm> (date accessed: l0 August 2003)'



certain products below costs in o¡de¡ to ¡ecover a portion of the total costs and

¡educe the losses. Such a decision of selling below costs clearly has norhing to do
with unfrir ûade".32o

It was also stated that the exisiìng Anti-Dumping Agreement contained no mechanism to

dístinguish betweæn "normal price discrimination" and 'înjustified price

discrimination".32r Considering the submission of Hong Kong it is obvious that

international price discrimination does not necessarily indicate the presence of

frade-disúorting practices, but represents commoû commercial practices.

The above discussion about plausible claims that anti-dumping laws oan be justified in

prohibiting intenralional price discrimination clearly demonstrates the irrationality of

antidumping laws. International price discrimination is a common commercial practice

and acceptabte business sfategy, which can be justified based on different ma¡ket

conditions. It is impossible to expect every counby's market conditio¡s to be the same.

Since market conditions vary considerably from country to coutry, pricing policies differ

accordingly. The ditrerent pricing policies across countries a¡e the essence of commercial

pmctices. Therefore, the prohibition of intemational price discrimination as a rationale

for antidumping laws appears to be odd.

Even if some mahtain that anti-dumping laws prohibit some forms of international price

discrimination, such an assertion rem¡ins question¿ble. As argued by the submission of

Hong Kong, the ..4nlt-Dumping Agreement coîîa'íns no mechanism to distinguish between

3N WTO, Concept Paper on Trade Reme$t Rules: Evidence ojTlade Dístorting Practices,
Communicatianivm Hong Kong, Cå¡¿¿, WTO Doc. TN IKLJV'|/1Z9 Q003) at 2, online: WTO

--. +ttp//wwì¡r.ì¡rto.org/wto/english/doos_ddocs._e.htm> (date ¿ccessed: l0 August 2003).t" Ibid;wTOMæ¡ng Reporl J,rrld note 307. 
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'hormal price discrimination" and "unjustiñed price discrimination". Nor do national

anti-dumping laws. As a result, it is possible that anti-dumping laws irrationally prohibit

some forms of "normal" price discrimination. Frnthermore, some may assert that

antidumping laws s6¡taín ths mecha¡rism of the "material injury" test to deterrnine the

harmful forms of international price dissrimination. \ilhen the price discriminating

pÍactices cause or tlreaten material injury to the domestic industy, or materially retard

the esøblishment ofthe domestic industy, these forms ofpractices should be prohibited.

However, suoh an assertion is still arguable on grounds of insufrcient consideration

given to the consumer's gain and the wo¡ld welfare. It is dubious that the injury to the

domestic indusfy outweishs the consumer's gain from these practices. In additio4 the

causation of injury is arguably difficult to establish. When dumping occurs and the

domestic industry displays symptoms of injury, thøe exist altemative hypotheses about

the causes of symptoms of injury displayed by the domestic industry; for example,

products of the domestic industry may simply be unatbactive.322 In this respect,

anti-dumping laws cannot be rationalised as an¡hing more than symbolic of

protectionism .

2. Predatory Pricing

The concept ofpredatory pricing in the international côntext is bonowed ûom domestic

antitrust laws. Such behavior is objectionable because efficient competitors are driven

from the market and, in the process, the predator acquires market power. When predatory

pricing in the inter¡ational trade context occurs, its outcome is considered more harmñrl

than the resr¡lt ofpredatory pricing in the domestic context. The disappea¡ance of

32 Briân Hindley & Patriok A Mess€rlin,Antiduntping Industrial Policy: Legalized Prcrec.tionism in the
VIV and What to Do abaú It Nlashiîg[str, D.C.: The AEI Press, lÐ6) 17.



domestic firms and the resulting monopolised narket imply a greater net loss for the

inporting counhy's welfare and the world welfa¡e.323 As a result, both canadian amd u.s

anti-d'mping laws penalised predatory pricing in addition ûo international price

discrimination. u.s. anti-dumping laws were initialþ enacted because of a fear of

predatory pricing by foreign competitors.3za This suggests that predatory pricing nray be

an added rationale for anti-dumping laws, However, there are a few argu¿þls [inss 6¡ rhis

assertion,

Economic liæratu¡e has shown that predatory pricing is even more inconceivable in

international contexts a¡rd therefore the idea ofpredatory prioing provides a weak basis

for anti-dumping laws. Economists agre€ tbat predatory pricing is not an effeotive means

for achieving market power, and such behavior is non-feasible md irrational unless

certain conditions are present.325 Fils! predatory pricing is an expensive policy for

sellers to pwsue. While competitors know that prices will rise in the fuhre, they therefore

have an incentive to stay in the market. It is questionable that predators can srstain losses

long enough to drive competitors out of the market. Second, it is widely acæepted that

predatory pricing is conceivable when certain market structures exist. For instånce, an

indusfy consists of two firms. One is more powerñ and better financed than the other.

In this situation, predatory pricing may be a plausible tactic for acquiring market power.

Two questions, however, must be answered in this regard. One is "why the two firms do

not collude over pricing?"; the other is "why one firm does not buy conhol ofthe othe¡',?

ru Wooton & Zsnardì, supru notÊz7g at 12.
3u Antidumping Act o! Igl6,39 St¿¡t 798 (o¡nentversion at 15 U.S.C. g ?2 (2003)). The predatory intent

was an elernent of the dumping offense under the Antidumping Act of I 9 I 6. See Wamer, Jrlp¡ø noþ
--_ I I 8 at 824; also see Ragosta & Magnus, srrp¡a note 3 13 at 9.
''"' Wamer, supra note ll8 at 825-826.



Either way is a potentially cheaper means of acquiring monopoly profits.326 F'rthermore,

it is not conceivable tbat predatory pricing may occtn in the simple trro-ñrm market

strt¡chre in global indusÍies. As the numbe¡ of fi¡ms in the world industry increases, the

plausibility ofpredatory pricing as a means ofdumping declines.327 Third, scholas have

add¡esed the assertion that a rational firm will never use predatory pricing and therefore

accusations ofpredatory prioing or predatory dr¡mping are always baseless.3æ price wars

aÍe even more expensive for predators in intemational contexts, while the gains from

predatory prioing a¡e uncertain. The wo¡ldwide monopolistic position is mo¡e difficult to

be achieved because predators must face the poss'bility that competitors will re.ente¡ the

market or that new firms will enter when prices rise. As a resul¡ predatory pricing in

inúgrnational contexts is inconceivable, and it provides a tenuous link with anti-dumping

laws.

Empirical studies create doubts about the possible instances ofpredatory dumping. Most

conclude that i¡stances ofpredatory pricing in international contexts are rare or

extremely limited. Dumping rarely occurs with predatory intentio¡s. The reasons are

simple. A worldwide monopolistic position is difücult to achieve, and gains *om

predatory pricing are evetr mo¡e uncertain in international contexts. Nevertheless,

although examples of predatory pricing are few, they are not z€ro. Recent theoretical

studies suggest that "the conclusion that predatory pricing will never occur is too

shong".32e While prohibition of predatory pricing in the international tade regime was

'' PrcM tharakarç Poliqt ImpliØtions ol4ntidunping Measttæs (New York: Elsevier Science
Publishins; l99l) 28-29.* lb¡d.

32t M{-iæ, stpra note268.
38 JearrTitolè, The Theory o! Industrial Oryanization (Czrnbridge, Mass. ; MIT Press, 1 988), as cited in

Thamkan, srpra note 326 at28. 
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the ea¡liest and the most robustjustification for anti-dumping measures, a large number

of empirical studies have shown that it is not a significant factor in acfual cases,33o which

¡smain ¡¡¡d6sumented.33r The empirical find.ings of Hutton a¡rd rrebilcock echo this

perception.332 None ofthirty Canadian cases between l9g4 and l9g9 in which

anti-dumping dutíes were imposed could be stpporæd on grounds of predatory pricing.

similarly, shin's analysis demonstÍates that very few ofthe anti-dumping petitions filed

in the 1980s in the united states were brought against instances ofpossible predatory

dumping.333 It appears that predatory dumping may largely belong in the theo¡etical

realm.33a Empirical evidence demonsúates that preventing predatory dumping, as a

rationale for anti-dumping laws, seems irrelevant because the instanc€s ofpredatory

pricing are rare or extemely limited.

þy6¡ if 1fus assrrmption that predatory pricing in international contexts is conceivable is

valid, the question is whether anti-dnmFing laws are equipped to identi$ and penalise

true predatory dumping. Fhst, the Anti-Dumpiilg Agreern¿¿f contairìs no me¡hanism to

deal with predatory practices. Dumping, at prices below the cost ofproduction, is not

necessarily predatory even though the Anti-Dunping Agreement condemns

below-cost-of-production dumping, as do Canada's and U.S. anti-dumping laws. As

illusEated in the foregoing chapters, neither below-cost-of-production pricing nor

to Ricb¡rd Whit'"ell, The ,4pplicãtion oÍAnti-Dumping and Counteh,ailing Meaflrcs by Ausùqlia
(Rocldrampøn: Cørtral Queensland Universig Pr€És, 1997) 377, as citú in JeffWaincymer,
'Impliaotions for antidumping and countervailing" (2001) Austalian APEC Study Cenfe Conference
&ocrxdmgs, al 22, online: Australian APEC Study Centre

--. <htp://wwwapec.ory.au/docs/waincymerfta.PDF> (date acoessed: l9lvlay 2003).
"' Hoekman & Iæi dy, supm note 141 at 32.

'32 H,¡tton & Trebilcock, supm nole 1?Ã all2ß.tt Hyon J. Shin, "Possible Instances of Predatory Pricing in tLec€rit U.S. Antidumping Cases' in Rob€rt Z
Lawrence, ed., 8¡ooHngs Trade Forun 1998 (WashingtorL D.C.: Brookings Irstiü¡tion Pr€ss, 1998) 8l
at 85-94.

3v 
Tavares, Macario & Steinûn, srprø îote277 at 560.



below-marginal-cost pricing inherently denotes predation; for example,

below-marginal-cost pricing for "experience" or "leaming by doing" goods. These

practices do not reflect a predatory int€nt to caphre monopoly profits. Even if dumping

below the cost of production was predatory why d oes the Anti-Dumping Agreement

contain no mention or mechanism to deal with predatory practices? In Þcl the

Anti-Dumping Agreement does riotttse the te¡m or concept ofpredatory dumping. It does

not conhin åny mechanism to identi! predatory inænt, and the possibility ofthe

resultant monopolistic position and monopoly rents. wbile the determination ofpredatíon

relies on more elaborate cost analyses, and the predaû0ry intention is identifiable po^rr åoc,

it is questionable tbåt the current.,4r, ti-Dumping Agreement tntends to deal with true

predaûory dumping.

Second, identifring predaú0ry pricing in intemational contexts is more difficult rhân in

the domestic context. U.S. experience in dealing with predatory pricing in the domestic

context provides an illusEative example. Four cases on predatory pricing under the

competition law went to the U.S. Supreme Co:ul,:t: utah Pie (196'7),33s Matnshita

(198q,33ó Cargill (1986),337 ard Brooke (1993).338 The U.S. Supreme Court, in Urøå

Pie, concluded that predatory behavior was determined by a showing of ntent.In Brooke,

the Court set out two criteria for determining predatory behavior; (1) "prices must be

below cost", and (2) "there must be reasonable prospects for recoupment".33e Even

though the explicit criteria for establishing the existence ofpredatory pricing in the

335 Umh Pie Co. v. Continental Bqking Co., 38ó U.S. 685 (196?).
336 Matnshiø, supm noie3l7.
xll Catgin, nc. u Mo4Jiori oÍColomdo, Únc.,479\J.S.1O4 (1986).

l"' Bmolce Grcup Ltd. v. Btown &. Williamson Tobacco Corp,509 U.S. 209 (f 993).
33e Mimnd4 supra note l7O at278.
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domestic context were ruled by the Court, there is a wide conhoversy over the validity of

the "recoupment test". Furthermore, the Utrited States experience shows that the

requirement for proving predatory inænt to dumping has proved unworkable.34 As a

rest¡lt the Antidumping Act of l921rr'r amended the AntidumpÌng Act of 19l,6,342 and to

longer required a demonsfation of predatory intent,

On the conrary, there are no explicit criteria for identifoing predatory pricing under the

Anti-Dunping Agrcement. l.Jlhottgh below-cost dumping is condemnd such practices

do not necessrily show predatory intent. The motives for either dumping or predatory

dumping indeed, a¡e not the concern of the,4¡ ti-Dumping Agre¿m¿t4,' It simply requires

the existence of dumping, proof of material injury to the domestic industry, and causation

between dumping and material injury. Neverthel ess, the Anti'Dumping Agreement

conJai¡s no analogue of the 'tecoupment test". This makes the determination of

predatory dumping more difücdt. Marceau has noted that

.,[n]otwithstanding the fact that ir is difficult to ide,ntis domestic predation and even

more diffioult to try to capture irternational predation, the main point is that

anti-dumping laws have nothing to do with predation. Tests used to identify foreign

dumping do not follow economists' argument that the main purpose of

anti-dumping laws should be to deter intemational price discrimination and

predation-'.3a3

ln the presence of the less elaborate cost analyses ofpredatory dumping, insufficient

H Greg Mastel,lr tidumping Laws and rhe U.S. F'conom! Qlew York: M.E Sharpe, l99E) IE-19'
sr 19 u.s.c.s. $$ 160-171 (2003).
32 rs u.s.c.s. $ 72 (2003).
*, Gabrieue Z. i4a rcau, )lnti-ùtnping and Anti-Tntst Ilrlr1tes in Frce-Trade Arcat (ûxford: Clarendon

hess, 1994) 26. 
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considerafion given to the intent or effect of predatory behavior, and predatory inænt

identifiable post åoc, the current I nti-Dumping Agre¿rret?f is obviously incapable of

identi$ing true predatory dumping.

Concern ove¡ the Agreement's incapabilíty to identif predatory dumping, and over úhe

plausibility of predatory dumping as an additional rationale for the I nti-Dumping

Agreement,has consistently been addressed by 'wTo members. A written conribution by

Mexico3aa notes that practices ofpredatory pricing are included in the broader conce,pt of

price discrimination. However, price discrimination is, to an extent, defined in the

Anti-Dunping Agreement; on the contrary, predatory pricing is not explicitly defined

although it is part and parcel of the concept of dumping. It is important to define properly

the concept ofpredatory pricing, through specification of variables that will be

co¡sidered and the application of releva¡t tests.

The zubmission of Japan3as states that anti-dumping measufes were originally intended

to fegulate predatory pricing in international contexts, just like competition laws do with

respect to domestic markets. The Anti-Dumping Agreement however regulates price

discrimination, instead ofregulating specifically predatory pricing in international tade.

This demonstrates the disparity between the wording ofthis provision and the original

w W'fO, Atlti-Dtntping Meanres ønd Conpetition, Co t,unicationfron Mencn,WÎO Dæ'
Wr¡VCrCpnVh¡õ (1999); and wTO, R¿Pafl on the Meeting of 10-11 hne l999,W1ODoc'
WT^VGICp/lvfB (1999), ónline: WTO <hüpy'/wwr¡¡.wto.org/$/to/english/docs_e/docs.-e.¡¡p (daæ

acc€ssed: l0 August 2003).
,5 UtTO,The Contbufion ;ÍCotlrrytition PolicJr to Achieving the Objectives of the WO, including the

Promotion ollnremationàl Traãe, Conmunication fiom JaPn' WTO Doc WTÂ GTqIlWIlz2
(tggg); Report on the Meeting oÍ tg-20 Aprit 1999, Yt'¡O Doc. WT^¡/G.[CP/À/Ír/E (1999)t a\d Report ,
ißeíj "¡ 

ihe WorUng Groupii the Interàction be¡yeen T?ade attd Conpetition Poliqt to the Gmeral

Council,WîO Doa. W'T^ilGTCP/3 (l 99), online: WTO
<htÞ//wwv/.wto.org/wto/english/docs-ddoos.-e.hÍn> (date ac€essed: l0 August 2003)



objectives of anti-dumping measures' ln Japan's vieq the purpose of antidumping

measures should become the regulation of predatory pricing, instead of regulation of

inæmational price discrimination.

The Koreæ submission3a6 also add¡esses cotrcern over the insufficient meobanism in the

Anti-Dumping Agteement to identit predatory dumping and doubt about the rationality

of the Agreement. Among various forms of dumping, only predatory dumping is

considere.d defimental to tlhe imForting county. Howeve¡ antidumping action oan

h.ardly be justiñed on grounds ofpenalising predatory dumping. First, documenæd

instances of successfrrl predatory dumping are rare. second, it is di:fficult to "discem

whether a firm is merely pricing aggressively in order to compete with its rivals, or to

induc¿ the exit of its rivals to g:ain a monopolistic position in the mar*et"- Third, the

definition of dumping contained in the AntiDumping Agrcement does nLot consider the

motive of dumping. As a consequence, anti-dumping duties could be imposed on low but

justified pricing, regardless of whethe¡ there is a predatory intent o¡ not'

The above Japanese suggestion was rejected by the United States,3aT because "any

suggestion to mutate anti-dumping rules into a different set ofrules to govem predatory

pricing is misplaced ancl misguidecl". Anti-dumping and competition rules have different

objectives. They are for¡nded on different principles. They seek to address different

problems. Article Y7 of the GATT 1994 has never had anything to do with the issue of

Á WT:},Inpct olTmde Polþ on Conpetition: An Assessment ?{Attti-Dil"t4!19 lules' Communication

¡om rhe Aepuilic of Korz¿, WTO Doc. WT^ilGTCP^fl/90 0999), ontine:.WTO
(date acc€srd: l0 August 2003)

t? Wfó Co-munic¿tiãn from the Uniæd S t^tes, flprq îote 312; WTO Meetirg Repol¡' suPm Íole 345;

WTO Working Group Repor! s,¡Pla note 345.



predatory pricing, even in 1948 when it was concluded' It is also noted that

"antidumping rules are not inûended as a remedy for the predatory practices of fi¡ms or

as a remedy for any other private anti-competitive practices typically condemned by

competition laws". In addition, anti-dumping rules a¡e a remedial mechanism which is

necess¿¡ry to maintenance of the multilâteral trading system.

3. Intermittent Dumpine

Aside from predation, intermittent (or short-run) dr¡mFing may give rise to an economical

rationale for antidumping laws because it causes net economic harm to the inporting

country's economy. Jacob Viner3as defines intermittent dumping as steady and systematic

dumping uihich tasts for several months or years at a time. It is objeotionable on the

ground that it "lasß long enough to injury domestic producers without providing

consumers wíth a constant loûg-run supply of goods". However, the rationality of

anti-dumping laws in this regard is debatable. It has been consistently criticised by

economists, empirical studies and legal analyses.

Econornic scholars have ptoffered certain situations in which intermittent dumping may

occro.too Firs! exporters may charge low prices for "experience" or "leamilg by doing"

goods to achieve a foothold in the export market. Such practices are pro-competitive

Second exporters may maintain full capacig by dumping excess ouÞut into its export

market in times of slack home-market demand. This is to maintain economies of scale

sE Viner, rrpra note 7 at 30-31.
*n pD. Eh¡enhåft, '?rotection Agaiflst Intemational Pric€ Discriminâtion: United Ståtes CountervBiling

Duty and Antidumping Duties ' (1958) 58 Colum L Rev 75, as ciæd in l¡zar, suPm nola200 at4647:
John J. Barc¿ló IIL"Antidumping Laws as Barriers to Tmde-The United States and the Intemational

,Antidumpíng Codd' (19'12) 57:4 Comell L. Rev 491 at 508-513; Wame¡, ,ttrpra note I I E at 830-833
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and to prevent the loss of global market share. Third exporters may engage in predatory

pricing with the intention of monopolising an export market.

The above third form of dumping is predatory dumPing. As the preceding section argued'

predatory pricing as a rationale for anti-dumping rules is questionable. Therefore, this

foltowing discussion focuses on the rationality of the fi¡st and second forms of

non-predatory intermittent dumping.

The occurrence of non-predatory intermittent dumping depends on the presetrc€ of c€ltain

struchral conditions; but these necessary conditions are unlikely to arise'350 First'

exporters cannot compete with domestic producers under normal market conditions;

otherwisg they would provide a source of supply pemranently rather than intermittently.

Second non-predatory intermittent dumping must be so extensive that it substantially

disrupts domestic production. However, it is unlikely tbat dumping will last long enough

to disrupt domestic production. Although clumping may last long, disruption to domestic

Foduction will only ocour if domestic buyers substitute foreign goods for domestic

goods. When the dumping period is over, domestic producers will charge higher prices to

recoup their readjustÍient costs. Domestic buyers may however circumvent higher prices

by not substituting buying domestic goods. As a result, the necessary structural

conditions for non-predatory intermittent dumping to occur can rarely be satisfied.

The overall effects ofnon-predatory intermittent dumping on consumer welfa¡e are

350 Michael Trebilc¡ck & John Quinn,'The Canadian A¡tidumpingAct: A Reaction to Professor S1a¡on"

0979) 2 Cån-US L.J. I Ol at l04, as cited in Wamer,,tr¡P¡a note 118 at 831; Trebilcock & Howse,

flpmnoÞllg allB . 
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ambiguous.3sl When non-predatory intermittent dumping occurs, domestic producers in

the export market incw "adjustment costs" for meeting lower import prices and

"readjustment costs" for filling the vacuum left by the departing dumper. These costs

incuned by domestic producers certainly harm produce¡ welfare. Company resources are

diverted to maintaining the producer's market sbare in the more competitive m¿rket.

During the dumping period, domestic producers incur losses, and these losses may force

some producers into banlcuptcy and create unemployment'352 It is possible that the

a justment and readjustment costs may also b€ passed on to consumers. Non-predatory

intermittent dumping harms consumers only if consumers "end up paþg a higher long

run average price for goods than they would pay if there lvere no dumping".353 The

dumping margin however may so depress prices during the dumping period that

consumers end up paying lower long run average prices. As a consequence, the net effect

of non-predatory intermittent dumping on conzumer w€lfare remains unoertaitt'354

Given the ambiguous effect of non-predatory intermittent dumping on consumet welfale,

and the low possibility ofthe necessary structural conditions for non-predatory

intermittent dumping being satisfied, economic literatu¡e clearly demonshates that

anti-dumping laws arguably seek to prevent this form of dumping.

Empirical studies355 indicate that the only situation in which non-predatory intermittent

35r T¡ebitcock & Howse,,Ílpra note 1194t lE5; Wamer, s¡¡Pl¿ rtote llEat83l-832'
352 Trebilcock & Quinn, suprø note 350 at 831.

"t lbid.
3ta In fac! Ére consumer welfare is not üe c¡ncæm of cunent anti-dumping laws even though it has beøt

consistently oriúcised lhat antidumping laws should take consumer welåre into conside¡ation
35J Hutton & Trebit Øck, pra îol' 120 at l3O-131; Trebilcock & Houne, orpm nole 119 at 184; Wame¡,

sr/pm note ll8 at 83t. 
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dumping might occu¡ is the case ofoversupply ofperishables, such as agriculfural cases.

The case ofperishables is not a dumping problem but rather the natu¡e ofagricutt'ral

price instability. h thirty canadian cases between l9g4 and l9g9 in which anti-dumping

duties were imposd only fou¡ cæes of agric'rturar products presented any indication of
non-predatory intermittent dumpin g: I4thole potatoes (19g5)356, yettow onion (19g7)3s7 ,

Sour (Tart) Cherries (1988)3s8, and Delicious Red and Golden þples (l9gg).35e

Agricultural producers often make planting decisions long before selling their produce;

for instâtrc€, the time gap for sour cherries is three to four yea¡s. Because the agricultural

production is cyclical and it follows well-docnmented cycles, producers often sell their

produce at low prices, instead of allowing it to rot, when they have excess produce. Given

the cyclical nahre ofsupply in agricultural markets, it is questionable tbat these four

cases represent non-predatory intermittent dumping.

ln addition, these cases may trot represent the concern ofnon-predatory intermittent

dumping. In Del icious Red and Golden Apples (1988), federal and provincial agricultural

stabilisation payments were issued in response to the financial difficulties suffered by

canadian growers in crop year 1987 /88.In sour Sart) cherries (l9BB), the stabilisation

payments were issued to make up Canadian growers' losses incur¡ed in 1982, although

there we¡e no imports of cherries from the United States in 1987. It is clear that the

concern in these cases was not really a dumping problem and Ca¡adian F¿rmers were

subject to below-cost prices regardless of whethe¡ or not there were any imports of

similar goods. The efficient price or income stabilisation program cor¡ld alleviate the

il,i ynoy S1* 71 Potatoesfon the u.Sí.lor Consunption rr? a.C (1985), CtÊI6-85 (C.r.T.).

ll,i \esn,!n2h.fe ou, Onionsfiom the u.St[.þr Connnprion tu A.C. (198?), Crr-l -AZ (C.LT').
','." Sour (lart) Cheniesfion the U.S.A. (1988), Cff-2-88 (C.tT.).
"' Wole Delicioas Red and Golden Applesfron úe I).5Á. (l9BB), CIT-3-SS (C.LT.).



wide swings in agricultural product prices and farmer income. Howeveç antidumping

duties raise prices without stabilising them and therefo¡e make inefficient production

economically viable. The cases of IØ ole potatoes (l9ts) a¡.d yeltow onion (19g7) also

indioate that production in B.c. was simply less efficient tlan i¡ the milder u.s. climate.

As a consequence, the four cases show that "the protection of comparafively inefficient

domestic producers may well have been the result of the use of anti-dumping duties,ne

and thus non-predatory intermittent dumping is arguably present.

Furthermore, if the prohibition ofnon-predatory intermittent dumping is a rationale for

anti-dumping laws, it is questionable that the current anti,dumping laws, such as

Canada's, are well+quipped to address non-predatory intennittent dumping. For instance,

antidumping investigation under Canada's anti-dumpnglaw, Special Import Measures

lcf, accesses dumping margins36l and material injury.362 ¡r'mping margins ate accessed

regrdless of whether dumping is tÊmporary or permanent. While the Canadian

Intemational Trade Tribunal determines whether material injury occurs a¡d conside¡s

several relevant factors prescribed by section 37.1 (l) of lhe Special Import Meøsurcs

Regulations,363 the material injury inquiries examine falling domestic market sha¡e

instead of domestic market disruption.3fl It is obvious that the desire to prohibit

non-predatory intermittent dumping does notjustift the existing Canadian anti-dumping

regime. Indeed, it bas even been noted by the Tribunal member in Freså Icebery QIead)

þ Hutton & Trebilcoch .YtPra noþ 120 at 13 I
*, iúi,r.3O.t,lO.2 and 30.3. The dumping margin under seotion 30.2 (l) of Sñ41 is "the amount by

which the normal value ofthe goods exceeds the export price ofthe goods"'
s, section z (t¡ orsrw{ defines 

iinjufy'' as 
..injury to a domestic indr.¡stry''. The preliminary

ãeærminaùón ofin¡ury ofdumping is also defined in s 3? l,3E41'4l'1,412and42'
ut s.o.NE4-Y¿7.* îfr" i.o"r, ¡ on tf,e dumped goods' effect on domestio industry and the existence ofa significant

incre¡se in the volume ofdumped goods 
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Leauce (1992)365 that the purpose of canada's anti-dumning legislation is not to protect

canadian producers from non-predatory intermittent dumping. As a result, the prohibition

of non-predatory intermiffent dumping is not justifiable in the current antidumping laws.

In short, the link between prohibition ofnon-predatory intermittent dumping and

anti-dumping laws can not be justifiably proved. Economic literatu¡e demonstrates the

low possibility of the sructural conditions fo¡ non-predatory iútermittent dumping being

satisfied and the ambiguous effecß of non-predatory intermittent du$ping on consumer

welfre. Empirical sh¡dies ñnther indicate that the main concern in the few actual cases

of agricultural products does not center on non-predatory intermittent dumping but on the

agricultural price instability and income stabilisation programs. The mechanism

contained in anti4umping laws does notjustifu the prohibition ofnon-predatory

intermittent dumping. AII the evidence leads to the conclusion that non-predatory

intermittent dumping as a rationale for anti-dumping laws is implausible.

(2) Non-Economic Rationales

In addition to economic or efficiency-based rationales for prohibiting dunping

supporters of anti-dumping laws commonly assert that such laws can be justified

politically because they address the perceived 'trnfairness" of low-priced foreign imports.

Dumpíng has been called "pernicious" by a U.S. Co--ittee36 and has been

cba¡acterised as an unfair trade practice by the U.S. courts.3ó? The increasing

anti-dumping actions in international contexts appear to refleot growing domestic

!,5, Frcsh lcebery QIead) Letnce fon the U.5,4. Ugg2l C.|.T.T No. I 4 I .* 
S. Rep. No. 249, 96'Cong., ld Sess. 37 (1980), as cited in N. David palmeter, -The Capture ofthe
Antidumping k$/' (1989) l4:1 Yale J. Inr'l L. 182 ar 189.

x7 Binghan and Taylor Diu.I/a. Industries, !nc. v. tlnited Søtes, 815 n2d 1482, 1485 (Fed. C¡r. I98Z),



political objestions to the alleged unfairness ofdumped goods. These indicate that

anti-dumping measures can be justified on the ground ofnotions offairness.36s In fact,

the notion of fairness as a justification for anti-dumping rules has prevailed in the cunent

antidumpíng regime.

Fairness has been considered a difficult concept.se The fairness terminotogy in

anti'dumping laws is indeed "inherently vague"370 and is ' reflective of the psychological

mood of a nation losing hegemony in the world economy".3'¡ The disruptive impacts of

low-priced inports on the domestic industry symbolise the perceived unfaimess of

non-predatory dumping. The disruptive impacts will result in domestic workers losing

jobs and shareholders ofaffected producers losing capital. As a consequence,

anti-dumping measu¡es are needed to sesure the domestic industry's interests.

The notion of faimess ¿ìs a rationale for antidumping rules has, however, been

consisûently critícised. Apart from the inherent vagueness of faimess, it has been argued

that

faimess is a tricþ ground on which to defend an economic policy . . . When faimess

is to the fore, that is probably because no other argument is available...the

slipperiness and subjectivity that characterize notions of faimess can work to the

advantage ofprotectionists...Any fairness tlat antidumFing duties might restore to
domestic producers is purchased by an increase in the price that domestic buyers

must pay for the 'tnfairly Íaded" product . . . To create an antidumping law that could

'Wuner, supm noto 718 at 833-834.
Robert E. Hudec, "Minor, M.irror, On the Wall : The Concept of Faimess in Urited Statês Tmde polid',
in 199O Proceedings, Canadian Confe¡enc€ on Intemational tåw, as cited in Wamer, sr/pIa note llg at
834.
Jagdish N. Bhagwàti\ Pìptection rin (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, l9E8) 50.
Ibid. at 68.
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be defended in terms of fairness, it would be necessary to draft a law that openly
defrned 'tnfair"; and then to write into it conditions that etrsure that o¿þ cases of
unfair dumping were vulnerable ûo its sanctio¡s.312

It has been ægued that *to 
a large extent the issue of unfaimess is really a red herring

because dumping has simply been defined to be unfair".373 As illusrated in the previous

chapûers, dumping is not infiinsically harnñrl o¡ unfai¡. It is the common business

practice in most insrânces. It can be described as unfair only on an eccentrio or biased

definition of faimess.3Ta Dumpingper se is not condemned. rle preamble of the Toþo

R:ound, Anti-Dumping Codes1s (GATT l9Z9) stated that ..... anti-d¡rmFing practices

should not constitute an unjustifiable impediment to international rade... antidumping

duties may be 4plied against dumping only if such dumping causes or tbreatens material

injury to an established industry or materially retards the establishnent ofan industry...".

Tlre Uruguay Rovnd Agreement on Implementation of Article W of the General

Agrcement on Tarffis and Trade 1994 still requires demonsfation of dumping, material

injury and causation of injury. It by no means equates dumpingper se with an ù¡-åir

hade practice. It has been further argued that the term 'l¡nfair bade" has no inherent

signíficance with the fiamework of the GATT.376 The systemic jì¡stification of

anti-dumping measu¡es is dubious on the ground that the GAIT does not distinguish

between "fair" trade and "unfair" fade. While anti-dumping rules are incapable of

addressing the underlying determinants of dumping (sources of'trnfairness'), it is

n Hindley &, tvfess ed]ul,, supra îote322 at 6-23
3æ Hoekman& tæidf .tüpru note 141 4t34.
t1 lb¡d. at 15.
375 Ageement on Implenentation ol4rticle W oJthe General Ageenent on Tarifs and hade On9),

online: LEKS (BISD $ 26sn7l-188).
376 ÈajwLsupmnotÊllzat7. 
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therefore questionable that anti-dumping measures are desiped to restrict u¡fair úade.r77

Despite the inherent vagueness of faimess terminology, conventional wisdom has strived

to rationalise this terminology on grounds of disfibutive justice ¿¡d ç66¡¡rrniffi¿¡

values. In the recent WTO anti-dumping negotiations, on the other hand, defenders of

anti-dumping rules have advanced the idea of the connection between fairness and "a

level plaþg field" to rationalise antidumping laws. This section critiques tåese

assertions from economic, empirical and legal perspectives.

1. Distributive Justice and Communitaria¡ Values

Conventional wisdom asserts that disfibutive justice and communitarian values are

åimess rationales for anti-dumping laws.378 These fairness rationales consider the

disruptive impact of cheap foreip imports, Antidumping laws are justified in ærms of

disfibutive justice because they are to enhance the welfare of the employees among the

Ieast-advantaged in sociery3?e The least-advantaged members of society include

imnobile, rrnskilled, and low-income workers. The disruptive effects of low-priced

imports may out\ryeigh the gains in consumer welfa¡e, pa¡tioularly th¡ough the impact on

low-skille{ low-paid workers. A-nti-dumping laws can be justified on a commrnitar-ian

rationale because they "minimize the disruptive effect of imports otr established

communities and their conesponding network of family and social relationships".3e

37 Klaus Stegeman-n, 'The Intemational Regulation of Ðumping: Protection Made Too Easf (1991) l4:4
Wodd Econ. 375 at 381.

378 For detailed discussions, see Hutton & Îrúilæck" supra note l20 at l3l -140; Wam er, supru note 718
at 835-837; T¡ebilcock & Howse, sapra note I 19 at 186-188.

tæ 
See John Få*ls , A Theory ofJustice (Cambridge, Mass.: tlaward University Press, 1971), as cited in
Wamer,.rupla note ll8 st 835.

3e 1óø. Also see Michael J. Sandel, Zráerulísm od the Limiß ofJustíce (Canbridge: Cambridge
University Press, l9E2), as cited in Trebilcock & Ho*se, nrplø note I 19 at 186.



Low-priced imports may result in a negative impact on the welfare of industrydependent

communities, particularly on social and related networks and infrastruch¡re on which

such communities depend.

However, such assertions have been argued theoretioally. It is fue that low-priced

imports inflict losses oû domestic industry but "úe severity ofthese losses does not

depend on whether the market price of those imporb is lower than their home ma¡ket

price, which is what distinguishes dumped imports fiom other imports".38r ln other

wo¡ds, such assertions fail to provide rational principles for distinguishing between the

harm caused by non-predatory dumping and the harm caused by non-dumped low-priced

imports. Furthermore, Trebilcock3s2 points out that the cunent anti-dumping regimes do

not âppear to focus sipificantly on the concem over distributive justíce and

communitârian values. Even if these are of concem, it is unclea¡ that such allegedly

unfair fade practices have anything to do with these impacts.

The empirical study of Hutton and Trebilcock3s3 suggests that most Canadian cases in

which anti-dumping duties have been imposed do not reflect disributive justice and

communitrian rationales. Only two of the thirty Canadian anti'dumping cases between

30 October, 1984 and 3 February, 1989 could be plausibly justified on the ground of a

distnbutive justice râtionale alone. Five cases could be plausibly justified by a

communitarian ¡ationale alone. Fou¡ cases could be plausibly justifiable from combined

distibutive justice/communitarian rationales. Nineteen cases could not be justifiable on

ttt Wameç 
"apra 

note 1180t835.
3a Michael J. Trebilcock, "Competition Policy and Trade Policy: Mediating the Interfacd' (1996) 30:4 J

WoúdT.7l at'16-'17.
to Hutton & T¡ebilco ck, sapra nofe 120 at l3l -143.28



any plausible normative rationale, either economio or non-economic' Even ifthe

assumption that anti-dumping laws can bejustified on these rationales is valid' there,

indeed exists an indication that the current Canadian anti-dumping regime actually

violates distributive justice concêms. These rationales are ignored by anti-dumping

authorities. Hutton and Trebilcock conclude that "there was no economic justification

found for the current anti-dumping regime on the basis ofthe 30 recent cases studied, and

the majority of the cases ended up helping workers and communities which are already

better ofithan most in Canada".3e It is clear that the empirical study rejects these

non-economic j u stifi cations.

In summary, distributive justice and communitarian values as fairness rationales for

anti-dumping laws are indeed implausible. From a theoretical perspectlve, supporters of

these rationales provide no rational principle for distinguishing between the harm caused

by non-predatory dumping and the harm caused by nondumped low-price imports,

although low-priced imports may i¡flict losses on the domestic indusFy' From an

empirical perspective, studies indicate that most Canadian anti-dumping cases ir which

anti-dumping duties bave been imposed were not to e¡hance the welfa¡e of the

leasÞadvantaged members of society but to benefit those workers and communities who

were already better offtlan most in Ca¡ada. As a consequence, antidumping laws

cannot be sustained on these non-economic rationales, both theoretically and empirically.

2. Fairness a¡rd a lævel Playing Field

Despite the vagueness of the notion of fairness, defenders of anti-dumping rules have

3u lbid. at 143



proposed the connection between "fairûess" and "a level playing field" to rationalise

anti-dumping laws. This assertion has been the focus in the recent WTO anti{umping

negotiations. Defenders assert that anti-dumping laws are to deal with the conflict

between a level playing field on the one hand and unfaír traders on the othe¡."t Fairness

means a level playing field meming that similarly situaæd producers ae being feated

$'ith sinilarity. Anti-dumping laws are needed to maíntain a level playing field among

producers in difrerent counÍies. This assertion indioates "a level playing field' as a

fairness rationale for anti-dumping laws.

The United States has been the strongest advocate ofthis assertion. The 1998 submission

by the U.S. government to tle WTO Working Group on the Interaction of Trade and

Competition Policy states that

"Although some dumping may be due to business advantrages and market

sepentation which bave arisen in respoûse to cornmercial forces, more typically it

is a government's industial policies or key aspects of the national economic

system which a government hås created, prompted or tolerated that enables

injurious dumping to take place. . . .The antidumping nrles are a practical, albeit

indirecÇ response to these t¡ade-distorting policies... .From this perspective, the

antidumping rules represent an effort to maintain a "level plaþg field" among

producers in different counf ies. . . .The antidumping rules simply seek to remove

unfairness and create a "level playing field" for producers and

workers... .'Tairness" means a level playing field, with similarly situâted produc€rs

being treated similarity. In other words, "fair" hade envisions that producers will

use only natual comparative advantages, such as natural resou¡ces, a favorable

climate, advanced technology, skilled workers, greater efficiency or lower labor

costs, and trot any artificial advantages...-.386

365 Brink Lindsey & Daniel J. Ikenson,,4¡ tidunping Exposed: lhe Devilish Delails of UnfairTmde Law
(Washington, D.C.: CATO I¡stitute,2003) 150.

3e wTO Communication from the Uniæd Slates, sups note3lz à12-7.



This süatement asserts that tle nee¿ ¡ot ¿¡¡i-{rrmping rules a.rises from imperfections in

the multilaæ¡al hading system. Dumping is generally the result of governmental policies'

Although these policies may take on different forms, they provide similar artificial

advantages to the benefiting produoers. Anti-dumping laws are needed to remove

unfaimess and to offset the effects of distortions ca¡sed by the anti-market policies of

foreip. governments. Thus, antidumping laws restore a level playing field.3e

The 2002 submission3ss by the U.S. to the Negotiating Group oû Rules further illusbates

the similar point. This paper states thåt

'Effective trade remedy instruments are important to respond to and discourage

trade-distorting government policies and the market imperfections that result.

Ideally, companies and nations would compete in the international markeplace on

the basis of¡eal comparative advantages such as natural resourcæ endowments,

labour skills and abundance, availability of capital, and technological

innovation...market-distorting practices reduce wo¡ldwide economic

efficienoy....4 govemment's industrial policies or key aspeots of the economio

system supported by government inaction can enable iqiurious dumping to take

place ... ,While anti-dumping rules are an indirect response to suoh trade-distorting

practices, they can help domestic producers and workers obt¡in at least some

remedial action aginst artificial advantages of foreign firms '.. .Consequently'

antidumping measures should be se€û not as an ultimate solution to

tade-distorting practices abroad but instead as a means to help create a "level

playin g fi eld" âmong producers.across different countries... ".

This stat€ment restates the assertion that government policies may cause rrarket

3n Lindsey & IkensorL Jt.pnu note 385 at 155-159.
3E6 t TO Communication from the United States, srpra note 319 at 3-4.
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distortions and market-distorting practices may cause losses Ûo worldwide economic

efficiency. Although the focus on losses to worldwide economic effioiency is difierent

from the usual focus on the unfaimess to domestic indushies, which must face foreigr

competitors with artificial (r.e., government polícy-caused) competitive advantages, the

bottom line ín either case is the same: antidumping measures re needed to oßet

artificial competitive advantages and to restore the so'calted *level playing field"'38e

Minutes of tûe MeAing on Canada's Trade Policy Review in 2001 add¡ess the simila¡

assertion that Canada uses anti-dumping measures to ensure a levet plaþg ñeld.3Ð The

U.S. position on this rationale has been consistently shown in WTO documenls.3e¡

However, the æsertion that dumping is usually the result of trade-distofting governmental

policies and anti4umping measures therefore afe needed to offset u¡åirly rtificial

competitive advantages and to restore a level playing field, cannot srnvive oarefirl

sofutiny.

First, supporters of this assertion provide ûeither clear definitions of "fairness" and "level

playing field", nor explanatioDs for how current a¡ti-dumping nrles advance those goals.

They fail to spell out the specific chcnmstatrces that supposedly give rise to udair tade,

and the criteria for distinguishing those circumstances from normal conditions of

competition. They simply assert the connection between anti-dumping rules and fairness,

s Lindsey & Ikeoson, røpla noþ 385 8t 153.
,* WÏO,Minutes o¡Me*ing on Trade Policy Review: Canada (held on l3-15 Decemb€r 2000), WTO

Doc. WTÆPR¡lvl//8 (2001) at 3l a¡d99, online:r 'TO

<httpy'/r/ww.\À'to.org/wto/english/docs-ddocs 
-e.htm> 

(dale 8cÆess€d: l0 '{ugust 2003)'
3et united &ot"s-Anti-Damping Act oJ 19 I 6 (Conpløint by the EutoP?4n Com unilies) (2000), WTO Doc.

wrlost rein 
"t 

pr.* 3:1 I t e'ojl Report)., un¡tei slates-Anti-Dumping,4ct ol t9 t6 (contplaiflt by

Japan) (ÀOOO),WÎO, Doc. \ry'lDsteZlPJAdd.l at para' 3.144 (Psnel Report), online: rù/TO

.frttpíÀ*"*to.o.ywto/englistr/docs-e/docs.-e.htm> (date acÆessed: l0 '{ugust 2003)'



and fr¡rther counton the complexities of the law's methodologies to protect their assertion

from careful scrutiny.3 
e2

Second, analyses have suggested that dumping can also be the result ofpurely private

conduct, having nothing to do with tradedistorting government policies. For inslance,

oligopolistic market power can give rise to pricediscrimination dumping and

cross-subsidisæion by a multi-produot firm.3e3 In fac! nany industries a¡e oharacterised

by oligopolistic competition and many enterprises are multi-product firms' There exists

no regulation of price premiums earned by oligopolistic f¡rms in the United States; for

example, it is not illegal that a firm with a srong brand name charges a higher price for

its product. There exists no genøal regulation of øoss-subsidies by multi-product firms

in the Uniæd States; for example, it is not legally actionable that a mmufacturer of razors

and blades sells the former at or below cost to maximise revenue from the laüer. If these

practices are not considered legally actionable in the domestic contex! it is questionable

that the same practices by foreip firms a¡e considered unfair tade behavior'3ea In this

regard, anti-dumping measures are apparently symbolic ofprotectionist instruments.

Thír{ some WTO members have a¡gued that the association between dumping and úis

fairness assertion has no significan ce n Article W of GATT 1994 or in the Anti-Dumping

Ageement.Hong Kong, Chin4 has stated that there is no mention ifl Article W of GATT

1994 or n the Anli-Dunping Agreement of anti-d:urrlping as a response to objectionable

e Lindsey & Ikenson, Jt/pt? note 3 E5 at 1 50.
3e3 wolff,-supru note 290 ât 2; Terence P Stewar! 'Adminisr¡ation ofthe A¡tidumping lå'x: A Different

Perspective' in Richard Boltuok & Robert E. Litsrf eds ., Daun in Dunps: Adñinßtration ofthe
Unfair Trade laws (\tlashington, D.C.: Brookings Instiü..ltion Press, l9l) 280 at 2EE, as cited in

Lindsey & Ikenson, st/prd note 385 at 159.
3e{ 

Lindsery & Rensor! stQ¡a note 385 at t tn'tUO. 
,r,



tradedistorting govemmental policies, or as a tool to level the playing field among

producers in different counÍies. In no antidrmping investigation is there a need to show

or prove govemment involvement.3es Japan has firther argued the idea that

markeþdistortive industcial policies keeping out foreþ competitors should be addressed

by anti-dumping measr¡res. Ifthere are such policies, they should be addressed by the

d.ispute settlement procedures of the wTo. In addition, ma¡tet-distortive indusÍial

polioies are legitimate under the WTO n¡les in certain oircumstances; for instance,

deveþing countries in some cæes are allowed to mainüain temporarily such policies.3%

To sum up, neith ef Aflicle w of GATT nor lhe Anti-Dumping Agreem¿nl makes mention

ofthe association between a[ti-dumping and the asserted faimess rationale. The

Anti-Dumping Agree¡r¡enf provides wTo members with standards for how to conduct an

anti-dumping investigation and to impose duties but it illusfiates nothing about why

dumping is a problem. In other words, it defines the "solution" but not the problem. To

assert fhat anti-dumping measures are needed on the ground that dumping is the result of

hadedistorting governmental polioies may result in penalising some commeroial

practices which have nothing to do with such policies and are legitimate private conduct.

As a consequence, the validity of"a level playing field" as a faimess rationale for

anti-dumping rules is apparently questionable'

Neither economic nor tron-economio rationales can justifu anti-dumping laws. without

such justification, anti-dumping laws offer only punitive responses to common importer

Vl-lO, Reprt on the Meeting of 27-28 Juþ .199S, WTO Doc. WT/WGICPÀ/5 (t 998), at pua' 
9? t ,.

á"ii"å, üfoo .nttp'Zrn**to.org/wto/englisb/docs-ddocs.-e.hün> (date accessed: l0 August 2003)
!95
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astivities and business tactios. Anti-dumping laws authorise action against common

comme¡cial practices tbat ought to be allowed,3eT md such measures merely act as

another form ofprotection, entirely unconnected to any observed dumping behavior.3e8

In particular, anti-dumping measures offer a disc¡iminatory form ofprotection. This is

often not transparent and it distorts production, consumption and trade.see Antidumping

laws have also become the weapon of choice for import protection'am Indeed, the

multilaterally approved regulation of dumping, the ,4 nli'Dumping Ageement,has

"become a preferred tool ofregulatory protectiodsm, and the incidence of this

protectionism is still spreading because the multilaterally approved rules have made

protection too easy".aol

Section Thrce: The Anti-Dumping Agrc€ment

If antidumping Iaws cannot be justified on economic and non-economic bases, úen they

become the tool of regulatory protectionism. To promote intemational hade in today's

globalised economy, such protectionist banie¡s should be eliminated. However, the world

Trade Organization has expanded to encompass more frading nations and thus more

nations have adopted antidumping laws. The goal of abolishing this protectionist tool

remai¡s less achievable. The proliferation of anti-dumping cases initiated over the past

decades also ¡eflects this unaohievability. By 1997, there were 94 per cent more cases

initiated tha¡ in lg8'Ì .402

e Hindley & Messe in, supm îote322 st70-76.
3s Wooton & Zsrsrdi, supm îotÊ 279 at 12.

'e Hoekman & Leidy, supru nole 141 st 42.ff Chrisropher F. Col, ..Trade Protection in rhe New Millen¡ium: The.Ascendancy ofAntidumping

Measures' (1997) 18:1 Nw. J. I¡rt'l L. & Bus. 49 at 53.
*t Stege.artq *pra îoll377 a1376.* i¡i Ho¡iáh la"tidumping at the Seattle Ministerial: With Tearps in my Eyes" (2000) 3:t J. Int'l

Ecorl L. 178 at 180. 
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Given the difficulty in abolishing antidumping laws, the next question becomes: how to

.frx" antidumping laws to make them more bansparent and less protectionist? while the

number of WTO member nations has consistently increaseÅ, anð Article W of the

General Agreement on Tarifs and Tlade 1994 authotiæs the importing member to

impose an antidumping duty where goods are dumped and where dumping causes or

threatens materiat injury to the domestic industry, th e Agreemenl on Implzmentøion of

Article W of the Agreement on Tarffs and Trade 1994 (úe Anti-Dunping Ageenent),

conteining detailed procedural requirements, obviously represetrts the heart ofthis

proposal. Thus, this section will ¡eview the eigbteen articles of the lz ti-Dunping

Agzenenl, nisr. relevant issues and suggest possible solutions.

Paragr4h I of Article W of the General Agrcement on Tarifs and Tlade 1994 sølas

"[t]he conracting parties recognize that dumping by which products ofone country

are intoduced into the commerce of another counhy at less than the normal value

ofthe products, is to be condemned if it causes or threatens material injury to an

established indusfy in the tenitory of a conüaoting party c materially retards the

establishment of a domestio indusky. For the purpose of this Article, a product is to

be considered as being introduced into the commerce ofan importing country at

less than its normal value, if the price ofthe produot exported from one country to

another

(a) is less than the comparable price, in the ordinary cou¡se of rade, for the like

product when destined for consumption in the exporting coutrtry, or,

(b) in the absence of such domestic price, is less than either

(i) the highest comparable price for the like product for export to any thírd

country in the ordinary course of trade, or

(ü) the cost of production of the product in the corurtry of origin plus a

reasonable addition for selling cost and profit.
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Due allowance shall be made in e¿ch case for differe¡ces in conditions and te¡ms

of sale, fo¡ differences íl taxation, and fo¡ other diffe¡ences affecting price

coqæability''.

To implement lrl icle W of the General Agreement on Tarifs and Trade l994,the

Anti-Dumping Agreement goverrs the application of I rticle W of the Generøl Agrcement

on Tarffi and Tlade 1994.'Itre Anli-Drnping Agreement is divided into tbre€ parts and

two a¡nexes. Part ! covering Article I to 15, is the core ofûhe Agre€ment and contains

definitio¡s of dumping (Article 2) and injury (Article 3). This part also contains all

procedural provisions that must be complied with by an importing member's authorities.

Part tr, covering Article 16 and 1?, establishes üe WTO Cornmitteç on Anti-Dumping

Practices and special rules for WTO dþute seülement relating ùo æti-dumping matters.

Artiole l8 in Prt III contains the final provisions. Annex I provides procedures for

on-tùe-spot investigations pursuant to paragraph 7 of Article 6. Annex tr imposes

constraints on the use of the best i¡formation available in cases where interested parties

insufficientty cooperafe in the investigation. The fottowing will discuss æd critique the

core a¡ticles: Principles, Determination of Dumping, atrd Determination of Injury.

(1) Principles

Article 1 oîthe Anti-Dumping Agreement states

"[a]n anti-dumping measure shall be applied only under the circumstances provided

for in A¡ticle W of GATT 1994 and pursuant to investigations initiated and

conducted in accordance with the provisions ofthis Agreement' The following

provisions govern the application ofArticle VI of GATT 1994 in so fa¡ as action is

øken under antidumping legislation or regulations".



It is afgu€d that the language of this artiole means ttrat the Agreement is /er specialis to

Artiote VI of GAIT 1 994, and applies in lieu of Articl e YI of GATT 1994.43 However, it

is generally accepted that this artiole provides the lz ti-Dumping Ágreenent with a legl

basis for implementing Article W of GATT 1994. This article also provides that an

anti-dumping measure shall be 4plied only undø the circumstaces provided for in

Article W of G,4TT t994 andbe cnnducted in accordance with the provisions of the

Anti-Dumping Agrc ement.

Although there has been little debate over this provision, the Appellate Body and the

Panel have put interpretations on its application.e In the Report oftlre Appellate Body

on united states - Anti-Dumping Act of 1916, the united states argues that "the phrase

.antidumping measures' refers only to defidtive anti-dumping duties, price undertakings

and provisional measures".{5 The Appellate Body, however, states that "lhe ordinary

meaning of the phrase 'antidumping measures'seems to encompass all meâsues take¡

against dumping'/6 and "[w]e do not see in the wo¡ds 'anti'dumping measures' any

implicit limitation to particulr types of measwes".4?

Be¿ause ofthe dependent nature between this provision and other provisions ofthe

Agreement, ít is unnecessary to add¡ess the violation of this provision if there exists any

{3 David palmeter, ,,4 Commenta¡y on the WTO Allii-Dumpi¡g Code" (1996) 30: 4 J. World T. 43 at 46.
s For inærpretations ofthe Appellate Body and the Panel on ttre Agreemørt, see fames P Durlìng &

tvtautrew n- Nicety, tlnderitmding the WT2 Anti'Dumping Agreement: NeSotintng H!:øy ay! 
-

&úsequent Inrerpreúañon (t¡ndon: cameron lvfay, 2002), an dwTo, vTo hulytical Index: G't¡ide ø
VM Iøw and Pmctce, l" ed. (:nham: Beman, 2003).

45 tInited &ates - Ant¡-Dunping Acl o! Ig 16 (Conplainæ by the Ettmpean Communities and JaFn)
(2oOO), WTO Doc. WT/DS I 36, I 62IAB/R at pa¡a" I r 9 (ApPellate Bodv Report), online: \üTO
<nttpl/*ww.*o.orgwtolenglish/docs-ddocs.-e.hün> (date acc€ssed: 10,{ugust 2003).

M lb¡d.
47 lbid. 
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violation of other provisions of the Agfe€ment' In the Panel Report on Guafemâla -

Defrnitive Anti-Drrmping Measures on Grey Portland Cement fiom Mexico, the Panel

states that Mexiso's claims under other artioles of the Anti'Dumping Agreement,

inoluding Article l, are dependent claims, in the sense that they depend entirely on

findhgs that Guatemala hæ viotated other provisions ofthe Agreement'oo8 In the Panel

Report on US - Stainless Steel, Korea asserts that *because certain provisions of the,4D

Ageementhavebe.en violaæd, Article VI of the GATT 1994 and Artiole I of he AD

Agrcement are consequently violated".@ Tte Panel however addreses: "þ]ecause of

their dependent naûne, we can perceive ofno useful purpose that would be served by

nrling on these claims. Accordingly, we do not consider it necessay to address them.'/ro

(2) Deternination of DumPing

A¡ticle 2 is one of the most important Articles of the Agreemen! covering the essence of

the subject: the deærmination of dumping. Article 2.1 provides the key definitional

concept of "dumpingl' and is considered the foundation for the remainder ofArticle 2.

This provision provides the standõd situation in which the normal value is determined.

Article 2.2 provides investigating authorities with alæmatives for oalculatíng the normal

value when there are insuffioient sales in the home market for comparison purposes.

Arttcle Z.2.Lprovides the Agreement's only specific definition of sales that can be treated

as not being in the ordinary course oftrade. A¡ticle 2'2.1.1 sets out fr¡rther guidance to

4t Grøtemala - Def ni¡ive ltnti'Dunping Measures on Grcy Portland CenentÍtot , Mexico (2ßAor,W-fO

Doc. WT/DSI56/R at para" 8.296 (Panel Report), online: rüTO

+tÞ:/ ¡rì¡rw.$'to.org^À'to/english/docs-e/docs.-e.htm> (date accæssed: l0 August 2003).
* uniied &otes - án¡-Dumping Measurcs on Statnless Steel Plate in coils atú fuinless Sheet and Slrip

fion Kona (200O),WTO Doc. WT/DS 179/R at parÀ 6.138 (PaÍet Report), online: WTO
+ttp//wwl,A¿wto.org/wto/ørglish/docs-ddocs.-€.htn> (dåte acÆ€ss€d: l0 August 2003).
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authorities calculating costs in accordanc.e with A¡ticle 2.2.1. Article 2.2.2 elabo¡¿es the

calculation of two cost elements in order to a¡rive at an appropriate consbucted nornal

value: (l) reasonable amount for administrative, selling and general costs; and (2)

reæonable amount for profits.

Artiale 2.3 covers the construction ofthe export price. Article 2.4 provides dehiled rules

for making a fair comparison between export price and normal r¿alue. Article 2.4.1

identifies the ohoice of exchange rates that can be used when converting ormencies.

Article 2.4.2 is aimed at limiting the use of the unbalanced transaction-to'weighæd

avemge comparisons cotnmon under many anti-dumping regimes. Artícle 2.5 deals with

trans-shipments. Article 2.6 defines the concept of the like product. Article 2.7 clarifies

the relationship ofArticle 2 to specific provisions i¡ Article VI of GArT 1994 dealing

with non-ma¡ket economies.

The following examines the signíficant concepts contained in these provisions and the

relevant issues. The critiques ofthese selected concepts are also provided'

I . Ordinary Course of Trade

The concept ofthe "ordinary course ofÍade" is not the subject ofa specific provision.

The Agreement does not clearly define the term the "ordinary course oftade". Article

2.2.I simply provides an instance of sales, "below cost sales", which can be deemed

outside the ordinary course of hade, but does not provide a clea¡ definition. Because of

the absence of any clear definition, the Panel and the Appellate Body have opined on the

meaning of the concept.



Article 2.1 of the Anti-Dumping Agreement søtes

"ffior the purpose of this Ag¡eemen! a produot is to be considered as being dumped,

i.e. intoduced into the commercæ of another counby at less than its normal value,

if the export price of the product exported from one country to other is less úan

the comparable price, in the ordinay cor¡rse of frade, for the like product when

destined for consumption in the exporting country''.

Article 2.2.1 of the Anti-Dunping Agreemeû saþs

"[s]ales ofthe like product in the domestic mar*et of the exporting country or sales

to a ihird country at p ces below per unit (fxed and variable) costs of production

plus adrninistrative, selling and general costs may be teated as not being in the

ordinary cor¡rse of hade by reason ofprice and may be disregarded in deærmining

normal value only if the authorities determine that such sales are made within ar

extended period of time in substantial quantities and are at prices whioh do not

provide for the recovery of all costs within a reasonable period of time. Ifprices

which are below per unit costs at the time of sale a¡e above weighted average per

unit costs for the period of investigation, such prices shall be considered to provide

for recovery of costs rvithin a reasonable period of time".

In the US. Hot-Rolled Steeft 1 case, úe Appellate Body noted that

"Article 2.1 of the Anti-Dumping Agreement provides that normal value - the price

of the like product in the home ma¡ket of the exporter or producer - must be

established on the basis of sales made 'in the ordinary course oftlade'. Thus, sales

which a¡e rof made 'in the ordinary cou¡se ofüade' must be excluded, by the

invesigating authorities, Aom the calculation of normal value. The Anti-Dumping

atr United States -,4¡ti-Dunping Meanres on Certain Hot-Rolled Steel Ptducts fon Japn (ConPlainl

by Japr) (2@1),W1O Doc. WT/DS184/AB/R (Appellate Body Report), online: \4rTO

ãttp//www.wto.orgy'$/to/english/docs-er'docs-e.htm> (date accessed: l0 Seprember 2003)



Agreement does not define the term 'in the ordinary course oftrade' ....'il2

The iszue in thís oâse was the U.S. Deparbnent of Commefc€'s Íeament of sales to home

market affiliates as "outside the ordinary course oftade". The Appellate Body concluded

tbat the standa¡d applied by the u.s. Deparbnent of comme¡ce for deeming sales to

affiliates as outside the ordinary cou¡se of tade hiled to determine wlrether the sales to

affiliates were truly outside the ordinary cor¡rse oftrade.al3 Its r€port states that

"Although we believe tbat the Anti'Dumping Agreement affords WTO Membe¡s

discretion to determine how to ensu¡e that normal value is not distorted tbrough the

inclusion of sales that are not "in the ordinary course of tr¿de", that discretion is

not without limits. In particular, the discretion must be exercised in an sv¿n-handed

way that is fair to all parties affected by an anti-dumping investigtion... ''lra

The Appellate Body furthø noted that 'lmder Article 2.L'itis f$ the investigating

authorities, arld rlot exporûers, to ensure that the calculation ofnormal value is based on

sales made "in the ordinary cornse oftade", as they are responsible for rnaking a

determitration of dumpingl'.ar5 Although such an interpretation on the basic prinoiple

may help to limit abuses by the investigating authorities,ar6 there exist ârg¡rmetrts over

the concept of 'brdinary cowse of Íade".

Fi¡st, lack of a ctear defidtion of "ordinary course of trade" in the ,4¡t i'Dumping

Agreement may result in the investigating authority's abuse of discretion, and thus the

4t2 lbid. atgara. 139.
nt' Durling & Nicely,suPra îote 404 alzg.
ttt \TTO Appellate Body Report,.ttrpru note4ll at pâf¿. l4E.
ats lbid. atpam.153-
aró Durling & Nicely, supm noe 404 à13o. 
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Panel and Appellate Body must review and interpret the proper concept of 'brdinary

cou¡se oftade" in disputing cases. As disputing cases increase in tbis regard, the

interpretation burden on the Panel and Appellate Body becomes heavy.

Secon4 although the report of the Appellate Body notes that "the discretion must be

exercised in an even-handed way", it is questionable that the means of "an even-handed

way''provides the investigating authority with clear grldelines for exercising disøetion'

It is common in such disputes tbat the investigating authority's inærpretation on suoh an

even-handed way is different from the affected parties'. As a result, the dþute settlement

mechanism will be frequently consr¡lted. Such a mechanism thus becomes intended for

the frequently used tool, instead of for the final decision-making.

Thir{ Article 2.1 states that â product is to be considered as being dumpd or sold at less

than normal value: "... if the export price of the product exported from or€ couûtry to

another is less than the comparable price, in the ordinary course of rade, fo¡ the like

product when destined for consumption in the exporting county." A¡ticle 2.2.1 fi¡rther

provides that sales of the like produot in the domestic ma*et ofthe exporting country:

" . . . at prices below per unit (fixed and variable) costs of production plus administrative,

selling and general costs may be treated as not being in the ordinary course oftrade by

reason ofprice and may be disregarded in determining normal value." lt bas been argued

that the averages for the export price and normal value can be skewed because

"âll export sâles - whether above or below total costs - will be averaged to obtain

export price, but only those domestic sales 'in ordinary course of tade'will be

averaged to obtain normal value. This skewing ofthe components of the averages



for export price and normal value may do much to diminish the fair cornparison

impact of Article 2.4.2's average'tc'average and træsaotion-to-transaction

comparison reeuirement''.4 
17

As a consequence, the clear definition or clarification of the concæpt of"the ordinary

course of trade" must be provided in th e text of the Anti-Damping Ageement. This caî

enable the investigating authority to exersise dissrelon under discþlined instuctions,

avoid abuses by the investigating authorities, decrease disputed cases cenked on this

poin! and frrther provide a fair basis for the averages for export price and normal value.

2. Like Product

Article 2.6 of the Anli-Dnnping Agreemenl states

"[t]hroughout this Agreemetrt the term "like product" (.þro&rit similaire) shall be

ínterpreted to mean a product which is identical, i.e. alike in all respec{s to the

product under considøation, or in the absence of such a produc( mother product

which, although not alike in all respects, has characteristics closely resembling

those of the product under consideration".

The term "like product" defined in Article 2.6 mears "a product which is identical, i.e',

alike in all respects to the product under consideration, or in the absence of such a

product, another product which, although not alike in all respects, has characteristics

closely resembling those ofthe product under consideration". In fact, the crucial concept

of "like product" remains relatively vague. It has been argued that "the language

'cha¡acteristics closely resembling' does trot provide much guidance, particularly given

the central ¡ole that 'like product'plays in defining the par¿rmeteß ofa dumping

o" Palmeler, 
"apm 

note 403 4t4849.



investigatiod'.4r8 As of 3l December 2001, there has been no WTO prec€dent on this

provision.ate

The term "like product ' also appears in Article Itr of GAIT t 994 .a2o In the Jøpøn - Taxes

on Alcoholic Beveragesazt case, the Panel stresses tbat

"In the view of the Panel, like products should be viewed as a subset ofdirectly

competitive or substitutable products. The wording ('like products' as opposed to

'directly competitive or substitutable products') confirmed this point, in the sense

that all like products are, by definition, directly comp€titive or substitutable

products, whereas all directly competitive or substitutable products are not

necessarily like products... in the Panel's view, the wording makes it cleâr tbat

approrpriat€ test to define wfoether two products are 'like' or 'directly competitive or

substihrtable products' is the marke tplacn...'422

The Panel notes that the term of *like producf'appears in various GATT provisions and it

does not necessarily follow that the term has úo be interpreted in a uniform way.a23 The

term should be interpreted on a case-by-case basis' and previous panels had not

established a prticular test that had to be strictly followed in order to define likeness.a2a

Subsequently, the Appellate Body has co¡firmed this new approach: markeþlace-based

'rE Durling & Nicely, supra rLo¡þ 404 at ll2.
1te lbid.
{4 Paragraph 4 ofArticle Itr of G/AIT 1994 stat€s that'[t]he products ofthe tenitory ofany conracting

party inported into úe Þritory ofany other conüactíng party shall be acco¡ded tr€âtn€Ðt no less

åvourable th¿¡ that acÆorded to like products ofnational origin in respect ofatl taws, regulations and

requirements affeaing their intemal sale, offering for sale, purchase, Íånsportation, distribution or use,

The provisions ofthis paragraph shall not prev€rit lhe application ofdífferential intemal ü¿.nsportation

cùarges wfrich are based exclusively on the economic opemtion ofthe means oftr¿osport and not on

the nationality ofrhe product''.
ar Japan -Toxes on Alcoholic Beverages (Conplainrs by the European CoDtm,lnities, Canada atd the

United SateÃ) (1996), \{TO Doc. WT/DS8, 10, ll/R (Panel Report), online: WTO
<http'//wu/w.\¡/to.org/wto/english/docs-ddocs.-e.hlm> (daæ accessed: 10 September 20o3).

12 lbid. 
^tp?f.a- 

6.22.ß lbid. atpan- 6.20.
nn lbid. at pua- 6.2t. 
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analysis of the competitive relationship between products, and the use of competition in

the determi¡ation of like goods.ott The other Appellate Body Report focuses orr "dir€ctly

competitive or substítutable" products itr the setond sentence ofArticle trI: 2 atrd states

that "[t]he GATT 1994 is a conmercial agreement and the WTO is concerned, after all,

with ma¡kets".a26 The Appellate Body fi.nther noûes that its market-based inærpretation

of "like products" is limited to the GATT provision in this dispute.

Although the Panel and the Appellate Body clearly state that the market-based

interpretation of "like produots" is applicable to Article III of GATT I 994 and the term in

different provisions should be interpreted on a case-by-case basis, Bronckers and

ìltcNelis consider tb¿t this market-based interpretation should be applicable to any

inquiry into GATT provisions that use the term of "like product".a27 For the interest of

tegal certainty, the application of this markeþlace-based analysis oan serve to limit the

latitude for manipulation.a2s The ma¡keþbased approach to determining "like producb"

in the context ofArticle Itr ofGlTT 1994 can prowde an over-arching guideline for the

determination of "like product" in the anti-dumping field because the WTO is concemed

with markets and anti-durnping is designed to correct an injurious situation on the foreign

markets.aze Althoug! the same terms may have different meanings and purposes in

different contexts, the interpretation in certain domai¡s can be ofuse in another.

e5 EC -Asbestos (2Ãol ), WTO Doc. V/T/DSI35/ABIR (Appellate Body Report), online: WTO
+ttp://rvww.wto.org/rvto/englisl/docs_ddocs._e.htrn> (date acc€ssed: l0 Sept€mber 2003).

'ß Ja¡nd -Tatcs on Ålæholic Bevemges (Conplaints by he Eumpeon Connunities, Canada and ùe
Uni¡ed Slates) (1996), WTO Doc. WT/DS8, 10, 1l /AB/R at 25 (Appellate Body Report), online: WTO
<htÞ://$ w.wto.orø,,\'to/english/docs_ddocs._e.htm> (date access€d: l0 Seûember 2003).a' Ma¡co Bronckers & Natatie McNelis, "Rethinking rhe 'Like Product' Deftnilion in WTO Antidumping
LaW' (1999) 33: 3 J.WorldT.73 at73-74.

'a nbid. 
^i76. 

'
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However, it is questionable that the approach from Article trI jurisprudence would be

applied to Artícle 2.6. As olearly stated by the Panel and the Appellate Body the term

"like product'' in various GATT provisions ís not necessarily interpreted in a uniform way;

it is by no means ce¡tain that the ma¡ket-based approach from Article ltr is applicable to

the antidumping domain . In addition, Article 2 .6 of úe Anli-Dumping Agrcement clearly

states that the term must be interpreted to mean a product which is identical o¡ has

characteristics closely resembling those of the product under consideration. Before this

provision is actually litigated, and the Panel and the Appellaæ Body interpret the concept

of "like producf', the application of rhis market-based approach to the æti'dumping

domain remains questionable.

Few submissions by WTO members have also shown concem over the conc€pt of "[ike

product". The submission by Australia in 2003 suggests replaoing the word "identical' in

this provision with "goods, which have essentially the same physical cha¡acteristics" as

part ofthe process of speciÛing criteria for the purpose of determination of dumping and

determination of injury, and for the definition of domestic industry.a3o The submission

states tlìat

"Austalia would welcome views on the merits of whether considerations should be

given to developing separate criteria for consideration of like product under ADA

Afücle 2 for the purpose of determining a dumping margin, ADA A¡ticle 3 for the

purpose of detsrmining injury and ADAArticle 4 for the purpose of defining

domestic industry. One view is that a market test, as reflected in the Japan

Aloohofic Beverages case, is appropriate to be used in assessing the like goods

ß0 WTO, "Líke Ptúuct" within the Meaning ol the VlO Anti-Dunping Agrcement, Communiøtion fom
A stralia,WToDoc. TN/RL/WDI (2003), online: WTO
<http//wr¡ew.ì{'to.org^¡/to/english/docs-e/docs.-e.htm> (date accessed: l0 Sepæmber 2003).



p¡oduc€d by a domestic indusry . . . for the purpose of making a determination under
' 

ADAArticle 2, a test which concenbates more on the actual physical

cha¡acteristios, e.g. physical characteristics and Customs classificatioq may be

sufficient''.a31

Nevertheless, Hong Kong, China argues about this suggestion.a32 Its submission staûes

that the definition of "like producf' should be applied uniformly throughout the

proceedings in order to ensure consistency and predictability for the whole process.

Ausralia fai.ls to elaborate the practical problems associaæd with the uniform application

of the defidtion and to elaborate on justifications for adopting separate criteria for

consideration of "like product". AusÍalia does not explain why it is appropriate to

abandon the "identical" criterion in the definition.

It is ctear that the concept of "like product" is ambiguously defined in Article 2.6 ofthe

Anti-Dumping Agreement and the laîglrage "characteristios closely resembling" does not

provide muoh guidance. As the Panel and the Appellate Body have concluded that the

term in various provisions must be interpreted on a case-by-case basis, one can only hope

thd the clariffing interpretation for the concept of "like producf in the anti-dumping

domain can be provided in future litigation.

3. Constructed Value Calculation

Afücle 2 .2 .2 of the AntïDumping Agreement sl.ates

1tt lbid. at2:3.
82 W'lO, guestions fon Hong Kong, China on Papn Submified to the Negotialing Grcup on Rules'

WTO Doo. TN/RL.¡W109 (2003), online: WTO
+ttp//www.wto.orglwto/english,/doos-e/doos.-e.htrn> (date aoc€ssed: l0 September 2003)



"[flor the purpose of pa¡agmph 2, the amounts fo¡ adminisrative, selling and

general costs and for profits shall be based on achral data pertaíning to production

md sales in the ordinary course of hade of the like product by the exporter or

producer under investigation. When such amounts cânnot be determined on this

basis, the amounts may be determined on the basis of
(i) the actual amounts incurred and realized by the exporter or producer in question

in respect ofproduction and sales in the domestic ma¡ket of the country of

origin of the same general cat€gory ofproducts;

(iD the weight€d average of the actual amounts incr¡rred and realized by other

exporûers or producers subject to investigation in respect ofproduotion and

sales of the like product in the domestic ma¡ket of the country of origin;

(iü) any other reæonable method provided that the amount for profit so

eshblished shall not exo€ed the profit normally realized by other exporters or

producers on sales ofproducts of the same general category in the domestic

market of the country of origin".

To ærive at m appropriate cofftucted normal value, Article 2.2.2 sets out three

methodological options for calculating the amounts for administative, selling and

general costs, and for profits. These amounts should be added to the cost of

manufactrning. Although these options provide a certain discipline to the calculation, this

provísion restricts the investigating authority's options in this constructed value

calculation. In this regard, two Panel reports and one Appellate Body report have made a

few comments.a33

Firsl there is no hierarchy among the tb¡ee methodological options conceming the

detemination of the profit ¡mountn Artiole 2.2.2(i), (ii) and (ìü). ln lhe EC - Bed

Linena3a case, the Panel notes thåt "the mere order in which the options appear in Article

ßr tlurling & Nic€ly, supra nole 4M tl55-72.
oY Eurcpean Comntunities - An¡i-Dunping Duties on Imprs of Cotton-ryF Bed Linenfion India

(Conplaint by India) (2OOO), WTO Doc. WT/DS 141/R (Panel Report), ontine: WTO



2.2.2 has no preferential sipificance", although these options are listed in a sequence.

These tkee alternative methods for calculating the proflit amoutrt are "intended to

constitute close approximations of the general rule set out ín the chapeau of Article

2.2.2-:35 when the amount ca¡rnot be determined on the basis of the chapeau ofArticle

2.2.2. The Panel frrther stesses tbat "...the¡e is no basis on whioh to judge which of

these three optio¡s is 'better'...there is no specific language in the Ag¡eement to suggest

that the drafters considered one option preferable to the others".a36 The WTO Members

have complete discretion as to which ofthese tbree methodologies they use in their

investigations.a3T

Similarly, the Panel makes the same point in the Thailand - H-Beømsa38 case by sayíng

that "...we note that the chapeau ofArticle 2.2.2 provides that where the methodology in

the chapeau 'cânnot'be used, one of the methodologies in subparagraphs (i)' (ii) o¡ (iíi)

'may'be used...We ûote that the text of Article 2.2.2 establishes no hierarohy among the

subparagraphs... ".a3e

Second, the two options set forth in A¡ticle 2.2.2 (i) and (ü) are by deñnition reaso¡able

and thus there is no separate requirement of "reasonability'' test on these two options to

determine the amounts ofprofits. In EC - Bed Linen, the Panel notes that

+ttp://www.wto.org/wø/english/docs-e/doct.-e htn> (date accessed: l0 September 2003).
att lbid. at para- 6.60.
ß6 lbid. at parr 6.67.
137 lbid. atpara- 6.62.
48 Thailand - Anti-Dunping Dutìes on Angles, Shapes and Sections oflrcn or Non-Alloy Ñeel and

H-Beans lmn Poland (Òomplaint by Poland) (2C}OO), WTO Doc. WTIDS 122lR @anel Report), online:

WTO <hüp:/ $v.r¡/to.og/wto/english/docs-e/docs.-e htrÞ (dâte acc€ssed: 10 September 2003)'
4e lbid, atwa-7.123. 
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"[t]he text thus indicates tlat the methodologies set out in A¡ticle 2.2.2 a¡e outlined

'for the purpose' of calculating a reasonable profit amount pursuant to Article 2.2.

There is no speoific language establishing a separate reasonability test, o¡

indicating how such a test should be conducted. In these circumstances, we

consider that there is no textual basis for such a requirement. Thus, the ordinary

meaning of the text indicates that if one of the methods ofArticle 2.2.2 is properly

applie{ the results are by definition 'reasonable'as required by Artic le 2.2.'Æ

h Thailand - H-Beams, thePanel also considers that'the ordinary meaning of the text

seems rather to itrdioate tha! if one of the metbodologies is appfed the result is by

definition reasonable'{al and "the notion of a separate reasonability test is both illogicat

and superfluous".aa2

Thir{ A¡ticle 2.2.2 (ii) methodology can only apply when there is mo¡e than one other

exporter or producer.In EC - Bed Linen,the Þ'ppellate Body reverses the Panel's finding

and concludes that.

"...the pkase 'weighted average' n A¡ticle 2.2.2 (ü) precludes, in this particular

provision, understanding the pbrase 'other exporters or producers' in the plural as

including the singular case. To us, the use ofthe phrase 'weighted average'in

A¡liale 2.2.2 (ii) makes it impossible to read 'other exporters or producers' as 'one

exporter or producer'. First ofall, and obviously, an 'average' of amounts for

SG&A and profits cannol be calcl,;Jated on the basis of data on SG&A and profits

relating to only ot e exportet or producer. Moreover, the textual directive to

'weight'the average further supports this view because the 'average'wfoich results

from combining the data from different exporters or producers must reflect the

relative importance ofthese different exporters or producers in the overall

@ r'TO Pa¡el Repo':' supm note 434 at pslã. 6.96.{r WTO Panel Repo I supÌa rLote 438 zt paø" 7 -122.
*2 hbid. at pata.7 .125.
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mea¡I...-443

Fourth, the actrul amounts of sG&A (selling, general and adminisfative costs) and

profits inc'rred md realised by other exporters or producers under Articre 2.2.2 (ü) must

encompass those amounts incurred and realised on below-cost sales. In other words,

A'tticle 2.2.2 (ii) nethodology must include below-cost sales and all othe¡ sales. In EC _

Bed Linen, the Appellate Body reverses the panel's finding and notes that

"...In referring to 'actual amounts itrcurred a¡d rearized', üis provision does not
make any exceptions or qualifications . . . the ordinary meaning of the pbras e , actuar
amonnts incuned and ¡ealized' includes the ,!G&l actually inøned, andthe
profts ol losses actually realizedby other exporters or producers in respeot of
production and sales of the like product in the domestic m¡rket of the counf¡r of
origin... ,It follows thaÇ in the calculation of the .weight 

average,, ¿// of .the actual
amounts incu¡red and realize<l' by other exporters or producers must be includd
regardless of whether those amounts a¡e incurred and ¡ealized on production and
sales made in the ordinary course of trade or not. .. .'#

Fifth, "the same general category of products" in Arti cle 2.2.2 (i) can be interpreted to

include a nar¡ower category ofproducts and the investigating authorities ne€d not to

adopt a broader category. In ?hailand - H-Beørzs, the panel considers that

"...the to<t of A¡ticle 2.2.2 (i) simply refers without elaboration to 'the same general

category ofproducts' produced by the producer or exporter under investigation.
Thus, the texÍ of this subpæagraph provides no precise guidance as to the required
breadth or narrowness of the produc t category .. ..,Aas

4r Europøt Communities -Anti-Duntping D ties on Imryrts oÍColon-T@ Bed Línenftont India
(conplaint bv India) (200r ), wro Doc. wr/Dsr 41|AB/R at para. 74 (Appellate Body Report), online:
wro <hüD://www-wro oro/wto/english/docs_e/docs._e.htrÈ (daþ accessed: to sepæmuei zo<ii¡.* Ibid. ^t.,i^ zo

#5 WTO eånet nep oû. su pra note 438 at p^Ê, 7 -l ll. 
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The Panel ñnther shess€s thât

"we do fi¡d a certain amount of guidance in other provisions ofArticle 2.2.2, in
particular its chapeau and iß overall sfuchre, however . . . Artic le 2 .2 and Afücle
2.2.2 cnncem the establishment of an appropriate proxy for the price .of the like
product in the ordinary course of hade in the domestic maket of the exporting
country' when that price camot be used. As such, as the &afring of the provisions
makes clear, the preferred methodology which is set forth in the chapeau is to use
acrual data of the exporter or producer 

'nder 
investiga tion for úe rike poduct.

where this is not possible, suþaragraphs (i) and (ii) respectively provide for the
daabase to b€ broadened, either as to the product...or as to the producer...but not
both. Again this confirms that the intention ofthese provisions is to obtain results
tbat approximate as closely as possible the price ofthe like product in the ordinary
course of trade in the domestic market of the exporting country..446

Consequently, the Panel concludes tlat

"[t]his context indicates to us that the use under subparagraph (i) ofa narrower
rather than a broader 'same general category ofproducts' certainly is permitæd.

Indeed, the narro\ryer the catÊgory the fewer products other than the like product

will be included in the category and this would seem to be ñrlly consistent with the
goal ofobtaining results that approximate as closely as possible the price ofthe like
product in the ordinary cou¡se of trade in ihe domestic market ofthe exporting
country.'47

Although the Panel and the Alrpellate Body have put the above interpretations on Artícle

2.2.2, some arguments exist. As there is no hierarchy among the tbree methodological

options for calculating the selling, general and administrative costs, and profits in Arficle

Æ lbid . 
^t 

püa 7 .ll2-
47 lbid. at para 7 -ll3 .



2.2.2 (i), (ä) and(üi), the adminisrering authorities still bave flexibility in calculating

these costs and profits. The flexibility denotes that the provision may be abused in favor

of inflating a dumping margin.aas while the amounts fo¡ arrminisbative, selling and

general costs and for profits cannot be deter¡¡rined on the basis ofthe general rule in the

ohapeau of Article 2.2.2, the administering authorities have the discretion to adopt otre

option which may yield the utmost amount fo¡ these costs and profits, and thus the

utmost amount of dumping nargin. Ttís would be inconsistent with the goal of obt^ining

'blose approximations of the genøal rule set out in the chapeau of Arti cre 2.2.2,, .

Furthermore, inflating the dumping margin subsequently yields the un¡easo¡able inflation

of antidumping duties. The imposition of these anti-dumping duties unreasonably

counteracts the iqiury which is not actually caused by dumping.

In addition, it has been argued that calculations of SG&A and profits addressed in A¡ticle

2.2.2 are controversial.4e Artícle 2.2.2 requires that these calculations ..shall be based on

actuål data pertaining to production and sales i¡ the o¡dinary course of trade". The

"ordinary course oftrade" means that the "actual data" pertaining to the calculation ofthe

exporter's home-ma¡ket profits only includes the exporter's profìtåble sales but excludes

the exporter's sales at a loss. The exporter's sales at a loss a¡e thus excluded from the

calculation of normal value. This provision has been criticised that

"[i]t is interesting to specul¿te as to what would happen to the rnanagement ofa
company that reported profits to shareholders or to securities regulato¡s on this
basis. In most col¡ntries, ít would constitute criminal fraud ând could lead to
imprisonment. only in the orwellian world of anti-dumping are calculations like

Durling & Nicely, .r upra note 404 at 72
Palmelei, supta nole 403 at 50.
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these a solemn and important part of a .fair 
comparison,,,.450

Furthermore, the tbree options in Article 2 .2 .2 (i), (íi) nd,(iii) provide reasonabre

methods for calculations ofthe exporter's profìts and sG&A costs on the same ..general

category ofproducts", and for calculation of the weighted-average amounts fo¡ other

expofters or producers in the investigation. The Appellaæ Bo dy n EC - Bett Linen

concludes that Article 2.2.2 (fi methodology can only apply when the¡e is more than one

other exporter or produoer. It has been argued tbat these methodologies md the Appellate

Body's interpretation are not workable under certain circumstances; for instance: ..what

would be a 'reasonable method'for a single-product company that exported 100 percent

of its productiorL if it were the only party investigated?'rsr

(3) Determination of Injury

A¡ticle 3.1 provides the basic framework for injury determinations under the

Anti-Dumping Agreen erf. subsequent provisions provide elaborafions of the concepts of

A¡ticle 3.1. Article 3.2 elaborates on the meaning of volume effects. Article 3.3 deals

with the cumulation of imports from more than one counky. Article 3.4 provides listed

factors for the investigating autho¡ities to consider, conceming the impact of dumped

imports on the domestic indusby. Afiicle 3.5 provides guidelines for the investigating

authorities to demonshate the causation between the effects of dumping and the injury.

Article 3.6 elaborates on the æsessment of the effects of the dumped imports. Article 3.7

provides guidelines for determination of a tkeat of material injury. Article 3.g provides

that the application of anti-dumping measures must be considered and de¡ided with

4s lb¡d. at So-sl
15t lbid.



sp€cial c¿¡re, with resp€ct to cases where injury is tbreaûened by dumping.

The following are critiques the signíficant concepts contained in these provisions and the

relevant issues.

L A Significant Insrease in Dumped Imports

Article 3.2 of ihe Anti-Dunping Agreemenl stales

"[w]ith regard to the volume of the dumped imports, the investigating authorities

shall consider whether there has been a sipificant increase in dumped imports,

either in absolute terms or relative to production or consumption in the importing

Member. With regard ûo the effect of the dumped imports on prices, the

investigating authorities shall consider wheùer there has been a sipificant price

undercutting by the dumped imports as compared with the price of a like product of

the importing Member, or whether the effect of such imports is otherwise to

depress prioes to a sipificant degree or prevent price increases, whioh otherwise

would have occuned, to a sipificant degree. No one or sevsral of these factors oan

necessarily give decisive guidance".

Article 3.2 requires úat the investigating authorities "consider whether there has be€n a

sip.ificant increase in dumped imports". In Thailand - H'Bearrs, the Panel notes that

"[w]e examine the natu¡e of the obligation in Article 3.2...While it would certainly

be preferable for a Member explicitly to characterize whether any increase in

imports as 'signiñcant', and to give a reasoned explanation oftbåt châr¿cterizatiotr,

we believe that the word 'significant' does not necessarily need to appear in the

text of the ¡elevant document in order for the requirements ofthis provision to be

fi¡Ifilled. Nevertheless, we consider that it must be apparent in the relevant

documents i¡ the record that the investìgating authorities have given attention to

and taken into account whether there has been a sip.ificant increase in dumped
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imports, in absoluûe or relative ûerms'r52, and that "[w]e next examine whether the

Thai authorities considered whether there hãs be€n a sipifioant insrease in

dumpad imports in absolute terms within the meening of the first sentence of

Article 3.2. ln this context, we note that the Concise Oxford Dictionary defines

'signiñcant' as, inter alia" 'noteworthy important, consequential' ... .'r53

Although the text of this provision and the Panel's interpretation require that the volume

effects and the price effeots must be 'significant'to meet the standards ofArticle 3.2, in

faol it does not provide much guidance and the concept of the term "sigpificant" is still

op€o to question. [t has been argued thât "[t]he text is obviously tying to apply some real

standa¡ds, but it is easy for authorities to announce something is 'sipificant', and

dífficnlt for reviewíng panels to evaluate that judgment in a meaningfrrl way-.oso

Therefore, this textual standard contained in Article 3.2 needs to be clarified'

2. The Concent of the Cumulation of Imports from Mo¡e than One Countrv

Article 3.3 of the Anti-Dumping Agreement states

"[w]here imports ofa product from more than one country are simultaneously

subject to anti-dumping investigations, the investigating authorities may

cumulatively assess the effects of susþ imports only if they deûermine that (a) dre

margin of dumping established in relation to the imports from each country is more

thar de minimis as defined in paragraph I of Article 5 and the volume of imports

from each country is not negligible and (b) a cumulative assessment of the efiects

of the imports is appropriate in light of the conditions of competition between the

imported products and the conditions of competition between the imported

products and the like domestic producf'.

452 WTO Panel Report, srrprø note 438 at para. 7.161.
053 lbid. atw¿7.163.
1ti tlurling & Nic€ly, sxpra îote 404 at155. 
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Article 3.3 provides the textual basis for investigating authorities to assess c"mulatively

the effects of dumped imports from more than otre country utrder their national laws'

However, the standard contained in this provision is somewhat vague and there has been

no WTO decisions concerning this provision ûo date.455

Although the text requires that "a cumulative assessment of the effects of the imports is

appropriate in light of the conditions of competition between the imported produets and

the conditio¡s of competition between the imported products and the like domestic

produot', the ph'rase "conditions of competition" has not yet been clarified' Similarty, this

provision requires that "the volume of imports from each oountry is not negligible" but

the concept of "negligible volume" has not been defined. Furthermore, the investigatíng

authorities 
..may" cumulate in appropriate circumstances under this provision. Although

the natu¡e of o"mulation is discretionary under Article 3.3, many national antidunping

laws make oumulation "mandatory" if the certain standards have been met a56 It is

questionable whether such interpretations ofArticle 3.3 are permissible and whether these

natíonal laws a¡e oonsistent with this provision.

(4) Conclusion

Through the above discussion about the core articles in the,4¡tùDumping Agteenent,

some key concepts of the text a¡e relatively vague and fr¡rther clarification will be

required. However, it is questionable that such a goal of cla¡ification can be achieved

tbrougb subsequent wTo negotiations because antidumping laws are by nahue the tool

ofregulatory protectionism. They cannot be justified on both economic and

15t lbid. at 15E.
1t6 lbid. at t58-159.



non-ecotromic rationales. To be the prokctionist tool, the æxt of anti-dumping lav/s must

be vague and uncertain, Thus, the vagueness somewhat gnnts national authorities the

abilities to arbiaarily determine dumping and their imposing anti{umping duties. It is

easy for authorities to manipulate the protectionist tool. The proliferation of anti'dumping

cases initiated over the past decades reflects how easy the tool cæ be manipulaæd. As a

resul! the abolition of anti-dumping laws is preferable and without rationales for

anti-dumping laws, efforts ùo improve and clariÛ anti-dumping laws might be in vain.



Chanter Four

Proposals for Reform and Conclusion

Section One: Proposals for Reform

As anti-dumping laws c¡nnot bejustified on either economic or non-economic rationales,

a number of critics of antidumping laws have proposed few reforms. Reformers

generally focus on tbree proposals: (l) replacement of antidumping laws by competition

or antifust laws; (2) replacement of antidumping laws by safegrurds; and (3) reform for

clauses of the ln ti-Dumping Agreement. The following analysis examines these

proposals.

(l) Replacing Anti-dumping Laws with Competition or Antitrust Laws

It has been proposed th¿t anti-dumping laws should be replaced by either supra-national

o¡ harmonised domestic ântitrust regimes.atT Wbile only predatory pricing might give

rise to a legitirnate economic rationale for prohibiting dr-rmping, current anti-dumping

laws are "ill-designed to identiff and penalize true intern¿tional predatory pricing".

Anti-dunping duties are imposed on goods priced at non-predatory levels' The true

predatory intent cânnot be identified. Foreign firms are subjected to burdens that

domestic competitors do not bea¡. In addition, dre current anti-dumping laws are

ill-equipped to deal with non-economic rationales for anti-dumping laws, such as

concems over distributive justice or communitarian impacts of low priced imports.

However, replacement for anti-dumping laws may provide solutions to these problems.

The supranational or harmonised domestic antitrust laws can penalise true internatíonal

457 Trebilc¡ck & Howsg,rrp,'a note 119 at 188-189.
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predatory pricing withouÇ at the same time, penalising non-predatory international price

discrimination because "price discrimination laws should play no role in regulating

cross-border trade".a58 The EU competition laws exemplíff this proposal, although they

constain not only predatory prioing but also cross-border price discrimination The

internal abolition of anti-dumping duties and their replacement with EU competition laws

binds member states of the European Union and their citizens.

T\e Australia-New l¿aland Closer Economic Relations Ilade Ageemenfa5e is another

example. Pu¡suant to Article Four ofthe Prolocol on Acceleration of Free Ttade in

Goodsf 1988, AusÍalian and New Zealand agreed that as of I July 1990 anti-dumping

action between the two counbies could no longer be taken and that anti'dumping duties

then in place should be terminated. Both countries agreed to extend the application of

thek respective competition law prohibitions on the misuse of market power to the

trans-Tasman markets. This article clearly focuses on cross-border predatory pricing and

not cross-border price discrimination. This agfeement still allows anti-dumping actíons to

be taken in cases where dumped irnports in either AusÍalia or New Zeala¡d from a thi¡d

couûry are causíng or threatening to cause material injury to indusry in the other

country.a6l

Several studies have also suggested that anti'dumping laws should be replaced by

nt" lbid.
ate Awtralia-New Zealand Closer Economic Relations Trade Awenent (1983), online: LE)flS (LNZ

Trade and Commerce 43).
M Ptotocpl on Ac*eleration olFree Trade rr Goods (1988), ontine: WL.
6r loan Fitrhenry & David Robersor¡ "Austrâlia New Zealånd Closer Emnomio Relations Trade

Âgreemenf' (2001) ITIS OnlineArticles, online: ITIS
<lrtç//www.itìs-online.cornsg/doc/Aust¡alia'Nz%20FfApdÞ (date accessed: l0 November2003)



antitrust or competition laws.a62 It has been suggested that competition laws can be see¡

as a more economically rational substitute for antidumping laws in a free trade

agreemen! because "the goal ofa ûe€ rade agfe€ment, Iike any liberalizing rade

agreement, is to reduce barriers to the free flow ofgoods and services between the

parhers ûo the maximum extent possible".ft3 This approach to eliminating anti-dumping

laws and to replacing them with competition laws would eliminaæ border remedies to the

maximum extent possible and encourage achieving a more competitive and rioher

economy, consistent with the objectives of the ûee üade agreement. Competition laws

within t¡s ¡ee tr¿. agreement regime can more properly deal with some cross-border

prioing practices, such as discriminatory or predaú0ry pricing.@ Sinilarly, many

reformers have proposed replacement for anti-dumping laws in the iVor¡å American Free

Tla de A ge e m e nf (NAFTA). 465

However, there exist a few arguments against this proposal.a6 First, it has beæn argued

that "defense against predation was never more than the rhetoric of antidumping; it has

never been its function-.4ó7 The function of antidumping is ordinary protection. It has

been fi¡rther stated that

62 
See Ivan Feltham d al., Conrytilion (A]rtittust) and,4ntidunping lat+s in the Contex¡ of the
Canada-US Free Ilade Ageenent (Ottawa: Canadian Chambe¡ of Comme¡ce, I 991 ); Thomas M.
Boddez & Miohael J. Trebrlcock, Unfnished Business: Reþn ing Tmde Renedy Laws in North
Anerica (Tororúo: CD Howe Insti[¡te, 1993); Ralf Boscåeo( "The Govemanc¡ of Global Marl(et
Relalions: The Câsê of Substituting Antitrust for Artiduñpin g' (2001)U:1 World Comp. 41.

tr3 Michael Ha¡! 'Ðumping and Free Trade A¡e¿s", in John Il Jãckson Ái ¡dwin e. Vermutst, eds.,
Ántidumping law and Pructice: A Comlnrative Sndy Qvlichigwr: The Uníversity ofMichigan Press,
t989) 326 at 331.ß lbid.4t Sæ'1ia4 supra note 9; John A. Rsgosta & John R Magnus, "Antidumping and Antitri¡st Reform in the
NAFIA: Beyond Rhetoric and Mischief' (August 1996) DB Ll,P A¡tioles, onli¡e: DB LLP

__ <htÞ/wr¡rw.dbtrade.com/publications/1E3619v¿.pdÞ (date acÆssed: 2l June2003).6 Ehrenhaft also povides a comprehensive uuþsis ofsome praotical issues. See Peter D. Ehrentrafl "Is
Interfac€ ofAntidumping and Antitrust Laws Possible?' (2@2) 34: 2 Geo. Wash. Int'l L. Rev- 3ó3.ffi Finger, npm note 8? at 60.
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"Antidumping is not public policy, it is private policy. It is a harnessing of state

power üo serve a private interest: a means by which one competitor can us€ the

power of the state to gain an edge over another competitor. Antidumping regulation

was created by removing from antitrust law the checks and balances that constrain

antitrust policy to disciplining only competitive practices that compromise

society's overall interests. Antitrust is in boih theory a:rd practice an instrument to

defend the public interest. But antidumping is a difføent matter. F¡e€ of the

consÍaints that rule of law impose on ântiÍust, antidumping is ao insfument thât

otre comp€1itor oan use agêinst another - like advertising, product development, or

price discounting. The only oonstaint is that the benefioiary interest must be â

domestic one and ihe apparent victim a foreip. one".a6

Second, transferring anti-dumping responses to the competition law arena is difficr¡lt

because of the lack of harmonised competition policies in difierent countries. While

ì estem common law developed economies are likely to have many símilarities, it is

u¡foreseeable tlat the various provisions of the mtitrust regime in different c¡unhies can

be harmonised on the multilateral level. It has been argued that

" . . . a bilateral regime could in theory ignore harmonization and simply agree to let

each domestic competition law apply ûo dumping in that jurisdiction... many

complex international fade disputes could not easily be resolved by any individual

country's competition authorities. kstead some multilateral initiative would in

theory be necessary. Yet suoh an initiative is impossible in the foreseeable

fi¡tu¡e".4e

Third, some may argue that replacemeût of anti-dumping laws by competition laws is

pretty much easily achieved with the creation ofa free hade agreement. The European

4E lbid. a134.
*e Watncymer, supm îolþ 330 at26.



community and the Austraria-New zearand croser Economic Rerations Trade Agreement

are illushatíve examples. However, pushing for creation of more and ¡nore free tade

agreements does not guarantee the elimination of anti-dumping laws and the achievability

of a replacement proposal. It has been stated that

"...wbile antidumping measures were dropped within the European Community and
the Austalia-New Zealand Ctoser Economic Relations Trade Agreement
(ANZCERTA), one should not fail to recopize that such measu¡es we¡s ¡srainsd
within ¡¡¡¡t1¿ *d in the Europe Agreements (the biraterar fre€ tade ageements
between the European Community and several Eastern Ewopean counbies). In
addition, it is i$tructive to point out that the elimination of antidumping neasures
within the European Economic Area (the free trade agreement between the
European community and the countries remaining in EFTA) is not complete, sincæ

it does not apply to fisheries, a major sector for two of the tkee remaining EFTA
members. Hence, the relationship betrxeen the death of antidumping measures and
the birth of free tade agreements is not as sbaightforwa¡d as one might think'.a?0

As the replacement proposal is not easily achieved with the c¡eation ofa Êee t¡ade

agreæment covering relatively few hadittg nafions,aTl the achievability of this proposal is,

thus, even more unforeseeable within the multilateral trading system and the WTO.

Fourth, the replacement proposal is not workable because anti-drl-ping laws and antitrust

laws have different purposes, functions and outcomes.a?2 Although antitrust laws and

170 Miraflda, Jr¿t ?,ø note l7O at 280.
{7r Hoekman's papet how€ver questions, from economic and empiricel appoaches, the relationship

b€twe€n the attainm€nt ofthe abolition of anti-dumping and the replacement ofthe agreement än
common antitrust rules in regional agreements. See Bemard Hoekrnan, .Free 

Trade and Deep
htegmtion: Antidumging and Antitust in Regional Agreemenb" (31 ruly 1998) world Bank: policy
Research lVorking Papeß No. W?S 1950, online: Wo¡ld Bank
<htp//www-wds.woddbank.orglservlet/\{Dsconter6e¡ver/wDSP/IB/1998/07lot/000009265 39809

,- 28162543/RenderedÆDF/mulri0page.pdÞ (date accessed: 30 May 2003).''' Maslel, supra îsle 340 at 99-101.
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anti-dumping laws share the same general objective of establishing rules for the

competitive markeþlace, and they were born at rougbly the same period, they had

different objectives form the beginning and they have moved in difierent directions.

Antitust laws are consumer protection statutes and a¡e, most importantly, aimed at

countering predatory pricing practices. Anti-dumping laws are protectionist inst¡uments

and focus on dealing with the so-called "rmfair business practices,,. International

predatory pricing practices are never anti-dumping laws'concern. In additio4 the

anti-dumping laws have moved in a restrictive di¡ection, while antitrust laws have taken a

more liberal course.aT3 Given their different purposes, an international agre€ment otr

antitrust enforcement (if universal international application of antitrust laws were

possible) would not be sufficient ûo replace anti-dumping laws. The different international

attitudes on the desirability of creating such an agreement make the replacement proposal

even more unforeseeable.

Considering the above arguments against replacing anti-dumping laws with competition

laws o¡ antitrust laws, the proposed reform is not feasible within the multitaterâl üading

system, although there are few examples demonstrating the achievement of this refo¡m in

any regional free trade agreement. Furthermore, while some relevant factors are taken

into account, such as different national attitudes on the desirability of this reform,

different national competition policies, a¡d different economic development between

developed and developing counties, it is questionable that the reform is, in practice,

possible at regional or global levels.

q3 
Ba¡w4 nqm note Ll2 
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(2) Replacing Anti-dumping Laws with Safeguards

There are tbree main agreements goveming import protection under the WTO Agreement:

(l) tbe Ageement on S@guañs,a'n p¡ ûrc Agrr"^ent on Subsidies and Countemailing

MeasuresaTs and (3) the Anti-Dumping Agreemenr. Safeguard actions are leplly

"temporary measures to restrict imports in order to allow the competíng domestic

industry to downsize, become mo¡e competitive, or otherwise adapt to import

competition".aT6 These actions a¡e usefr¡l because they provide f¡¡ms and workers in tïe

less competitive industry with the opportunity to refain for otherjobs and reinvest in

other sectors. They cm also provide the industry with the critical adjustment time to

become more competitive.

The Safeguards Agreement allows member states to provide temporary protection to

domestic indushies faoing increased import competition and autho¡izes members to

reshict imports when they are ín increased quantities causing or tbreatening serious injury

to the domestic industry. If the serious injury standa¡ds are satisfied, WTO members may

impose safeguard remedial measures to protect the domestic industry while it recovers o¡

shifrs production to another sector.aTT The quantitative import restrictions and increased

import duties are the primary safeguard remedies.ott The duration of safeguard actions is

limited to eight years (actually four years, with a four-year extension)'a1e

N{any reformers have proposed replacing anti-dumping laws with improved safeguard

an Ageement on fu¡egua¡ds, online: LEXIS'
a" A"srcem"nt o, Siblidies and Coantenailing Measurcs, online: I-BÃS
16 Masæ|, saprø note 340 at 101.
az Corr, supm note 400 8t 6168.

"" io2gn"^"nt on Safeguads, utpm noæ 16, a¡ticle 5'l and 6
# Ibid. arüicle 7 .l sr,d 7 ,2. 
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measures.4'' It has been argued that anti-dumping laws and safeg'ard meæures are

similar in providíng import protection and act as contingent protectionist measures, or

that anti-dumping laws flnction like quaslsafeguard lawsa8r or as safeguard-rike

measu¡es.o82 while a¡ti-dumping laws camot be justified on economic or no¡-economic

grounds, the current state of anti-dumping measrnes 'tepresents the entitlement to import

proüection that import-competing interests have established for úemselves,,.a83 As there

is no sound rationale for antidumping laws and there is another import protection tool

available (if the import protection is in faot needed), fte anti-dumping measu¡es should

be abolished a¡d replaced by safeguard measures. Although opponents ofreplacement

have argued that anti-dumping measures deal with ..unfairþ,'taded 
imports, while

safeguard measures deal with "fairly" baded imports,ae such an assertion is invalid

because, as flustrated in the foregoing chapters, dumping praotices are notper se unfair.

Indeed anti-dumping laws "arm protection-seeking interests with the emotionally

compelling argument that foreipers are behaving unfairly".a8s

While antídumping measures became the developed counÍies' major safeguard

insbument by the 1990s, it has gained increasing popularity among developing counhíes

since the WTO went into effect in 1995. Many authors have noted the de facto use of

* lgtn I Barceló ltr, "subsidies, Countervailing Duties and Antidumping a.fter the Toþo Round', (l9EO)
l3 Comell ht'l L. J. 25? at 260; Finger, supra noleET at574O.4r 
John J. Bar,c€ló tTt, "n History óf Ceci Unåir Tr¿de nemedy Law - Confirsion ofpurposes ' (1991)
l4:3 World Econ. 3ll at 332.@ 
Ba.¡w4 npra not- ll? Àt25.ß Fingeç sapra no ¡e 87 at 57 .M. 
:Â1lastæ)l, supra note 340 at I 02; also se€ Kdslm4 fl,pra note I 33.

4Er 
Jj Mita€l Firyer, Fmncis Ng & Sonam Wangohulq 'Anridumping as Safeguard polioy'' (2001) World
Bank Poliry Research Working Papers No. 2730, at 6, online: World Bank
<rttp//eron.worldb ank.orgl ftlesßl7 2-wps2730.pdÞ (date ac€€ssed: 25 April 2003).



antidumping protection as a substitute for safeguard protection.a* The frequent use of

anti-dumping measu¡es results from the fact that protection is obtained much more easily

under anti-dumping laws than it could be under safeguard measures.as? compared with

the higher "serio's injury" standardats required for safeguard measures, antidumping

measures require the relatively low naterial injury standard. The anti-dumping action is

unilateral and the wro rules require no compensation or re-negotiation.ase on the

cotrtrary, compensation or re-negotiation may be required un der the Agreement on

safeguards.ae, Anti-dumping measures may arso remain in prace arrnost indefinitery

v¡ithout retaliation, whereæ retaliation is permitted u nder the Ageement on safeguards

after only three yea¡s of relief.

The safeguard measure has indeed a systemic justification in the GATT/'\ilTo sysûem of

tade liberalisation because it can "heþ preserve the integrity ofthe system when

protectionist pressrues become too great to be resisted". This protectionist measure

contai¡s more stringent conditions and standa¡ds in the GATT/WTO system. On the

conbary, anti-dumping measu¡es make it too easy for the domestic industry to obtain

special protection without any economic or non-ec,onomic rationales. Over time, the

politioal pressure to impose protectionist biases md the vague language in the

anti-dumping law continuously contributes to the proliferation of anti-dumping actions.

Thus, ifthe goal ofthe multilate¡al trading system is to promote tade and to lower trade

barriers, anti-durnping laws should be abolished. If the protectionist tools a¡e needed due

e Dale, sapra note 20 at 7 and 181-197; Hoekman & L€idy, s&p¡a note 14l at 3842; Barc€ló III, sapru
note 480 ar 312-319.* 
Stegemar", srpra note 3?7 at 3E5.& SæAgteenent on Saþgøtds, supm noæ 16, a¡ticle 4.* Fingeç Ng & Wangchuk, sapru note485 at 5.& 
SæAgreemenr on Salegnrdí supm note 16, a¡ticle 8



to political pressure, they must be more sÍingen! rational well-adrninistered and

syskmic. This follows from the conolusion that anti-dumping laws should be replaced by

safeguard measures.

Some may argue that existing safeguard procedures based on the lgze ement on

safeguards make it relatively difficult for industries 16 sþtain sp€cial protection and that

replacement thus implies the declíne in legal opportunities for special protection.aer

However, a compromise can be sought by revising the rules for the use of safeguard

measwes. Fleúbfity in the use of the revised safeguard system may provide the

possibilþ for easier recourse to respite in case ofa sudden surge of imports. Thus, the

need for anothø "escape route" or protectionist measure such as the anti-dumping

mechanism can be diminished.ae2

hdeed, dis'nantling the anti-dumping system and replaoing it with a revised safeguard

system is a matter ofpolitical will. This proposal will ¡esult in the adverse reaction of

industrial users and some big retail houses who are frequent users of anti-dumping

measures. They may induce policy makers to reconsider the wisdom ofrelying on easy

access to the protectionist anti-dumping system. Increased globalisation ofproduction is

the other concem of adversaries.ae3 However, the proliferation ofanti-dumping actíons

and their negative effects on the multilate¡al trâding system deserve to be considered

seriously. The political needs for a proper and well-administered protectionist tool can be

expected to continuously exist. In tbis regard, revised safeguard measures can well satisfy

Stegemann, saprø note377 at397.
PK.M Tbarakan, "Is A¡ti-Dumping Here to Stay?" (1999) 22: 2 Wo¡ld Ec¡n. l7g atÀOz
Ibid.
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such needs and provide a rational and systemic mechanism. In future multilateral ûading

negotiations, the conditions necessary for dismatrtling antidumping measwes and their

replacement by revised safeguard measures might be in the offing.

(3) Clauseby-Clause Reform of theAnti-Dumping Agreement

Many commentators on anti-dumping have provided clause-by-clause suggestions for

reform.4e4 Each suggested proposal deals with some specific technical tricks that the

auúors bave criticised or argUably redresses some elements of current anti-dumping

practices that conflict with the so-called basic concepts, princþles, and objectives of the

Anti-Dumping Agre em ent.

Lindsey and lkensonaes provide twenty reform proposals focusing on the conflicts

between the elements of cu¡rent anti-dumping practices and the conc€pts ofthe

Anti-Dumping Agfeement. They orplain why these refom proposals are needed and

illushate how these reforms would help to reduce the gap between antidumping theory

and antidumping practice. For instance, the proposed amendment to a¡ticle 5.2 of the

Ag¡eement provides that domestic indusbies should be required to present evidence of

underlying market distortions in their anti-dumping petitions The proposed amendments

ûo artícle 5.3 and 2 provide that "national antidumping authorities should be required to

make a finding of underlying market distortions before initiating an investigation as well

as in their finat determination of sales at less than normal value"'as

s Finger, sapra no legl aI6O-74iCof1, supra note 4@ alg7.-103; Mastel, sapra note 340 at-l l6--133_;

wf;óñt ;p_ 
"oæ 

330 at 11-19; Hindley & Messerlin, s upra îote3zz atTO-?6; Durling & Nic¿ly,

npra nols 4M.s Lindsey & Ikerßon, srp¡a note 3 85 åt 160-195'
ffi lbid.atl62. 
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Other proposed reforms include: (l) eliminating the cost test, (2) revising criteria for use

of "consÍucted value" and eliminating profit component (3) eliminating use of

third-country sales in calculating normal value, (4) prohibiting "zeroing" methodology, (5)

eliminating asymmehio treatment of indirect selling expenses, (6) giving second-çality

merchandise special consideration, (7) tightening stând¿¡ds on causation of injury, (8)

changing sandards for'hegligibiliff', (9) raising initiation standards, (10) mandating

"lesser-duty rule", ( I I ) raising d¿ minimis to five percent ín investigations and reviews,

(12) mandating the public-interest test, and (13) makine termin¿tion of anti-dumping

duty orders automatio.

Similarly, Palmeterae? reviews the eighæen article s of the Anti-Dumping Agreement 
^Ld

provides comments on each article. He also proposes reforms of the lnti-Damping

Ageement. ¡o¡ e¡¡ample, article 2.1 and2.2.l provide that all export sales, including

above or below total costs, are averaged to obtain export price and only those domestic

sales "in the ordinary course oftade" are averaged to obtain normal value. The skewing

methodologies of obtaining export price and normal value should be amended to ensure

the fair comparison impact of arti cle 2 .4 .2 . In addition, critiques of the conÍoversy over

the core artioles - principles, determination of dumping and determination of injury - in

the Anti-Dumping Agreement and proposed reforms for these articles have been provided

in the foregoing cbapter.

Although these clause-by-clause suggestions for reform may serve to identiff teclmical

'e Palmeler, 
"upra 

nole 403 at 4547



shortcomings in th e Anti-Dump¡ng Agreement úd provide solutions to them, these

reforms overlook the findamental fact that there is no rationale for anti-dumping laws

and that antidumping is the compronised protectionist mechanism under political

pressure. Too some degree, technical shortcomings in lbe Anti'Dumpihg Agreement result

from the irrationality of anti-dumping measrnes and the political compromise between

va¡ious national wills. Thus, clause-by-clause reforms may not be the best approach to

dealing with antidumping laws. Such reforms are largely determined by how far the

political compromise between væious national wills in multilateral tadíng negotiations

can be ¡eached and what interest gfoup reformers represent' While exporters may propose

repeal of all technicalities on which they have been impaled, the protectionists, on the

cantary, rnay propose repeal of all teohnicalities that got prospective victims off úe

hook.aeE

(4) Summary

Because anti-dumping laws cannot be rationalised, either economically or

non-economically, their aim remains protectionism. Anti-dumping is a means by which

domestic oompetitors use the power of the state to gain an edge over foreip

competitors.as Antidumping laws therefo¡e authorise actions against commercial

practices that ought to be allowed.

Antidumping, as practiced today, is "the worse of policy making: power politics' bad

economics, and shamefirl public adminisfation".sæ The anti-dumping law is indeed an

& Fingeç supm note 87 at 6l
o" Ibid. at34.n lbid. et 5'1.



oxJ¡moron. It represents the fact that "expansion of the power ofthe stiate to act against

imports in the name of antidrmphg has been built on the mea¡est of violations against

the principles of law".50r

considering the protectionist nature of anti-dumping taws and the lack of rationales for

them, replacing them with compefition or antitrust laws is not sensible. Defense against

international predation has never been anti-dumping laws' fr¡nction. Anti-dumping laws

and antitrust or competition laws have difrerent purposes, frrnctions and outcomes. such a

reform is obviously inational.

Although clause-by-clause reforms for the Anti-Dumping Agreement may provide

solutions to technical shortcomings in the agreemen! it is questionable howmuch such

reforms can alter an irrational system, when such sho¡¡asmingp result from the

irationalify of anti-dumping laws a¡d represent a political compromise between va¡ious

national wills. While the political will to retain protectionist anti-dumping measures

continuously exists, such reforms can only resolve certain technical shortcomings for

serving certain groups but fail to rationalise anti-dumping laws themselves.

The abolition of ¿¡1i-d.mping laws and replacing them with revised safeguard measures

may be the better proposal if the need for certain protectíonist measures under political

pressure continues. ln fact, "if the political realities confronted by nations during the

process oftade liberalisation require the existence ofa mecb¿nism which can provide

temporary protection to facilitate resbucturing without social disruption, it is better to

et lbid.



provide only one safeguard instrument".s.2 The revised safeguard system may provide

the possibility for easier recou¡se to respite in case ofa sudden surge of imporb and

provide the protection which antidumping measures wish to add¡ess.

Section TÞo: Conclusions

since viner's featise comn¡ehensively analysed dumping practices in international trade,

and canada enacted the first anti-dumping legislation in the world dumping practices

have caused widespread concem among aading nations. More developing countries,

which were frequently the developed counties' targets of anti-dumping measures in the

1980s, have begun to enact their own anti-dumping laws in the 1990s, resulting in the

proliferation ofanti-dumping cases. By 1997, there were 94 per c€nt more cases initiated

thæ in 198?.503 ln fac! the number of anti-dumping investigations initiated has risen

sipificantly since 1995.sø The WTO report indicates nearly 1,500 initiations of

anti-dumping investigations world-wide during the period 1995-2000 and mo¡e tian half

of these investigatio¡s were initiated by developing countries.ss The rising tend in the

use of anti-dumping measwes has prompted I TO Members to place the matter on the

subsequent WTO negotiations, and to clari$ the basic concepts of anti-dunping

measufes.

Clarifuing the basic concepts, improving the disciplines and maintaining effectiveness of

s2 P K M Tharakan, "Political Economy snd Contingent Protection" (1Ð5) 105: 433 Econ. J. 1550 al
1561.

$3 Horlick s¡¡rm note 402 at l80.* WtO, O""*¡e* o¡f Developments in rhe International Ttading E¿wircnment: Anntol Report by the
Director-Geneml,W"lO Doc. WTÆPR/OV/8 (2002), at para. 58, online: WTO

-. <rtÞ//ww\'¿wto.orglwto/english/docs_e/doos._e.htrn> (date acc€ss€d: lO Ootober 2OO3).
"' WTO, Oveniew o¡Developnents in the Intemational Tmding E¿tyí,onment: Annuql Repn by the

Director&eneml,WTO Doc. WT/TPR/OV/7 (2001), at para. E0, online: WTO
4ffptlwww.wto.or9lvtto/english./doæ_ddocs_e.htm> (date accessed: l0 October 2003)



anti-dumping measures may promote the proper use of anti-dumping measures and may

ihus reduce anti-dumping initiations, Nevertheless, these efforts overlook the core issue

which must be solved in the first place: "why are anti-drmping measures needed?" or

"what grounds can anti-dumping measures be justified on?" If dumping practices are not

inherently injurious or anti-dumping measures cannot be rationalised on economic or

non-economic grounds, the virfue ofthese measures is questionable and these measures

may serve for other purposes, instead of remedying the so-ca ed .1¡nfair', hade practices.

As ta¡iff ba¡riers have been lowered through successive GATT negotiating rounds, the

domestic pressures seeking protection have û¡rned t¡ opt for other types of fade ¡emedies

(1e., countewailing duties or safeguards). Being one type of these fade remedies,

anti-dumping measures have become the frequently invoked protectionist tool ofchoice,

'þven the ubiquitous yet largely innocuous act of inter-market price discrimination, and

a relatively low material injury standard (as compared with the higher 'serious'injury

standard required for safeguard measrnes)".ffi It has been argued that

" . . . price discrimination must merely be shown to injure a domestic indusfy with
none of the concomitant legal elements normally associated with competition
policy (such as intent, predatory pricing, or market power). The Members decided
not to make such elements a part of the Anti-Dumping code or Agreement because

the various domestic political ¡o¡s¡ssls in ¡ûainraining relatively low standards for
Íade remedy relief we¡e too shong and thus prevented negotiation of economically
sormd policy... . Anti-dumping measures, though subject to certain five-year
'sumetting' rules, may also remain in place almost indefi[itely without retaliatiorl
u¡he¡eas retaliation is pennitted ulder the Agreement on Safeguards after only
thLree years of relief."soT

ff Durlinc & Nicelf, sxpra note 404 at2



lndeed, economists have endeavoured to anaþe different forms of dumping and the

resulting welfare sffests ì ,ithín the importing country and expofing country. Different

forms ofdumping represent such dumping practices motivated by common desires to

achieve cefain commercial objectives. The only form of dumping denimental to

everyone's welfare is predatory dumping but it largely belongs in the theo¡etical realm.

Most cases of dumping do not decrease global werfare; some cæes might even inprove

co¡sumer's weLå¡e. The wideþaccepted conclusion is that dunping in intemational

tade is a rational sensible and profit-maximising action. It is also a typícal respons€ to

hadc barrie¡s and is generally pro-comFetitive, benefiting consumers. It reflects the

tendency of competitive rent-seeking firms to expand into less competitive markets that

have higher rents.

Tkough this comprehensive examination of dumping anti-dumping measu¡es and the

Anti-Dumping Agreement, a few conclusions can be d¡awn.

(1) Dumping is practiced for achieving certain commercial objectives

The taditional and modem classifications of dumping assess the notions of multifarious

appearances of dumping. Viner classifies dumping according to motive and to continuity.

willig provides classifications based on monopolisation o¡ the c¡eation of ma¡ket power.

Theses approaches to analysing different types of dumping represent the compleity of

combinations of different motivâtions involved in dumping behavior. Most forr¡s of

dumping are rnotivated by certain legitimate commercial objectives. The only form of

dumping detrimental to the welfare of everyone is predatory dumping but it rarely occurs



and largely belongs in the theoretical realn.

(2) InternatioÍal price discrimination and prices below cost of pruduction are

common business activities

There are two schools ofthought on definitions ofdumping in the contemporâry legal

and adminisfative literahue. One is the faditional "intemational price disorimination";

the other is below-cost-of-production dumping. Either intemational-price-discrimination

dumping or belo\¡/-c.ost-of-production dumping is sensible business behavior and is not

per se injurious.

(3) The welfare effects of dumping on the importing country are notper se injurious

From the perspective of consumsrs in the importing county, they benefit ûom the

lower-pricæd imports in both oæes of short-run and long-run dumping' It is generally

acknowledged that consumer g:ains outweigh the losses of domestic producers of

irnporting-competing goods, and dumping may encourage domestic production. In

a¡ldition, most cases of dumping neiúer result in injurious impacts on distribution and

competition of the importing country nor decrease global welfare. The only exceptional

case is predatory dumPing.

(4) Anti-rlumping laws cannot be justifieil on economic or non-economic rationales

There is no economic rational for antidumping laws. Dumping ìn the form of

international price discrimination is the oommon p¡actice based on different ma¡ket

conditions. The prohibition ofpredatory dumping has never been the rationale for

anti-dumping laws. As predatory pricing is an expensive policy for sellers to pursue and a
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worldwide monopolistic position is difficult to achieve, a rational firm will never use

predatory pricing in the inær¡ational context. The prohibition of non-predatory

inte¡mittent dumping cannot justi& anti-dumping laws because of the ambiguous effect

ofnon-predatory intermittent dumping on consumer welfare and the low possibility of

the necessary struotu¡al conditions for it being satisfied.

Antidumping laws cannot be sustained on non-economic rationales, whether as

distributive justice ¿¡d ssmmunitarian values or on arguments of faimess and level

playing field. The concept of "faimess" or the "level playing field" is inherently vague

ald reflects the psychological mood of a country losing hegemony in the world economy'

The distn'butive justice and communil¿¡'l¿¡ y¿t¡s5 çannot rationalíse anti-dumping laws

berause empirical studies show that most canadian antidumping cases between 1984

anrl 1989, in whioh anti-dumping duties were imposed, were not to enhance the welfare

of the least-advantaged members of the society but to benefit those workers and

commutrities who \ ere better off than most in Canada.

(5) Anti-dumping measures afe pol¡tically-oriented and legalised protectionist tools

The proliferation of anti-dumping cases and the frequent use of anti-dumping measures

result from the fact that protection is obtained much more easily under anti-dumping laws

than it could be under safeguard measures. Anti-dumping laws arm protection-seeking

interests with the emotionally compelling argument that foreigners are behaving uofairly.

Anti-dumpíng law has become a means by which the domestic producers can use the

power ofthe state to gain ân edge over foreigr competitors.



Some policy analysts even call the use of antidumping actions to resnain foreþ

competitors "anti-dumping protectionism".sos Thus, antidumping has become the most

used instrument of administered protection. While developed economies like the United

States, EU and Australia have long used anti-dumping measures to reduce import

competition from more efficient fo¡eign competitors, a large and growing numbers of

new economíes have become the users of atrti-dumping measures' Many of these new

usefs ar€ even more capricious in their implementation than those taditional users. This

phenomenon should be a worry for the multilateral trading system'soe

(6) Anti-dumping laws shoutd be abolished and replaced by revised safeguard

measures

Anti-dumping laws fi¡nction like quasi-såfeguafd laws of as såfeguafd-like measures.

while the safeguârd measure has a systemic justífication in the GATTAil'TO system of

trade tt'beralisation, and it contains mofe stingent conditions and standards, antidumping

measures make it too easy for the domestic industry to obtain speoial protection without

any economic or non-economic rationales. Wbfe political needs for a proper and

well-administered proæctionist tool can be expeoted to continuously exisÇ revised

safeguard measures can well satisfu such needs and provide rational and systemic

mechanisms. On the conEary, the irrational antí-dumping measures should be abolished

because anti-dumping represents 'þower politics", "bad economics" and "shameñ¡l

$s R E. Cumby & T' H. Moran, "Testing Models of the Trade Policy Process: Antidumping and th9
,New Issues"" in Robert c. Fe€nstra" ed., flr e Ellect olu.s. Trade Prctection and Prþnotion Policies

(Chioago: University ofChicago Press, 199?) l5E, as cited in læanard K. Cheng, Larry D' Qiu & Kit
Èong úong, .,Anriiumping measures as I tool of pÈÞotionism: a mechanism design approach" (2001)

34: 3 Csn. J. Econ. 639 at ó40s Bruce A. Blonigen & Thomas J. Prusa, "The Cost of ,{ntidumping:The Devil is in fte Details"

(February 2002) Working Papers, online: University ofOregon
<htp://wwwuoregon.edu/-brucæb/ADDetails.FdÞ (date acc€ssed: 26 April 2003)



public admínisration".

Although dismantling the anti-dumping system and replacing it with a ¡evised safeguard

system is a matter ofpolitical will, it can be expected that the conditions necessary for the

dismantling and the replacement reform migbt be in the ofüng in the ñrture multilateral

Íading negotiations.
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